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FIG. 1

 

Select All Select None
Delete Selected

1 File(s) Selected
File Attributes:

Date: September 2, 2010 change
Location: Yellowstone, MT, USA change
People: Christopher Desmond, Nancy Desmond
Event: Fly Fishing in Yellowstone
Comments: Add

Keywords: Add
Album: Add

Star Ranking: eovc0e
Sharing Rights: Add
Recipe: Add
Document Type: Add
File Name: IMG 123 change  
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FIG. 2

 
Comments: Location:

Suzanne and Anthony’s Wedding Party where the cousins posed Historical Society
for a photo in the grass. Note, Jack with the lollipop and the Lisle, IL 60532
photographerwith his shoe in the photo

People:
Jack Wong
CJ Wong
MaryFirestone
Zoe Peika
Nick Persons

Event: Suzanne & Anthony’s Wedding Reception 2010

Camera Details: more
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FIG. 3

 

Thumbnail | Table
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Mary Bader andClint Firestone Capt. Clint Firestone Germany Trip 1955 Father’s Day 1966 Christopher 1*

Wedding October 11, 1945 1952 Year 1972

 
College Break 1992 . Europe

LA Trip 1993 EIU College Cairo, Egypt 1996 Backpacking
Graduation 1994 1996

 
Nancy James and a .

Christopher Desmond Amazon Fishing Trip Cousins Party 2010
Wedding October17, 1998 November 2009 Fishing in YellowstoneMontana September 2010
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FIG. 4

 

Captions On| Off

Christopher Desmond and Nancy Desmond Wedding — October 17, 1998

Event
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FIG. 6
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FIG. 7

 

Clinton Dewitt Firestone IV

Birth: July 12, 1896
Death: April 29, 1971
Parents: Clinton Dewitt FirestoneIll and Viola Miller

Comments: He was a WWII USS. Air force pilot and POW in WWII and veteran
honorably discharged in Decemberof 1947. He workedfor 44 years for the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Companyin retail, wholesale and original equipment
sales, marketing and management. He was bornin Akron, OH andis buried in
Columbiana, OH.
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FIG. 8
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FIG. 9

 

Year
Month : ° ~ * * °

DayHeeeeeRGcrc 

  Cousins Party 2010 Fishing in Yellowstone
Montana September 2010  
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* 1 Zucchini (chopped)
* Thai Basil (8 leaves)
¢ Lemon Grass(in jar) 1 teaspoon
* Chinese Ginger Root(in jar) 1 teaspoon

Rice
* Thai Rice (something that only takes 2 cups of water)
* Dice chicken in bowl and add twotablespoonsoffish

sauce. Let marinate for 20 minutes.

Desmond’s Yellow Thai Chicken Curry * Take thick part of coconut milk out into pan (about 4
tablespoons), Curry paste, 1 spoon of lemongrass, 1
spoonof ginger and garlic. Heat over high with boil and
THEN stir for 1 minute. Add meat (uncooked) and fry
until cooked over high heat

¢ Add milk, brown sugar andsalt. Bring back to slight boil
and constantly stir. Add veggies and soy sauce. Cook for
about 10-14 minutes COVERED until veggies are cooked.
Serve witha smile.

 
Curry Mix
* Coconut milk (400 ml) - DO NOT SHAKE IT UP
* 800 gram ofchicken (4 chicken breast)
* Fish sauce (Nam Pla) Thai Bamboo Garden — Bottle
* Garlic (2 cloves)
* Broccoli { 2cups chopped)
* 2 Peppers (chopped)
*  2Carrots (chopped)

Chef: Barry Desmond Video on How to MakeIt Original Handwritten Recipe
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FIG. 11

 

Thumbnail | Table

Alburn/Event

Hack Monk's Arrival|26-bec-2003|chicago|oo|4|4|
MikeTesty'sfirst Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn]54|21|0
Cubs Beat Cards 1998

Jack Monk's Arrival|29-pec-2003|chicago|69|4|4
Mike Testy's2nd Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn|5a|21|
Cubs Beat Cards 1998 5-Aug-1998 Chicago,IL 2,199

 
 

Jack Monk's Arrival|29-Dec-2003|chicago_|69|4|4|
Mike Testy's 3rd Birthda

lackWrigleyMonk'sArrival|29-Dec-2003|_chicago,u_|69|4|4|
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FIG. 12

 

Thumbnail | Table

Alburn/Event

Hack Monk's Arrival|26-bec-2003|chicago|oo|4|4|
MikeTesty'sfirst Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn]54|21|0
Cubs Beat Cards 1998

Jack Monk's Arrival|29-pec-2003|chicago|69|4|4
Mike Testy's2nd Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn|5a|21|
Cubs Beat Cards 1998 5-Aug-1998 Chicago,IL 2,199

 
 

Jack Monk's Arrival|29-Dec-2003|chicago_|69|4|4|
Mike Testy's 3rd Birthda

lackWrigleyMonk'sArrival|29-Dec-2003|_chicago,u_|69|4|4|
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FIG. 13
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FIG. 14
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FIG. 15
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FIG. 16
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FIG. 17

 

Close (X)
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FIG. 18

Advanced SearchFilter

Keywords: Add
Date: Add
Location:

Chicago, IL USA
Yellowstone, MT USA
Cologne, Germany

People:
Mike Cubbie

Mary Lamb
Christopher Monk
Nancy Monk
Dwight Schrut

Event:

Jack’s 1% Birthday
Fly Fishing in Yellowstone
Raking Leaves
Christmas 2010

Thanksgiving 2010
July 4% Parade

Album: Add

Star Ranking: Add
Sharing Rights: Add
Document Type: Add
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Captain Phil’s Memory-Webb

Welcome, Captain Phil
Last Login: 11.18.2010

My recent memories:
* 123 Photos uploaded on 11.07.10
* 2albums created 11.17.10
* 12 visitors since last login date
* 123 Photos uploaded on 11.07.10
* 2albums created 11.17.10

Myrecent Webb views:
* Captain Phil 2010 (photo album)
* Chicken PotPie (recipe)
* Captain Phil (Timeline)

Updates and Alerts:
* License renewal due 1.15.2011

FIG. 19

 

Media Count Archive Status Count
# Photos 1,342 80% complete
# Videos 75 61% complete # Documents 173

PeopleStats:

Lastname|People|aphotos|avideos|abocs_|

EventStats:

vent|ate|tocation|#Media|
Mike Testy’s 1%t Birthda 13-Sept-1988|Minneapolis, MN

 
Cubs Beat Cards Aug 1998 5-Aug-1998 Chicago,IL 2,199

Nancy Learnsto Ride Bike 21-July-1978 St. Louis, MO
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FIG. 20
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ase Relationship Table Phase System Indexing
Digital Files and
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Application Export System 
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FIG. 21
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0324

0325

0326

0327

0328

0329

0330

0331

0332

0333

FIG. 22
0320

EXIF Tags version 2.3 ImageFile Directories Jf
(Data Blocks) 0322

7 032i EXIF Family 0323Tag Labels Group Name Location

Ox9c9b or
Description Title IF DO (O0x010e

peseiptonnatngTw

0334 0335

rinpatencquiesTw

mageimage10,Dimensions,withHeightet)|ue|
waseso|
ineTees
camera(CameraMoker,CameraModelex)|utp|
advancedPhoto(LensMokertensModelet)|ute|

ExiflFD lox92386 
MemoryWebTag (Data Blocks)

MemoryWeb Tag

MediaAsset.StarRanking

This is used to inject information that do not currently have
EXIF standardized tags including Collection, People, Location
Name,Recipe Name, Person Tag Data Blocks (0380), etc.

MediaAsset.Location.Latitude

MediaAsset.Location.Latitude

MediaAsset.Location.Longitude

MediaAsset.Location.Longitude
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0364

0365

0366

0367
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0369
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0342

0343

FIG. 23

0340

Windows Imaging Component (WIC) Metadata
(Data Blocks)

0341

Tag Label

File Name

File Item Type

File Date Modified

File Size

File (Offline availability, Offline status, Shared with,
2 2

  
0360

MemoryWebTag (Data Blocks)

MediaAsset. UploadBatch.BatchName
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FIG. 24

0380

f
MemoryWebPerson Tag (Data Blocks)
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FIG. 25
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FIG. 26
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Digital File
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FIG. 27
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FIG. 29
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FIG. 31
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FIG. 45
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FIG. 46
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FIG. 47
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FIG. 49
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of and claims priority to pending

U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214, filed June 9, 2011, which is incorporated herein in its

entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates generally to the managementofdigital files and,

moreparticularly, to a computer-implemented system and method for managing andusing digital

files such as digital photographs.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

[0003] Prior to the invention of digital photography, people tended to share photos by

displaying printed copies in frames and albums, or would store them in a container in hope of

preserving these assets for future use or future generations. Important photos would often be

inscribed on the back with significant details (people, location, event, etc.) to preserve the

memory of that particular occasion. Many people would share their memories by assembling an

album that could be viewed with others. Occasionally, extra copies of special photos were

printed for friends, relatives, etc. At one time, film slide shows were also a popular medium for

sharing photo memories.

[0004] With the evolution of digital files, there has been explosive growth in the

number of individuals taking digital photos, converting old photos to digital copies, making

movies and gathering digital documents and in the sheer numberoffiles people are capturing

digitally. Today, virtually every personal computing device contains some kind of photo, movie

or other type ofdigital file creator/player/viewer/storer/etc.

[0005] At the same time,thereis little to no cost for people to store large amounts of

photos in various “containers” of the modern age. Facebook, Flickr, Shutterfly and countless

other social media and specialty digital files sites allow users to post and share images to a

community with a frequency and ease that continues to feed the fire of the digital revolution.

However, they don’t allow much organization of digital tags, dynamic viewing ofdigital files,
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and the ability to export the digital files with new digital tags. Questionable and ever-changing

privacy terms for user/account information, including digital files, have also left the marketplace

leery of posting their full digital archive and associated context to thesesites.

[0006] What is needed to complementthe widespread availability of digital files is a

medium that allows people to organize, view, preserve and share these files with all the memory

details captured, connected and vivified via an interactive interface. Such a solution would allow

digital files, including documents, photos, videos and audio,to tell a full story now, and for

generations to come.

SUMMARY

[0007] In accordance with one embodiment, a computer-implemented method of

associating digital tags with digital files comprises (1) storing, on one or more non-transitory

computer-readable storage media, a plurality of digital files, each of the digital files having

embedded therein content data and metadata including tags; (2) receiving, via a user interface

device of a client device, a first tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by a

user of the client device; (3) modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags

of the metadata in a first of the digital files to include the first tag label; (4) receiving, via the

user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to searchforall of the digital

files having at least the first tag label; (5) responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically

searching for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label; and (6) displaying, on a

video display device associated with the client device, a first indication ofthe first tag label.

[0008] In another embodiment a computer-implemented methodofassociating digital

tags with digital files comprises storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable

storage media, a plurality of digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion

and a metadata portion including tags; displaying, on a video display device associated with a

client device, a first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags and

associated with a first of the digital files; receiving, via a user interface device of the client

device, a selection by a user of the client device of the first graphical representation ofthe first

tag label as a search filter criterion or a search string entered via the user interface device

corresponding to the first tag label; responsive to the receiving, automatically searching through

the digital files, using at least the first tag label as a search filter, for the digital files satisfying at
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least the search filter criterion; and displaying, on the video display device, an indication of the

first tag label and a representation of the numberofthe digital files satisfying at least the search

filter criterion.

[0009] In accordance with a further embodiment, a web-based digital file storage

system comprisesa digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files; a digital tagging

system permitting the user to assign a plurality of digital tags to each ofthe digital files, wherein

the digital tagging system comprises at least one type of data selected from the group consisting

of a person’s name,a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship, a person’s profile, an event

name, a rating, and a document type; a search filter, wherein the search filter allows the digital

files to be searched accordingto a plurality of types of data; and a user interface that presents the

digital files on a user’s screen based on the digital tags, wherein the user interface further

comprises a digital tag image, the digital tag image having at least one type of data represented

thereon withtext.

[0010] Asdescribed in detail below, the various embodiments provide much-needed

platforms that save a user significant time, provide significant information with minimal screen

space, and provide an appealing and customizable interface that will enhance the user

experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The invention may best be understood by reference to the following

description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0012] FIG. 1 is a screenshot of an organizational functionality view of one

embodimentofthe disclosed system.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a screenshot of a photo detail view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a screenshot of a gallery view of an event or album of one

embodimentofthe disclosed system.

[0015] FIG.4 is screenshot of an individual event or album view of one embodiment

of the disclosed system.

[0016] FIG. 5 is a screenshotof a location view of one embodimentof the disclosed

system.
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[0017] FIG.6 is a screenshot of a people thumbnail view of one embodimentof the

disclosed system.

[0018] FIG. 7 is a screenshot of a people profile view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0019] FIG. 8 is a screenshot of a family tree view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0020] FIG. 9 is a screenshot of a timeline view of one embodimentof the disclosed

system.

[0021] FIG. 10 is a screenshot of a recipe chart, according to one embodimentof the

disclosed system.

[0022] FIG. 11 is a screenshot of an album chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0023] FIG. 12 is a screenshot of an event chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0024] FIG. 13 is a screenshot of a people chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0025] FIG. 14 is a screenshot of a family tree chart view of one embodiment ofthe

disclosed system.

[0026] FIG. 15 is a screenshot of a location chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0027] FIG. 16 is a screenshot of a recipe chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0028] FIG. 17 is a screenshot of a slideshow view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0029] FIG. 18 is a screenshot of an advancedsearchfilter view of one embodiment

of the disclosed system.

[0030] FIG. 19 is a screenshot of a homepage view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0031] FIG.20 is a diagram of the Overall System Process Flow of MemoryWeb.

[0032] FIG. 21 is a diagram of the System for Reading Phase, System Interpreting,

and Adding Digital File and Corresponding Data to Relationship Table Phase.
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[0033]

[0034]

Blocks.

[0035]

[0036]

[0037]

[0038]

[0039]

[0040]

[0041]

[0042]

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

Application Dot-Tags.

[0043]

[0044]

[0045]

[0046]

[0047]

[0048]

[0049]

Advanced Filter.

[0050]

Application View.

[0051]

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG

FIG
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22 is a table of the EXIF and MemoryWeb Tag Data Blocks

23 is a table of the Microsoft Windows and MemoryWeb Tag Data

24 is a table of the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocks.

25 is a diagram of the Third Party Facial Recognition System.

26 is a diagram of the Third Party Media System (Data Exchange).

27 is a table of the User Settings Table.

28 is a diagram of the Application Digital Tag Organizer System.

29 is an illustration of the Application Dot-Tag Shape and Content.

30 is a diagram of the Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tag System.

31 is an illustration of the Slideshow View of Digital File and

32 is a screenshot of People Application Views.

33 is a screenshot of Collection Application Views.

34 is a screenshot of Location Application Views.

35 is screenshot of Uploads Application View.

36 is a screenshot of Recipe Application View.

37 is a diagram of the Advanced Filters System.

38 is a screenshot of Adding the First Application Dot-Tag using

.39 is a screenshot of Single Application Dot-Tag Filter for Each

.40 is a screenshot of Single Application Dot-Tag Filter for Date in

Uploads Application View.

[0052]

Application View.

[0053]

[0054]

View.

[0055]

[0056]
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FIG

FIG

FIG

. 41 is a screenshot of the Single Application Dot-Tag Filter in Location

. 42 is a screenshot of Adding Another Application Dot-TagFilter.

. 43 is a screenshot of the Multi-Dot-Tag Filter in Location Application

. 44 is a diagram of the Keyword Fast Search System.

. 45 is a screenshotillustration of Using Keyword Fast Search.
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[0057] FIG. 46 is a diagram of the Share to Third Party Social Network Provider

System.

[0058] FIG.47 is a diagram of the Third Party Location Mapping System.

[0059] FIG.48 is a diagram of the Share to Individual System.

[0060] FIG. 49 is a diagram of the Application Export System.

[0061] FIG 50is a table illustrating the Digital File Image File Directory Data Blocks

of JPG Photo within Microsoft Before and After MemoryWeb.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS

[0062] Although the invention will be described in connection with certain preferred

embodiments, it will be understood that the invention is not limited to those particular

embodiments. On the contrary, the invention is intended to coverall alternatives, modifications,

and equivalent arrangements as maybe included within the spirit and scope of the invention as

defined by the appended claims.

[0063] The present disclosure relates to one or more of the following features,

elements or combinations thereof. A web-based digital file storage system is disclosed. The

storage system may includea digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files, such as

photos, a digital tagging system configured to assign digital tags to the digital files, a sorting

system, and a userinterface.

[0064] The digital tagging system may include various types of data, such as a

person’s name, a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship to the user, an event name, a

rating, sharing rights, file type and a document name. The sorting system can allow the digital

files to be searched and sorted according to a plurality of types of data and can be used for

creating and organizing special views. The user interface may be user-configurable, and can

present the digital files on a user’s screen based on these user inputs.

[0065] The digital file repository may be accessible over the Internet. The sorting

system may provide a user with the ability to search based on a plurality of digital tags. The

disclosed system may also provide a wayto track relationships between users, so that a family

tree can be displayed.

[0066] Recipes mayalso be linked to a person’s name, with, for example, a video and

digital copy of original hand-written recipe to create a recipe view.
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[0067] Moreover, the digital files and data can be exported as a single file with the

digital tagging embedded within the exportedfile.

[0068] In another embodiment, a method of storing digital photographsis disclosed.

The method mayincludethe steps of storing a digital photograph in a file repository, associating

a plurality of digital tags having different tag types with the digital photograph, providing a

search function that permits searching by a plurality of digital tag types and provides a search

result, and providing a user-configurable output to display the search result. The digital tag types

may include, for example, a person’s name, a location, a recipe, a date, a relationship, an event

name, a rating, file type and a document type. The method may include a further step of

providing accessto the file repository via the Internet. The method may also allow for tracking

relationships between users so that a family tree can be displayed.

[0069] Additional features of the disclosure will become apparent to those skilled in

the art upon consideration of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments

exemplifying the best mode of carrying out the invention as presently perceived.

[0070] The presently disclosed method and application (herein alternatively referred

to as a “system”’) provides users with an Internet-based interactive platform to gather, organize,

view, share and archive digital files using a proprietary organization system and export tagging

process. As used herein, the word “tag” refers to any type of digital data that can be assigned to

a file to describe some aspect of that file through a tagging process. For images, the tagging is

preferably in EXIF format. For videos, documents and other file formats, any appropriate format

may be used. The disclosed system allows users to create, view and share digital files, which

could represent, for example, the memories a user has collected from the past and present, and

could incorporate additional memories for generations to come. As outlined herein, various

embodiments are disclosed that can accomplish these and other goals.

[0071] One disclosed embodiment includes an import feature. Users can import

media files from users’ favorite sources (e.g., computers, mobile phones, social networks,etc.).

If any meta-tag information is embedded within the media (e.g., date taken and GPS

coordinates), the system could automatically read and utilize it for the user. Digital files, media,

meta-tags, and other data discussed herein may be saved to one or more file repositories (also

referred to as a database herein).
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[0072] In another aspect of the disclosed system, organizational functionality is

provided. Similar to the concept of writing certain information “on the back of a photo,” the

system’s digital tagging system and organizing feature allows a user to arrange large amounts of

digital files with tags that can characterize and documentthe digital file(s). Digital files can be

individually or group organized at the same time for many tags including, but not limited to, a

person’s name, family relationships of the subjects to the user and between each other (e.g.,

mother/father), location, date, event, album, comments, documenttype (e.g., birth certificate,

poetry), recipe, ranking or rating, and sharing rights. Tags can be assignedto a single file at a

time, or to a plurality of files at once. For example, if a user wishes to assign the tag “grandma”

to 100 photos at once, the system provides a way for a user to select all 100 photos and enter the

tag only once. An example of the manner in which digital photos can be organized is presented

is seen in FIG.1.

[0073] Yet another feature is the multiple views from which a user can display his or

her digital media files and their tagged attributes. Using a userinterface (e.g. a keyboard, mouse,

or touch screen), users can select individual files, groups of files meeting specific criteria, orall

files in their account from whichto create views. These views mayalternately take the form of a

chart. These views will be auto-populated based upon either tag information already associated

with the digital file upon import or the tags assigned to the digital files by the user within the

aforementioned organization functionality. Each digital file can be enlarged, from any view or
cosy

1chart, by clicking an information (‘1’) button to show an enlarged version of the digital media

file with all the tags that are assigned to that digital file, as illustrated in FIG. 2. In another

embodiment, the user interface may be user-configurable, as discussed further herein.

[0074] The following views are shown with particularity. In FIG. 1, the gallery view

allows the userto see all the digital media that are associated within a group such as an event or

custom album. The gallery view for either events or albumsis illustrated in FIG.3.

[0075] As shownin FIG.2, an individual album or event view allows one to see the

files associated with a specific group. For example, one can view the digital files that relate to a

group offiles called “Trip to Italy 2011.” The individual album or event view is illustrated in

FIG.4.

[0076] A location view, as shown in FIG. 5, identifies within an interactive map

(Google map shown as an example), where digital files were taken or originated. The location
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view can also provide additional outputs such as a journey route that identifies the specific

locations for an eventor trip that can be customized byusers.

[0077] A people view, as shownin FIG. 6, shows thumbnail photosofall the people

in the system that can be clicked in for a people profile view. A people profile view, as shown in

FIG. 7, shows a profile picture of an individual, their birth/death information, family

relationships, overview (comments) on the person, as well as links to other views that contain

that individual in the system.

[0078] A family tree view, as shown in FIG.8, can illustrate interactive family trees

where one can see the family tree of an individual or family. If a user clicks on an individual

within the family tree, it will take him or her to the people profile view of that person.

[0079] The timeline view, as shown in FIG. 9, will be an interactive timeline that

allows you to set ranges of digital files by year, month and day. The digital files shown in the

timeline will also be interactive and if the user clicks on a digital file or group of digital files

(e.g., event or album), the user will then view the information related to the digital file(s).

[0080] A recipe view, as shown in FIG. 10, will show a recipe along with any digital

files that are associated with it. For example, a cherished family recipe may showadigital copy

of the original handwritten recipe, a photo of the family member who wasthe chef and a video of

the family member makingthe recipe.

[0081] Each of the aforementioned views mayalso be seen in a chart format view

that is interactive when any item on the chart is clicked, the user will them be taken to a new

screen that details all relevant digital files (and file types) for the clicked item.

[0082] For album or event chart views, as shown in FIGs. 11 and 12, the elements

listed in those charts will include individuals whoare part of each album/event, numberofdigital

files, date and other pertinent information.

[0083] A people view, shown in FIG. 13, may demonstrate all the names of

individuals that are in the system in an alphabetical listing. Such a people view can also contain

details on each person such as the number of photos and videos that are associated with that

person. The user can click on that person to pull up the profile view of the individual or click on

the number of photosto see all the photos associated with that person.

[0084] In the family tree chart view, shown in FIG. 14, family lineage can be viewed

in multiple ways. For example, a user can set himself as the tree anchor andthenseea treeofall
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people entered into the database related to the user. The user could also set a contact as the tree

anchor and then just view the descendants of that individual.

[0085] For a location chart view, as show in FIG.15, listings of all the locations that

are in the system are displayed along with the numberof digital files, as well as names of

persons associated with each. A user can click on the location to see all the digital media files

that are associated with a specific location.

[0086] A recipe chart, as shown in FIG. 16, can show recipes that uploaded to the

system. Along with the ingredients and steps of each recipe, this view can identify the chef(s)

name, numberofphotos and videos associated with each.

[0087] For any of the views, the user can click on the digital file to start a slideshow

feature that will allow them to scroll through an enlarged view ofthe digital file as illustrated in

FIG. 17.

[0088] Another aspect of the disclosure is the search filter. This filter allows users to

select one or morecriteria that will narrow downtheir results to just those digital files matching

input criteria. The entire system can befiltered by, for example, key words (or plurality of key

words), event names, location, people, albums,star rating, file type, document type, and dates. A

user may filter based on more than onecriterion at a time. To help users quickly identify digital

files that may still need to be organized, the advanced search filter also allows users to isolate

files that have no date, no location, no people, no specific date/range, no upload date information

or are lacking any othertag.

[0089] It should be noted that in one embodiment, searching via key word will search

through all tagged information (user populated or auto-generated upon import). For example, if

a user searched for the term “Ohio,” the system would search for that term associated with any

file in any way. Ifthe user had files with Ohioasa state, file name, street name, person’s name,

file comment, etc., all would be retrieved.

[0090] Settings applied in the advanced search filter can cumulatively carry over to

any subsequent pages until new criteria are selected. For example, a user can applyafilter to

retrieve files associated with a particular person. Then the user can set a date range to further

narrow results to show only thosefiles for that selected person within the date range. Any pages

viewed from that point forward throughout the entire site would only contain files associated

with person and the date range specified. The advancedsearchfilter is illustrated in FIG. 18.
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[0091] Yet another feature can be a user’s homepage,as illustrated in FIG. 19, that

can summarize the user’s content within the system including relevant information in the system.

It is contemplated that a user’s homepage may show a summaryofthe total numberof photos,

videos, documents and audio files that the user has uploaded. In this embodiment, for each

group of digital files (e.g., photos), the percent of files that has been organized with pertinent

data such as date, name(s) and location can be noted. In addition, the homepage can showa list

of people that are in the system and the respective count for photos, videos, documents and audio

files associated with each person. Also contemplated is a summary of the events, albums and

locations that have been entered into the system. The user homepage mayserve as an executive

summary dashboard of one’s entire system and can be modified to provide data in an executive

summary format for a user.

[0092] Another feature is that the entire system including the dynamic views can be

presented in a wide range of user outputs—e.g. on the user’s computer, smartphoneor tablet

display. The user may choose to present the digital files in any of the various types of ways

disclosed herein. Other ways of outputting the files are also possible. The user can create and

modify various sharing rights so that third parties may view the files and if desired, provide

comments, apply tags or even download/copythefiles for their own use.

[0093] Still another embodiment can provide export functionality. Once a user has

used the organization functionality to assign information to data file(s), a user may want to

export the data file in its original form (e.g., jpg, .mp4, etc.) with the tags embedded within the

digital file in the form of EXIF tags. In other words, a user can export his or her entire set of

digital files, or may choose a subset based on keywords and tags. The exported digital files can

include key tags and attributes users have assigned, and in one embodiment, such tags and

attributes can be embedded within the digital files. For example, each exported digital file may

be imbedded with user-entered data such as the people, location, and event name. This feature

will allow the users to back up their files to another source (e.g., external computer hard drive) or

to transport it to another venue (e.g., another website that is used for viewing and/or sharing

digital files such as a social media website) where it can be viewed with these attributes. This

export feature can provide users with the advantage of never losing key data that was stored

simply because the user chooses to moveits digital files to a new digital archiving system.
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[0094] A method is also disclosed. The method may include the steps of storing a

digital file in a file repository, associating a plurality of digital tags having different tag types

with the digital file, providing a search function that permits simultaneously searching by a

plurality of digital tag types and provides a search result, and providing a user-configurable

output to display the search result. The digital tag types may include, for example, a person’s

name, a location, a recipe, a date, a relationship between individuals, an event name,a rating,

and a documenttype.

[0095] Under the disclosed method, access may be provided to the repository via the

Internet. Relationships between users may also be tracked such that a family tree can be

displayed. A recipe may also be linked to a user or person. Finally, the method may include the

step of outputting a digital file and its associated digital tags into a single file.

[0096] While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific exemplary embodiments thereof have been shown by way of example in the

drawings and have herein been described in detail. It should be understood, however, that there

is no intent to limit the disclosure to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the

intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope ofthe disclosure as defined by the appended claims.

[0097] A plurality of advantages arise from the various features of the present

disclosure. It will be noted that alternative embodiments of various componentsof the disclosure

may notincludeall of the features described yet still benefit from at least some of the advantages

of such features. Those of ordinary skill in the art may readily devise their own implementations

of a digital file organization system that incorporate one or more of the features of the present

disclosure and fall within the spirit and scope ofthe disclosure.

[0098] Application (also called “MemoryWeb Application” or “System”’) — The

Application is an online program constructed using a mix of freeware code as well as custom-

built proprietary coding with an interface that has many functions including: 1) the ability to

import, associate and embed Digital Tags to Digital Files by using existing Tags of a Digital File

as well as the Application’s custom Digital Tag options (also called the Application Digital Tag

Organizer) for use in the Application; 2) view, sort, annotate, and share Digital Files from the

various Application Views; 3) navigate using the proprietary Application Dot-Tag System; 4)

filter Digital Files using the Application Advanced Filter System or Fast Search System; 5) store
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the Digital Files through an interactive Storage System through a User Relationship Table; and

6) export the Digital Files with the Digital Tags embedded within the Digital Files. This

Application has already been disclosed in U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214 and

incorporated herein by reference. This Application is also being trademarked as “MemoryWeb”

with the US Commissioner for Trademarks on December 26, 2013 under application No.:

86/152,930. The Application may be accessible over various user interfaces that may use the

Internet and via applications that would be used on mobile communication devices such as smart

phones(e.g., iPhones), Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and Tablets(e.g., iPads).

[0099] Application Views — The Application Viewsutilizes the Application’s ability

to associate Digital Tags to Digital Files and display them in customized views such as Uploads,

Collections, Slideshow, Location, Timeline, Family Tree, People Profile, and Recipes.

[00100] Application Advanced Filter System -— A function that provides search

capabilities using one or more Digital Tags within the Application, resulting in a narrowed

output display of the applied filters to display one or more Digital Files and viewed in one or

more Application Views. The Application Advanced Filter System can allow Digital Files to be

searched and sorted according to a plurality of types of data and can be used for creating and

organizing special views. The user interface may be user-configurable, and can present the

Digital Files on a user’s screen based on these user inputs.

[00101] Application Dot-Tag — The mannerin which a Digital Tag is displayed within

the Application using pill-shaped indicators that can reside near a file’s image or overlaid on the

file’s image. MemoryWeb Tagsare illustrated as Application Dot-Tags within the Application

to help the user organize their Digital Files with key components ofrelated information such as

people, date offile, location, collection, star ranking, and recipe. The MemoryWeb Application

Dot-Tag is more than just text (as traditional tagging systems) because Memory-Web

Application Dot-Tags act as mini search engines that allow the user to see how many matching

files there are to that MemoryWeb Tag and if selected will take the user to the corresponding

Application View to illustrate the linked search results of that Application Dot-Tag. However, it

should be understood that other shapes and indicators are contemplated by the present invention,

and may even be user-configurable. For example, the indicator may take the form of a sticky

note, a different shape, a doted shape, or any numberof variations of indicators that may be

functional in displaying one or more words. Colors may also be used to indicate differing
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categories of indicators, or differing associations/intersection of the indicators. Within the pill-

shaped indicator, the specific Digital Tag information is used to display information about a

Digital File. Throughout this document, the Application Dot-Tag is shown asillustrated in

FIG. 29 (indicators 0650, 0654, 0655 and 0656).

[00102] Application Digital Tag Organizer System -— Within the Application, a

function for assigning one or more Digital Tags to one or more Digital Files at the same time

through the Application Dot-Tag Organizer System. This feature allows Digital Tags to be

assigned to items such as photos, videos, audio files, and documents. The information created

from this functionality drives the outputs for the Application Views. The Application Digital

Tag Organizer System will allow the tagging of key items as date, GPS location, star ranking,

people (both name and facial recognition), album(s), family relationships, a date, event name,

sharing rights, file type, document name, and recipes. Each of the Digital Tags is user-

configurable.

[00103] Application Export System — Ability to export Digital File(s) from the

Application, with the Digital Tags that were created within or imported/uploaded into the

Application, embeddedinside the Digital File. The Digital Tags within the exported Digital File

can then be viewed and usedby any other applications that can read EXIF tags.

[00104] Application Programming Interface (“API”) — The Application Programming

Interface (API) is the system that interacts with other communication points or services over

HTTP via a POST, GET, PUT, DELETE methods. The API provides a wayfor users to access

their MemoryWebdata outside of the web browser on mobile devices or other web connected

devices. The actions within the API deliver MemoryWebDigital Files and Digital Tags along

with all meta data associated with such files and tags.

[00105] MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application — Separate from the main

MemoryWeb Application, there are additional proprietary applications created by MemoryWeb

for user to upload and download (export) Digital files to and from the main MemoryWeb

Application. The first is the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader built for Window’s

compatible computers. The second is the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader build for MAC

computer. Both of the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader applications can be installed on

the user’s computer to automatically upload the desired Digital Files from their computer to the

main MemoryWeb Application. In addition, the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader
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applications allow for Digital Files to be exported from the main MemoryWeb Application to a

desired folder on the user’s computer with the updated tags embedded within the DigitalFile.

[00106] Storage System — A storage system can be a cloud-based Storage System

(e.g., Amazon’s AWS, Dropbox, Box.net, Deutsche Telecom’s Cloud, etc.), hard-drive, server,

or any venue that allows one’s information to be stored. The storage system would act as a

database andfile repository for storage and retrieval of Digital Files to and from the Application.

[00107] Digital Files — An electronicfile that can be in variousfile formats (e.g., PNG,

JPEG, PDF, TIFF, MP3, MP4, WAV,and GIF) that are of items such as photos, videos, audio

files, and documents.

[00108] Digital Tags -The word “Digital Tag” refers to any type of digital data that

can be assigned to a file to distinguish and describe some aspect of that file through a tagging

process. Digital Tags will be comprised of various groupsofdigital data including:

a) EXIF Tags — EXIF stands for “Exchangeable Image File Format” and is a standard

that specifies the formats for images, sound, video, and ancillary tags. The EXIF

standard is an Open Standard produced by the Standardization Committee and is

detailed within their document called Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products

Association. Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products Association, CIPA DC-

008 Translation-2012. Exchangeable imagefile format for digital still cameras: EXIF

Version 2. 3. Established on April, 2010 and Revised on December, 2012. Prepared

by: Standardization Committee. EXIF tags are also called “meta tags” or “metadata.”

The EXIF information is formatted according to the TIFF specification, and may be

found in JPG, TIFF, PNG, JP2, PGF, MIFF, HDP, PSP and XCF images, as well as

many TIFF-based RAW images, and even some AVI and MOV videos. The EXIF

meta information is organized into different Image File Directories (IFD’s) within an

image. The namesof these IFD’s correspond to the ExifTool family 1 group names.

[00109] When Digital Files are captured with digital cameras (including smartphones),

scanners and other systems handling image, video and sound files, certain EXIF tags are

automatically populated within the Digital File and can cover a broad spectrum of information

suchas:

e Descriptions(e.g., Title, Subject, Star Ratings, Tags, People, Comments)

e Origin (e.g., Authors, Date taken, Copyright)
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e Image information (e.g., dimensions, color representation and size)

e Camera Setting Information (e.g., camera maker, camera model), including

static information such as the camera model and make, and information that

varies with each image suchasorientation (rotation), aperture, shutter speed,

focal length, metering mode, and ISO speed information.

e Advanced Photo Information (e.g., lens maker, lens model, contrast,

brightness, EXIF version,etc.)

e File Information (e.g., file name, item type (e.g., JPG file), date created, date

modified, size, etc.)

e A thumbnail for previewing the picture on the camera’s LCD screen, in file

managers, or in photo manipulation software.

e Global Positioning System (GPS) information that is also known as

geocoding.

The Application will auto-populate any existing EXIF Tags from the original

Digital File upon upload into the Applications (as illustrated in FIG. 21) and put

this information into the Users Relationship Table on the Storage System.

b) Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) — This is Adobe’s Extensible Metadata

Platform (XMP) format for labeling metadata within an Adobefile.

c) Png Textual Data (tEXt) —This is Portable Network Graphics (PNG) metadata

format for labeling within a PNGfile.

d) Microsoft Windows Tags — These are Microsoft Windows File Attributes that are

stored in Data Blocks from Microsoft’s system.

e) MemoryWeb Tags — Thesetags are typically developed within MemoryWeb and

can relate to People Names, Recipes, Collections, Location Name, Family

Relationships (also discussed in MemoryWeb Person Tags), Social Network Data

(e.g., ID, contact IDs, etc.), File Folder Batch Name. This would be folder directory

namethat includes the nameof each folder that eventually leads to the folder that the

digital file was actually stored within the User’s PC. This is used to help the user

organize data within MemoryWebbased upon the users organization system used on

their PC. Facial Recognition Data, and other type of tags that are user defined.
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f) MemoryWeb Person Tags — These user defined tags within MemoryWebarespecific

to each person profile including such areas as Nicknames, Birthdates, Date of Birth,

Date of Death, Biography, Family Relationships (e.g., Mother, Father, Brother, Sister,

Daughter, Son, Spouse, etc.), Pets, and Firsts (e.g., First Steps, First Words, First time

riding a bike, etc.).

[00110] The combination of all the aforementioned tags is collectively referred to as

“Digital Tags.” The list of groups and Digital Tag types will grow as technology in this area

improvesover time. These Digital Tags are also referred to as “File DNA” for MemoryWeb.

[00111] User Relationship Table — Within the Application, each User will store the

data related to Digital Files, Digital Tags, User Settings, and other specific information related to

a User’s repository of information is kept within the User Relationship Table.

[00112] Data Blocks — Within the User Relationship Table, there are Data Blocksthat

will store information related to EXIF Tags, Microsoft Windows Tags, MemoryWeb Tags, and

MemoryWeb Person Tags. These Data Blocks are used to generate the information that is

displayed in such key components such as the Application Views and Application Dot-Tags.

Custom Code — Proprietary scripts and code developed by MemoryWebto enable key functions

such as Dot-Tag relationships and ability to embed new user-defined tags into a file and/or

override existing EXIF tags and the ability to navigate the application and it’s functions via

connections drawn from the associated tags

[00113] Open Source Libraries — Non-proprietary code taken from the free, open

source community integrated that is used by the Application.

[00114] User Interface — The Application may be accessible over various “User

Interfaces” including Personal Computers (e.g., Macs, Windows, etc.), Personal Digital

Assistants (PDA) (e.g., iPhones) and Tablets (e.g., iPad). The User Interfaces can be controlled

through the Application using various tools such as a keyboard, mouse, and touch screen.

[00115] The present invention relates to an Application that has many functions

including: 1) the ability to import, associate and embed Digital Tags to Digital Files by using

existing Tags of a Digital File as well as the Application’s custom Digital Tag options (also

called the Application Digital Tag Organizer) for use in the Application; 2) view, sort, annotate,

and share Digital Files from the various Application Views; 3) navigate using the proprietary

Application Dot-Tag System; 4) filter Digital Files using the Application Advanced Filter
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System or Fast Search System; 5) store the Digital Files through an interactive Storage System

through a User Relationship Table; and 6) export the Digital Files with the Digital Tags

embedded within the Digital Files.

[00116] Prior to the invention of digital photography, people tended to share photos by

displaying printed copies in frames and albums or would store them in a container in hope of

preserving these assets for future use or future generations. Important photos would often be

inscribed on the back with significant details (people, location, and event) to preserve the

memory of that particular occasion. Many people would share their memories by assembling an

album that could be viewed with others. Occasionally, extra copies of special photos may have

been printed for friends, relatives, etc. At one time, film slide shows were also a popular

medium for sharing photo memories.

[00117] With the evolution of Digital Files, there has been explosive growth in the

number of individuals taking digital photos, converting old photos to digital copies, making

movies and gathering digital documents and in the sheer numberoffiles people are capturing

digitally. Today, virtually every personal computing device contains some kind of photo, movie

or other type ofdigital file creator/player/viewer/storer/etc.

[00118] At the same time,thereislittle to no cost for people to store large amounts of

photos in various “containers” of the modern age. Facebook, Flickr, Shutterfly and countless

other social media and specialty Digital Files sites allow users to post and share images to a

community with a frequency and ease that continues to feed the fire of the digital revolution.

However, they don’t allow much organization of Digital Tags, dynamic viewing of Digital Files,

and the ability to export the Digital Files with new Digital Tags. Questionable and ever-

changing privacy terms for user/account information, including digital files, have also left the

marketplace leery of posting their full digital archive and associated context to thesesites.

[00119] What is needed to complement the widespread availability of Digital Files is a

medium that allows people to organize, view, navigate, search, preserve and share thesefiles

with all the memory details captured, connected and vivified via an interactive interface. Such a

solution would allow Digital Files, including documents, photos, videos and audio,to tell a full

story now, and for generations to come.

[00120] As disclosed in detail herein, the application provides the much needed

platform that saves a user significant time, provides significant information with minimal screen
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space, and provides an appealing and customizable interface that will enhance the user

experience.

[00121] Anytime the MemoryWeb Application exchanges information with an

external Storage System or User Interface such as a phone, tablet, computer or other internet

based user device, the interaction with the MemoryWeb Application involves Application

ProgrammingInterface (API). The API’s allow each system to call the specific Digital Files and

Digital Tags associated with each request so they can be viewed.

[00122] Additional features of the disclosure will become apparent to those skilled in

the art upon consideration of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments

exemplifying the best mode of carrying out the invention as presently perceived.

[00123] The present disclosure relates to one or more of the following features,

elements or combinations thereof. The Application allows the importation of Digital Files and

then the association of Digital Tags to the Digital Files by using existing EXIF Tags of a Digital

File as well as the Application’s custom organization of Digital Tags for use in the Application.

The Application then allows the Digital Files to be viewed, sorted, annotated, navigated, and

shared using the various Application Views. The Application can also filter Digital Files using

the Application Advanced Filter System functionality. The Digital Files can be stored through a

Storage System that interacts with the Application. In addition, the Application allows for

Digital Files to be exported with the Application’s Digital Tags embedded within the Digital

Files.

[00124] The Application may be accessible over various user interfaces that may use

the Internet and via applications that would be used on UserInterfaces such as Personal Digital

Assistants (PDA)(e.g., iPhones) and Tablets (e.g., iPad).

[00125] The presently disclosed Application provides users with an interactive

platform to gather, organize, view, share and archive Digital Files using a proprietary

organization system called the Application Digital Tag Organizer and export the modified

Digital files with the Application’s Digital Tags embedded within the Digital Flies using the

Application Export feature.

[00126] The Application allows users to create, navigate, search, view and share

Digital Files, which could represent, for example, the memories a user has collected from the
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past and present, and could incorporate additional memories for generations to come. As

outlined herein, various embodiments are disclosed that can accomplish these and other goals.

Description of embodiments

[00127] In FIG.20, the overall process flow of MemoryWebis depicted. Each of the

boxes depicted that are Inside the Memory-Web System (0050) are detailed additional figures

within this application. However,to help illustrate the overall process flow, FIG. 20 was created.

In FIG. 20, the process begins when original digital file(s) are uploaded to MemoryWeb (0101).

This process can take place in a variety of ways including when a user manually selects uploads

from the Uploads Application View (see FIG. 35 indicator 1701), installs the a MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application on their computer, or imports Digital Files from the users’

other sources (e.g., mobile phones, social networks,etc.).

[00128] Once a file is uploaded, the System Reading Phase (0100) begins.

Information from the System Reading Phase is then sent to the System Interpreting and Adding

Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200). During this phase, information is passed back and

forth to the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400) to the Third Party Facial Recognition

Provider (0401). The system will also coordinate between the Third Party Social Media (Data

Exchange) (0500) and then to various Third Party Media Providers (0501). Another key step

from the System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase is adding both the

Digital Files and the corresponding tags to the User Relationship Table (0300). As illustrated in

subsequent figures within the patent application, the User Relationship Table serves as the key

repository for all of the user’s data that generates virtually every display from the application.

From the User Relationship Table, the user can use the Applications Digital Tag Organizer

System (0600), the Continuous Link of the Application Dot-Tag System (0700), the Advanced

Filters System (0800), or the Keyword Fast Search System (0900). The user can also share

Digital File(s) through the Share to Social Network Provider System (1000) to a Third Party

Social Network Provider (0501) that is outside the MemoryWeb system or use the Share to

Individual System (1200) to a Person (1201) that is Outside the MemoryWeb system using the

data from the User Relationship Table. To help generate some of the map views, the system will

utilize a Third Party Geographical Mapping System (1100) that connects to a Third Party

Geographical Mapping Provider (1101) that is Outside the MemoryWeb system. The user can

also export Digital Files with the Digital Tags embedded within the Digital File using the
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Application Export System (1300) that will send a MemoryWeb Modified File from

MemoryWeb(1301) to a designated location by the Userthat is outside the MemoryWebsystem.

[00129] Asillustrated in FIG. 21, the System Reading Phase (0100) is described in

further detail. The System Reading Phase will first check if the digital file is a duplicate file

(0102) that is already in the User’s collection. If the file is a duplicate, it will not be uploaded

(0104). However, if it is a new file for the user, the System Reading Phase will then locate the

EXIF Image File Directories in the digital file (0103) and then send that information to the

System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200).

[00130] As further illustrated in FIG. 21, the System Interpreting and Adding Data to

Relationship Table Phase will take the EXIF Image File Directories sent from the System

Reading Phase andread anditerate through each EXIFtag item (0201). At this time, the system

will identify faces from the digital file and then send this information to the Third Party Facial

Recognition System (0400) that will coordinate with the Third Party Facial Recognition Provider

(0401) that is outside the MemoryWeb. When the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400)

sends back data related to facial recognition of faces in the Digital File, it comes back then the

system sends information related to people facial recognition tags to the MemoryWeb Person

Tag (Data Blocks) within the User Relationship Table (0300). The detailed process of the Third

Party Facial Recognition System (0400) is further explained in FIG. 25.

[00131] During the Read & Integrate Through Each EXIF Tag item (0201) the process

will also upload a the original Digital File in MemoryWeb (0211), the process will also store a

copy of the original file within the User Relationship Table (0300) and create five duplicate

copies (0203) of different resolution sizes as follows: XL Duplicate File (0302, Large Duplicate

File (0303), Medium Duplicate File (0304), Small Duplicate File (0304), and a Thumbnail

Duplicate File (0306). Each duplicate file is used in different parts of the application depending

upon the photo size needed for such areas within the Application such as Application Views,

Application Dot-Tags, and Application Digital Tag Organizer System.

[00132] Another embodiment during the Read anditerate through each EXIF tag item

(0201) stage is determining if a MemoryWeb tag exists (0204). A MemoryWebtagis a Digital

Tag that is currently being used as an Application Dot-Tag within the Application. If it is not a

Digital Tag that MemoryWebis currently using, the application will Save EXIF data to the User

Relationship Table for Digital File (0205) and send this to the User Relationship table. This is
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done in case there are EXIF data that are desired to be used in future releases of the Application.

For the Digital Tags that are being used in the Application, the system will Parse EXIF data into

MemoryWeb Tags (0206), look up MW tag data (0207) and determine if a Digital Tag currently

exists (0208). Ifa Digital Tag does not exist, the system will Create a new MW tag data ((0209)

and send this to the appropriate Data Blocks within the User Relationship Table (0300). If

Digital Tag data does exist, the system will Associate existing tag data ((0210) to the appropriate

Data Blocks within the User Relationship Table (0300).

[00133] The third and final area within FIG. 21 is the System Indexing Digital Files

and Tag Data Blocks for a Digital File within the User Relationship table (0300). In the User

Relationship Table, the user’s information system information stored such as User Settings

(0390). Copies of the Original Digital File (0301), XL Duplicate File (0302, Large Duplicate

File (0303), Medium Duplicate File (0304), Small Duplicate File (0304), and Thumbnail

Duplicate File (0306) are stored. The final area of the User Relationship Table relates to the data

blocks including EXIF Tag (Data Blocks) (0320), Microsoft Windows Tag (Data Blocks) (0320),

MemoryWeb Tag (Data Blocks) (0360), and MemoryWebPerson Tag (Data Blocks) (0380).

[00134] In FIG. 22, there are two charts that illustrate EXIF and MemoryWeb Tag

Data Blocks. The first chart illustrates the EXIF Tags Version 2.3 (Data Blocks) (0320). For the

EXIF Tags Version 2.3 (Data Blocks) (0320), the information from this table is an expert from

an Open Source Library code produced by the Standardization Committee that is detailed within

their document called Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products Association. While all the

EXIF tags that are contained within a Digital File are read (as previously illustrated in FIG. 21

within the System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200)) and are

stored within the system’s User Relationship Table (0300), a summary of the primary EXIF tags

that are currently used within MemoryWebareillustrated in the EXIF Tag Blocks (0320). The

EXIF tag information is organized into different Image File Directories (IFD’s) or “Data Blocks”

within an image and organized in the column heading of Tag Label (0321). The names of these

IFD’s correspond to an EXIF standard for ExifTool family 1 group namesthat are depicted in the

column heading of EXIF Group (0322). The IFD’s are stored within a specific data block

location within a Digital File and these locations have a standard nameofthe specific location

(0323) within the Digital File. The primary EXIF tags that are read and used by MemoryWebto

generate Application Dot-Tags are: Description Title (0324), Description Rating (0325), Origin
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Date Taken (0326), Digital File Width (0327), Digital File Height (0328), User Comment

(0329), GPS Latitude (0330), GPS Latitude Ref (0331), GPS Longitude (0332), and GPS

Longitude Ref (0333).

[00135] In FIG. 22, the second chart illustrates the MemoryWeb Tag (Data Blocks)

(0360) that overlap with standard EXIF Tag blocks. As previously illustrated in FIG. 21, the

EXIF Tag Data blocks are read and brought into the User Relationship Table (0300). When the

data is stored within the system’s User Relationship Table, they are also stored with the

corresponding EXIFtag label as illustrated in the column called MemoryWeb Tag (0361). For

example, when a Digital File is brought into MemoryWeband the system reads the Origin Date

Taken (0326) for the EXIF Tag block, the system will denote this in the MemoryWeb table as

MediaAsset.DateCreated (0364). This designation is very important as it allows MemoryWebto

re-inject any updated or new MemoryWeb Tag data into the corresponding standard EXIF Tag

blocks of a Digital File when it is exported from MemoryWeb (as previously illustrated in

FIG. 20 with the Application Export System (1300)). Continuing with this example, if the

Origin Date Taken is modified within the MemoryWebsystem, whenthefile is exported through

the Application Export System (1300), the new updated date from MemoryWeb (0364) will be

mapped to the EXIF Tag Data block with the Tag Label of Origin Date Taken (0326) with the

EXIF Group called ExifIFD (0334) and the Location called 0x9003 (0335).

[00136] In situations where there is no standard EXIF Tag data block for the

MemoryWeb Tag for such items such as Collections, People Location Name, Recipe Name,etc.

(0367), they are mapped to a general EXIF Tag data block called User Comment (0329). As the

standards for EXIF Tag data blocks change, the system can be mapped to any new specific EXIF

Tag data blocks. For example, if an EXIF Tag Data block is made for Recipe Name, the

MemoryWeb Tagrelated to Recipe Name will be mapped specifically to that new EXIF Tag data

block as opposed to User Comment.

[00137] In FIG. 23, there are two charts that illustrate Microsoft Windows and

MemoryWeb Tag Data Blocks. The first chart illustrates the standard Windows Imaging

Component (WIC) Metadata (Data Blocks) (0340). Microsoft Windowshas their metadata tag

blocks contained in areas called Tag Labels (0341).The primary WIC Metadata data blocks that

are read and used by MemoryWebto generate Application Dot-Tags are: File Name (0342) and

File Folder Path (0343). The corresponding MemoryWeb Tag data blocks (0360) for the WIC
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metadata tag blocks are called MediaAsset.Filename (0372) for the Microsoft file name and

MediaAsset.UploadBatch.Batchname (0373) for the Microsoft File Folder Path. The ability for

MemoryWeb to read the File Folder Path from Microsoft is a unique process used within

MemoryWeb to help the user organize their photos based upon the organization methods they

have already used within Microsoft. For example, if the user stored a group of photos on their

Microsoft computer in the file directory C:/Photos/2013/First Day of School, MemoryWeb will

automatically place the photos that were located within that Microsoft File Folder Path into a

MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag under a collection called “First Day of School” based upon

the last folder within the file folder path. An example of the Application Dot-Tag that would be

generated from the File Folder Path is in FIG. 31 with the label “First Day of School” (0770).In

addition, MemoryWeb will allow the user to view the photos that are within a specific File

Folder Path in the MemoryWeb Uploads Application View so that the user can organize photos

from the same File Folder Path. An example of how this will be illustrated within

MemoryWeb’s Uploads Application View is in FIG. 35 with the groping of photos with the File

Path Name C:/Photos/2013/First Day of School (0709).

[00138] In FIG.24, the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocks (0380) that are

contained with a User Relationship Table are illustrated. For any person that is added within a

user’s account, various MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocksare stored including: Person Name

(0395), Nickname (0381), Birthdate (0382), Date of Death (0383), Biography (0384), Mother

(0385), Father (0386), Brother(s) (0387), Sister(s) (0388), Daughter(s) (0389), Son(s) (0390),

Spouse(s) (0391), Facial Recognition (0392), FacebookID (0393), Pets (0394), and other data

blocks that will be added in the future as the Application grows (0396). These data blocks are

primarily used in the People Profile Application View asillustrated in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

One embodiment within the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Block contains the FacebookID

(0393). As illustrated in FIG. 26 (indicator 0507), information from Third Party Media

Providers will be exchanged within MemoryWeband the user’s FacebookID will be provided

and stored within the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Block. In addition, any of the User’s

contacts from Facebook will also be downloaded into the corresponding MemoryWeb Person

Tag Data Blocks for any matching persons within the User’s MemoryWeb account. The

information from the Third Party Media Providers that are stored within MemoryWeb will be
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used to provide “push notifications” to the user for various items such as when the user or any

one ofits contacts posts a photo to that Social Media venue.

[00139] Asillustrated in FIG. 25, the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400) is

described in further detail. As photos are imported or uploaded into the Application, the systems

will request thumbnail Digital Files (0404) from the User Relationship Table (0300). On a

routine basis (e.g., daily), the system will retrieve all the thumbnails of Digital Files with

unconfirmed faces (0403) and the send those Digital Files (0404) to the Third Party Recognition

Provider (0401). The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider (0401) uses their algorithms to

find location of eyes, nose, mouth and many other points for each face detected in the photo.

They will also determine gender, check if the person is smiling, have eyes open, lips sealed or

wearing glasses. The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will use their algorithms to

associate potential matches of faces for the user’s collection of photos. For each face, the system

will send back attributes including gender (male, female), glasses (true, false), smiling (true,

false), lips (sealed, parted), eyes, (open, closed), mood (happy, sad, angry, surprised, disgusted,

scared, neutral), field in the response have two subfields: value (string) and confidence (integer).

For each attribute, the Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will assign percentages of

confidence (0% to 100%) for each attribute that can be used by the MemoryWeb Application to

utilize.

[00140] The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will then send the information

relating to a person back to MemoryWeb (0405). The MemoryWeb Application parse the

identified faces and corresponding Facial Recognition data for each Digital File (0406). The

system will interact with the User Relationship Table and determine if the face is an existing

(i.e., “trained”) face in MemoryWeb where there is a Face ID in the User Relationship Table

(0407). If not, the system generates a facial recognition record for unknown person and then

sends information to MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0410).

If yes, the system will then determine if the face is above the system’s thresholds for confirming

a face is a specific person in the user’s MemoryWeb system (0408). If no, system generates

virtual unconfirmed facial recognition record for person and then sends information to

MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0411). If yes, the ssystem

records and associates specific face for Digital File with a MemoryWebPerson ID and sendsto

MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0409).
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[00141] Typically, the ability to confirm and deny facial recognition matches will be

within the People Profile Application View as illustrated in FIG. 32 within the facial

recognitions area (indicator 1442). The system will also have other facial resonations area where

the user can confirm or deny the suggested facial recognitions of a person for a Digital File.

Whenthe user denies the suggested facial recognition, the system dis-associates potential person

match Tag, search’s the user’s collection for other potential matches, and then sends information

to Tag Data Block of Relationship Table for the Digital File. If the user accepts the suggested

facial recognition, the system sends this facial recognition tag confirmation to the User

Relationship Table for the Digital File. Once a confirmation is made, the newly associated

Digital File will have that confirmed person Application Dot-Tag associated to that Digital File

for all Application Views. Each time an accepted or denied facial recognition is made for a

specific person, the specific data points used for facial recognition is improved and sent to the

Third Party Facial Recognition Provider for more accurate confirmations of that person during

the next run for that person.

[00142] As illustrated in FIG. 26, the Third Party Media System (Data Exchange)

(0500) is described in further detail. There are numeroustypes of third party media systemsthat

are contemplated for MemoryWebincluding social network providers (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,

and LinkedIn) and other photo sites (e.g., Flickr and Picasa). In addition, it is contemplated for

the ability to print Digital Files from MemoryWeb using third party print providers such as

Walgreens or Shutterfly. Further contemplated solutions might be from digital file warehouses

such as Dropbox and box.net. All of the Third Party Media Systems will interact with

MemoryWeb using the same system that is described within FIG. 26. The Third Party Social

Media System starts when the user initiates sharing of their information with Third Party Media

Provider with MemoryWeb (0502). When this is initiated, the system will send registration

information (0503) to the Third Party Media Provider (0501). Once received, the Third Party

Media Provider will send back a confirmation with the Third Party Social Media ID (0504) and

then the system will send the information (0505) to the User Settings Table (0390) within the

User Relationship Table (0300). The system will then send daily requests from the User

Relationship Table for contact names and IDs (0506) to the Social Media Provider (0506). If

there are new contact namesthat are not part of the user’s current people, the system will receive

new contact names and IDs from the Social Media Provider (0501). The user will have the
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ability to confirm or deny matches (0508) with their contacts within MemoryWeb. If there is a

match, the system will associate the existing person within MemoryWebto the same ID of the

person within the Third Party Social Media platform (0509) and then send this to the User

Relationship Table. If there is not a match, the system will add this additional contact as a new

person and send (0510) this to the User Relationship Table. If the user wants to share or print

Digital Files from MemoryWeb,they can do this with the Share to Third Party Media Provider

System (1000) that is further detailed within FIG. 46.

[00143] In FIG. 27, the MemoryWeb UserSettings Table is illustrated. As illustrated

in the User Settings Table (1900), various data blocks of information is stored including the

User’s Name (1901), Payment ID (1902) that is used with third party payment providers,

Password (1903), Account Type (1904) (i.e., free or paid account), User’s email (1905),

Language preference (1906), Date format preference (1907), Email notification (1908)

preferences, the ability to share Contacts (with third Party Social Media) (1909), Facebook ID

(1910), API Token (1911), Payment Date (1912) and other settings that will evolve as the

Application grows(1913).

[00144] In FIG.28, the Application Digital Tag Organizer System (0600)is illustrated.

Within various Application Viewsthe user can select, add, delete and edit MemoryWeb Tags for

such areas as people, date, location, collections, star rankings, and recipes. An illustration of an

Uploads Application View where MemoryWeb Tagsfor a Digital File can be selected, added,

deleted, or edited is illustrated in FIG. 35. The Application Digital Tag Organizer System begins

whenthe user selects one or more Digital Files in MemoryWeb (0601). The system then sends a

request to the User Relationship Table for the specific Digital File (0602). The system then

retrieves the Digital File and the Digital File Tag Data Blocks (0603) from the User Relationship

Table (0300). Next, the system will display the Digital File and the corresponding Digital File

Tag Data Blocks in the form of Application Dot-Tags (0604). An example of how the system

can illustrate a Digital File with the corresponding Application Dot-Tagsis in FIG. 31 (indicators

0780, 0765, 0766, 0768, 0770, and 0771).

[00145] If the user selects an Application Dot-Tag (0605), the system will utilize the
 

Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tags System (0700) to produce the results of that

Application Dot-Tag within one of the Application Viewsthatis later illustrated in FIG. 30.
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[00146] Ifthe user selects add for a MemoryWeb Tag (0606), the user can add a new

MemoryWeb Tag. Whenthe user begins to type in text to add a tag, the system will produce

suggestions on matching MemoryWeb Tagsor the option to add a new tag (0607). If a matching

tag is selected (0608), the system associates the new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the

Relationship Table for the Digital File (0610). Alternatively, if the tag does not exist the user

can create a new MemoryWeb Tag (0609) and then the system associates the new MemoryWeb

tag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0611).

[00147] If the user selects edit for a MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag (0612), the

user can add information text to edit the MemoryWeb Tag and the system will produce

suggestions or matching MemoryWebtagsor the option to add a new tag (0613). If there is a

match within the user’s system, the matching MemoryWeb Tag will appear and the user can

select the MemoryWeb Tag (0614). Once the matching tag is selected, the system associates the

new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0616).

Alternatively, the user can create a new MemoryWeb Tag (0615) and then the system associates

the new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0617).

If the user selects delete for a MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag (0618), the system deletes the

association of MemoryWebtag to Tag Data Block of Relationship Table for Digital File (0619).

[00148] In FIG. 29, the Application Dot-Tag Shape and Contentis illustrated (0650).

MemoryWebTagsare illustrated as Application Dot-Tags within the Application to help the user

organize their Digital Files with key components of related information such as people, date of

file, location, collection, star ranking, and recipe. The MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag is

more than just text (as traditional tagging systems) because Memory-Web Application Dot-Tags

act as mini search engines that allow the user to see how many matchingfiles there are to that

MemoryWeb Tag andif selected will take the user to the corresponding Application View to

illustrate the linked search results of that Application Dot-Tag (as illustrated in FIG. 30). In

essence, the Application Dot-Tags operate as mini search enginesfor the user’s Digital Tags.

[00149] The structure of an Application Dot-Tag (0650) can take on an solid-line

enclosed shape of a pill, dot or similar depiction (0651) and within the shape the name of the

MemoryWebTagis displayed (0653) along with the numberof Digital Files (0652) that are also

associated with that same MemoryWeb Tag. FIG. 29 further illustrates more examples of the

Application Dot-Tags. If the number of Digital Files associated with a specific MemoryWeb
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Tag is less than a certain number(e.g., 1000), the actual numberof Digital Files associated with

that MemoryWeb Tagis displayed. In FIG. 29, this is illustrated with an Application Dot-Tag

that has 453 files that are associated with the location of Cologne, Germany (0654). However,if

the number of Digital Files associated with a specific MemoryWeb tag are greater than the

character length, a greater sign along with a numbersequencethatis less than the total number of

associated Digital Files will be displayed (0655). In FIG. 29, this is illustrated with an

Application Dot-Tag that has “>999” (0657) as the numberof Digital Files with the exact same

MemoryWebTagand if the name of the MemoryWebtagis longer than the text sequence, only a

portion of the MemoryWeb tag will be displayed along with an ellipse as illustrated with

“Holiday Photos from...” (0658). Finally, the Application Dot-Tag maybe illustrated with a

dotted or similar distinction (as opposed to a solid line) to help indicate a partial relationship

(0656). In the illustration in FIG. 29, the dotted line is to indicate that only some of the selected

Digital Files have the MemoryWeb Tag of Frank Smith.

[00150] In FIG. 30, the Continuous Link of Dot Tag System is illustrated (0700).

Whenauser selects an Application Dot-Tag, it will take them to the corresponding Application

View that relates to the type of MemoryWeb Tag. The Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tag

System begins whena userselects an Application Dot-Tag (0701).

[00151] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Person (0702), the system will send a request

to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A sample

illustration of how a user can select a person Application Dot-Tag is in FIG. 31 (indicator 0764).

For a person tag, the system receives data for that person from the User Relationship Table and

displays the relationship data in a People Profile View (0709). A sample illustration of a

selected Person Application Dot-Tag is in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

[00152] If the Application Dot-Tag is a Collection (0703), the system will send a

request to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A

sample illustration of a collection Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31

(indicator 0781). For a collection tag, the system receives data for that collection from the User

Relationship Table and displays the relationship data in a Collection View (0710). A sample

illustration of a selected Collection Application Dot-Tag within a Collection View is in FIG. 33

(indicator 1530).
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[00153] If the Application Dot-Tag is a Location (0704), the system will send a

request to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A

sample illustration of a location Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31 (indicator

0768). For a location tag, the system receives data for that location from the User Relationship

Table and displays the relationship data in a Location View (0711). A sample illustration of a

selected Location Application Dot-Tag within a Location View is in FIG. 34 (indicator 1630).

[00154] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Date (0705), the system will send a request to

display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A sample

illustration of a date Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31 (indicator 0766). For

a date tag, the system receives data for that date from the User Relationship Table and displays

the relationship data in Uploads View with that date filtered (0712). A sample illustration of a

selected Date Application Dot-Tag within Uploads View is in FIG. 40 (indicator 0861).

[00155] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Recipe (0706), the system will send a request

to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). For a recipe

tag, the system receives data for that recipe from the User Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data in a Recipe View with that date filtered (0713). A sample illustration of a

selected Date Application Dot-Tag within Recipe View is in FIG. 36 (indicator 1800).

[00156] The Application is contemplated to have additional types of Application Dot-

Tags (0707) in the future including Family Trees, Timespan, etc. and each of these MemoryWeb

Tags will go through the same continuous link of Application Dot-Tag process. For an

additional type of Application Dot-Tag, the system will receive data from the User Relationship

Table and displays the relationship data in the corresponding view for that type of Application

Dot-Tag (0714).

[00157] If within any of the Application Viewsthe user selects a Digital File (0715),

the Digital File is then displayed in a Slideshow View (0716) where the user can again select an

Application Dot-Tag (0701) and start the continuous link of Application Dot-Tag functionality

over again. Also within an Application View, if the user selects another Application Dot-Tag

(0717), the entire continuous link of Application Dot-Tag functionality begins again and sends

the request back to ask if the newly selected Application Dot-Tag is a person (0702).

[00158] In FIG. 31, the Slideshow view of a Digital File, Application Dot-Tags, and

comments are illustrated (0750). When viewing a Digital File or group of Digital Files within
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the Slideshow Application View (0750), the selected Digital File is displayed in the center of the

screen (0754). If the user wants to export this photo with all the associated MemoryWeb Tags,

they can select export (0751) which will initiate the Application Export System as illustrated in

FIG. 49. If the user wants to see the Digital File that is one file before the selected Digital File,

they select the left arrow (0752) or they can select the right arrow (0753) to display the next

photo in the sequence. Below the Digital File, the comments (0755) that are specific to that

Digital file are depicted. If the user wants to edit the comments, they select edit (0756). If the

user would like to see a moving slideshow ofall the photos that are part of the group of Digital

Files, they can select on the play sign (0757) or simply click the specific thumbnail of a Digital

File (0758) to be displayed. The user can also have the slideshowin a full screen slideshow by

selecting the full screen icon (0759). If the user wants to share the individual Digital file via

email, they can select the mail icon (0760) or share it through a third party median provider, in

this case Facebook (0761). A more detailed description on how the share functionality worksis

in FIG. 46 (indicator 1000).

[00159] In FIG. 31, each Application Dot-Tag that is associated with a Digital File is

illustrated to the right of the Digital File under each major MemoryWeb Tag area. For this

example, the People area (0763) has Application Dot-Tags of Jackson Smith (0780) and JC

Smith (0764) associated with the selected Digital File. In the Dates area (0765), the Application

Dot-Tag of August 28, 2013 (0766) is associated with the selected Digital File. In the Locations

Area (0767), the Application Dot-Tag of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0768) in the location

associated with the selected Digital File. In the Collections Area (0769), the Application Dot-

Tags of First Day of School (0770) and Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (0771) are associated with

the selected Digital File. The Star Rankings Area (0782) showsthat four out of five stars (0773)

wasselected for this Digital File. If the Digital File is associated with a Recipe (0774) the

Application Dot-Tag would beillustrated in this area. The Media Typearea indicatesthat thisis

a Memento (0776). If the user wants to delete this Digital File from the Application, they can

select the Delete Item function (0779). If the user wants to edit the Application Dot-Tags, they

can select the edit icon (0762) and all the MemoryWeb Tagareas will be in edit modeaslater

illustrated in FIG.35. Finally, any original Digital File detail (e.g. file name, camera

specifications, etc.) is illustrated (0778).
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[00160] In FIG. 32, both of the People Application Viewsare illustrated. The first

People Application View (1400) is used to display all the people that were created within the

user’s Application. This view can be seen by selecting “People” (1401) from any of the

Application Views within the Application. The people can be listed in various sort orders though

a drop-down (1402) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added), Alphabetical

(A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. Additional sorts are contemplated such as age sort. For each

person, a thumbnail of their face along with their name is depicted. In this figure, Jon Smith

(1403) and JC Jon Smith (1404) along with some other people are illustrated. Also, the user can

determine if they want to have 20, 50 or 100 people shown at one time (1405) by selecting the

corresponding number box. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the

user can select Fast Search (1450) that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every

Application View within the Application, the user can select Apply Filters (1451) that is further

described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00161] Inthe second People Application View within FIG. 32, a single people profile

(1430) is illustrated. The individuals nameis displayed at the top of the page (1431) along with

their Nicknames (1433), when they were Born (1434), who their parents are (1435), Siblings

(1436), Children (1437), and the person’s Biography (1438). The Person Profile Photo of that

individualis illustrated (1439) and if the user wants to change the profile photo, they can change

by selecting change profile photo (1440). For each person, the system can allow the user to

quickly see all the tags that are associated to a person. In this example, the system illustrates that

there are four photos (1452) associated with that person and will also illustrate thumbnails of

each of the four photos (1446). These thumbnails can be selected and then the user will be taken

to the slideshow view for that Digital File. If the user selects Collections (1441), all of the

collections that the person has been tagged within will be displayed. If the user selects Facial

Recognitions (1442), all the faces that are confirmed or need to be confirmed are displayed. This

is the area where the user can select to confirm or deny a suggested facial recognition through

the Third Party Facial Recognition System that is illustrated in FIG. 25. If the user selects

Locations (1443), all of the Locations that the specific person has been tagged within will be

displayed. If the user selects Family Relationships (1444), the seven people that the user is

associated with will be displayed in a family chart or tree. If the user selects Recipe (1445),all

the recipe’s that the user has been tagged within will be displayed. If the user wants to edit any
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details within the individual people profile, they can select edit (1447) andall the fields will

allow the ability to edit the details. If the user selects any of the Application Dot-Tags such as

the individuals mother Jane Smith (Doe) (1449), the application will utilize the Continuous Link

of Application Dot-Tag System (see FIG. 30) and take the user to an individual people profile

view of Jane Smith (Doe). If the user selects View all People (1432), the Application will go

back to the multiple People View (1400).

[00162] In FIG. 33, both of the Collection Application Viewsare illustrated. The first

Collection Application View is used to display all the collections that were created within the

user’s Application (1500). This view can be seen by selecting “Collections” (1501) from any of

the Application Views within the Application. The collections can be listed in various sort

orders though a drop-down (1502) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. For each collection, a thumbnail of a Digital File

from that collection depicted. In this figure, Smith Family Photos (1503), Europe Trip (1504),

First Day of School (1505), Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (1506), and Baseball Games (1507) is

illustrated. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast

Search that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the

Application, the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00163] Inthe second Collections Application View within FIG.33, a single collection

(1530) is illustrated. The individual collection nameis displayed at the top of the page (1532).

Thumbnails of each Digital File within the specific collections are illustrated. In this example,

the system showsphotos (1533) associated with the Smith Family Photos Collection. If the user

wants to edit any Digital Files within the collection, they can select edit (1535) and then the user

can add or delete any Digital Files as well as set the cover photo for a collection. If the user

wants to share this collection (1534), they can select a method to share and this will take the user

through the Share to Third Party Media Provider System illustrated later in FIG. 46. If the user

selects View all Collections (1531), the Application will go back to the multiple Collection View

(1500).

[00164] In FIG. 34, both of the Location Application Viewsare illustrated. Thefirst

Location Application View is used to display all the locations that were created within the user’s

Application (1600). This view can be seen by selecting “Locations” (1605) from any of the

Application Views within the Application. The locations can be listed in various sort orders
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though a drop-down (1606) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. For each location, a thumbnail of a Digital File

from that location depicted. In this figure, Wrigley Field (1601), Abe Lincoln Elementary

School (1602), Home Sweet Home (1603), and Stonehenge (1604) is illustrated. What is also

contemplated instead of a Digital File from that location is that a zoomed in image of a map from

the specific location using the Third Party Geographical Mapping System later depicted in

FIG. 47. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast

Search that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the

Application, the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00165] In the second Locations Application View within FIG. 34, a single location

(1630) is illustrated. The individual location name is displayed at the top of the page (1632).

Thumbnails of each Digital File within the specific collections are illustrated. In this example,

the system illustrates a one photo (1633) taken at Wrigley Field (1634) that is associated with the

location called Wrigley Field. If the user wants to edit any Digital Files within the collection,

they can select edit (1637) and then the user can add or delete any Digital Files. If the user wants

to share the Digital Files associated with this location (1636), they can select a method to share

and this will take the user through the Share to Third Party Media Provider System illustrated

later in FIG. 46. If the user selects View all Collections (1631), the Application will go back to

the multiple Collection View (1600). As part of the individual Location View, an interactive

map displaying a zoomed-in imageofthe specific location is displayed (1635).

[00166] In FIG. 35, the Uploads Application View and how it uses the Application

Digital Tag Organizer System is illustrated (1700). Similar to the concept of writing certain
39

information “on the back of a photo,” the system’s digital tagging system (also called

Application Digital Tag Organizer) allowsa user to select large amounts of Digital Files and add

Digital Tags that can characterize and document the digital file(s). Digital Files can be

individually or group organized at the same time for many tags including, but not limited to, a

person’s name, family relationships of the subjects to the user and between each other (e.g.,

mother/father), location, date, album, comments, documenttype(e.g., birth certificate, poetry),

recipe, ranking or rating, and sharing rights. One or more Digital Files can be selected at the

same time and displayed with an overlaid check mark whenactivated (1705 and 1710) and then

Digital Tags can be assigned to a single file at a time or to a plurality of files at once. For
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example, if a user wishes to assign the tag “grandma”to 100 photosat once, the system provides

a way for a user to select all 100 photos (1713) and enter the tag only once. In addition, the

system does include an indicator that appears when a user hovers over the Digital File providing

all the relevant Digital Tags associated with that specific Digital File (1737) and in this example

it shows the caption of “Family Smith finally sees Stonehenge,” that four People are tagged to

this photo, one collection is tagged to this photo, there are zero people recognized through Facial

Recognition, and the date of this photo is from December 21, 2013. If the user wants to delete a

single photo from uploads, they can click on the “x” (1735) that is displayed when the user

hovers over the Digital File thumbnail. When there are multiple Digital Files, the user can

determine how many imagesare displayed at one time in the Items Per Page Buttons (1738) that

include such numbersat 20, 50 and 100 on the page at the same time. When there is are more

Digital Files that items per page, they are automatically grouped by pages and a Page Button

(1739) can be selected to see the next set of Digital Files.

[00167] In the Uploads Location View, Digital Files can be directly uploaded to the

Application by selecting Upload Files (1701) and the user will have the option to select the

specific Digital Files to be uploaded from their Storage System. Users also have the option to

install the MemoryWeb Download Application that can be installed on either a Microsoft or

MACcomputer that will automatically upload and sync photos to and from the users Storage

System to the MemoryWeb Application. Also displayed is the amount of space being used by

the user within the Application (1702). Uploads of Digital Files can be listed in various sort

orders though a drop-down (1703) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. In addition, the Digital Files can be sorted by File

Batch Name (A-Z) or File Batch Name (Z-A). In FIG. 35, the sort of File Batch Name (A-Z) is

selected (1703) and this provides three groups of Digital Files with the names File Folder

C:/2013/Family Fun (1704), File Folder C:/2013/General (1706), and of File Folder

C:/2013/First Day of School (1709). The File Batch Nameis created when Digital Files are

uploaded to the Application. The File Batch Name allows the user to see the file directory of

how they had their Digital Files stored from another Storage System (e.g., on their computer hard

drive) that allows for easier organization within the MemoryWeb Application. For example, in

the sort of File Folder C:/2013/General (1706), two digital files (1707 and 1708) are illustrated

that came from the exact samefile folder path of the Users Storage system upon upload. At the
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top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast Search that is

further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the Application,

the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00168] On the right side of FIG. 35, the associated Application Dot-Tags along with

the ability to organize one or more Digital Files at the same timeisillustrated. At the top of the

screen, it shows how two Digital Files are selected (1712) that correspond to the selected

(checked) Digital Files (1705 and 1710). Belowthis area illustrates all the Application Dot-Tags

that are associated with the two selected Digital Files. The user has the option to select all

(1713) the Digital Files being viewed in the Uploads View as well as selecting none (1714). By

selecting all, the user can administer Application Dot-Tagsto all the selected Digital Files at the

same time. If the user wants to delete Digital Files, they can select the Digital Files to be deleted

and then select the Delete Selection (1715) option.

[00169] In FIG. 35, each Application Dot-Tag that is associated with the selected

Digital File(s) is illustrated. For this example, the People area (1716) has Application Dot-Tags

of Jackson Smith (1734), Jane Smith (1733), Jon Smith (1731, and JC Smith (1717) that are

associated with the two selected Digital Files (1710 and 1705). If the user wants to add a person

to all the selected Digital Files, they can click on “+Add People” (1718) that will display a pop-

up where the user can search for an existing person within the user’s existing people within the

Application or add a new person to the user’s group of people within the Application. It is

contemplated to have a Facial Recognition suggestions appear in this area of the Application that

will allow users to confirm or deny a recognized person to a specific Digital File. However, the

current version of the People area is useful for situations where a face is not recognized, but the

user desires to tag a person to a Digital File, they can manually assign a Person Application Dot-

Tag to that Digital File for an existing person (e.g., if the person’s back is turned, it is a

documentthat contains that person, a piece of art created by that person,etc.).

[00170] In the Dates area (1719), the organize functionality for assigning a Digital Tag

of a date within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Upon upload, the date when the Digital File was

created is automatically read by the Application andillustrated as an Application Dot-Tag (1720

and 1730). Asillustrated in the Dates area, the Application Dot-Tagsof July 4, 2013 (1720) and

August 28, 2013 (1730) are illustrated as they correspond to the dates that are associated with

each of the selected Digital Files. If the user wants to change the date for all the selected Digital
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Files, they can click on “+Add/Edit Date” (1721) that will display a pop-up where the user can

add a new date for the selected digital files within the Application. This is a very useful feature

when an incorrect date is assigned to a digital file (e.g., if a photo from October 31, 1951 was

digitized on December31, 2012, the digitized dates would show as an Application Dot-Tag that

the user can changein this section to the correct date of October 31, 1951).

[00171] In the Locations area (1722), the organize functionality for assigning Digital

Tags of locations within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Upon upload, the GPS location of

where the Digital File was created (if applicable) is automatically read by the Application and

illustrated as an Application Dot-Tag for locations ofthe selected files. In the locations area, the

Application Dot-Tags of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (1723) and Wrigley Field (1735) are

illustrated as they correspondto the locations that are associated with each of the selected Digital

Files. If the user wants to change the location for all the selected Digital Files, they can click on

“+Add/Edit location” (1724) that will display a pop-up where the user can search for an existing

location within the user’s existing locations within the Application or add a new location to the

user’s group of locations within the Application. Another added function to assign a location to

the selected Digital Files is to use Search with Map (1732) that utilizes the Application’s Third

Party Geographical Mapping System that is further illustrated in FIG. 47 that allows the user to

type in any relevant information (e.g., location name, address, state, etc.) and then the

Application will search and pinpointthat location on a map.

[00172] In the Collections Area (1725), the organize functionality for assigning Digital

Tags of albums within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Digital Files can be associated to

multiple albums. Asillustrated in the Collections area, the Application Dot-Tags of First Day of

School (1726), Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (1727), and Baseball Games (1728) are associated

with the Collections for the selected Digital Files. If the user wants to add a Collectionto all the

selected Digital Files, they can click on “+Add/Create Collection” (1729) that will display a pop-

up where the user can search for an existing Collection within the user’s existing Collections

within the Application or add a new Collection to the user’s group of Collections within the

Application.

[00173] Within the Uploads View, the ability to perform similar tagging of Star

Rankings, Recipes, Family Relationships, and Media Types / Document Type are also

contemplated as part of the Application Digital Tag Organizer System. For Star Rankings,it is
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contemplated to assign MemoryWeb Tags of star rankings within the Digital File(s). Upon

upload, if the star ranking is already contained within the Digital File, it is automatically read by

the Application and illustrated as an Application Dot-Tag. The user can select one or more

Digital Files and then apply a star ranking between 1 and 5 in the Uploads Application View.

For Recipes, it is contemplated to assign MemoryWeb Tags of Recipes to Digital File(s). The

user can select one or more Digital Files and then type within the “Recipe” search bar to either

add a new recipe or associate the Digital File(s) to an existing recipe. Digital Files can be

associated to multiple recipes. For Media Type / Document Type, the user can choose fromalist

of common document types(e.g., Birth Certificate, Death Certificate, Marriage Certificate, etc.)

can be utilized for common document type associations. Once a document type is assigned to

one or more Digital Files, the document type appears within an Application Dot-Tag. Digital

Files can be associated to multiple documenttypes.

[00174] In FIG. 36, an individual recipe view (1800) allows one to see all the

information that is associated with a specific recipe. The nameofthe specific recipe is displayed

at the top of the page (1801) and the People Profile picture of the “chef” associated with the

recipeis illustrated (1804). If no chefis assigned, the user can select the “t+add/edit chef” (1803)

to either choose an existing person from the user’s People in the Application or add a new

person.

[00175] The view ofvarious Digital Files within the recipe (1808) along with scrolling

through the Digital Files using the arrow icons (1814 and 1815), the ability to share this recipe

with others by selecting the sharing icon (1812), As the Digital Files are selected on using the

film strip on the bottom, a larger thumbnail illustrating the Digital File is shown (1807). The

recipe view also allows you to choose a chef for the recipe from the people within the user’s

Application. When a chefis selected, the profile picture (1804) of the person along with their

name as an Application Dot-Tag (1816) is displayed. For each recipe, the user can insert the

ingredients (1809), directions (1810), and comments (1811). Each of these areas can be edited

by selecting the edit button (1813). Another contemplated feature allows the user to apply star

rankings for the recipe as well as categorize they type ofrecipe (e.g., appetizer, entrée, etc.). It is

further contemplated that the Digital Files within the individual recipe view mayalso include

videos where they can be watched showing the chef making the recipe. It is also contemplated

that the recipes will be interactive with external sources (e.g., the Food Network) so that recipes
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can be shared or imported with the Application and that visitors to the account will be able to

post/share comments about the recipe. It is further contemplated that the user can print the

recipe using a print icon.

[00176] In FIG. 37, the Advanced Filters System is illustrated (0800). This feature

allows the user to narrow the Digital Files being viewed within the Application Views by

searching the user’s entire collection of MemoryWeb Tags within the Application and then

displaying the filtered information in one of the Application Views. AdvancedFilters System

can be filtered by such items as key words (or plurality of key words), event names, location,

people, albums,star rating, file type, document type, and dates. A user may filter based on more

than onecriterion at a time. To help users quickly identify Digital Files that maystill need to be

organized, the advanced search filter also allows users to isolate files that have no date, no

location, no people, no specific date/range, and no upload date information or are lacking any

other tag. The Advanced Search Filter can be used within many of the views the Application to

narrow the set of Digital Files being viewed. For example, you can use the Advanced Filter

Button to only show the map view oflocations a specific person hastraveledin their lifetime.

[00177] When a user selects the “Advanced Filters” from almost any Application

View (0801) (the button can be seen in FIGs. 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36), a pop-up will appear that

allows the user to type in text into the text box (0802). As the user is typing, the system sends a

request (0803) to the User Relationship Table (0300) to look up any possible MemoryWeb Tag

matches. The system will then produce the request (0804) and illustrate the potential matches of

the filters to the user (0805). As the user types in anotherletter, the process of sending a request

(0803) to the User Relationship Table (0300), producing results (0804) and producing a newset

of results (0805) is re-run. If the user selects one of the suggested MemoryWebtags (0806) and

then selects to apply this filter (0807), the system will send this request to the User Relationship

Table (0300). This portion of the Advanced Filter System is further illustrated in FIG. 38.

[00178] Ifthe Advanced Filter System is applied within the Uploads View,the system

retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0809). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0850).

[00179] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within the Collections View, the

system retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the
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relationship data (0810). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0852).

[00180] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within the Locations View, the

system retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0811). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 40 (indicator

0856).

[00181] Ifthe Advanced Filter System is applied within the People View, the system

retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0814). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0854).

[00182] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within other contemplated views

within the Application such as Recipe, Family Trees, Timespan,etc. the system retrieves data for

the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0812).

[00183] Ifthe user decides to add an additional filter (0813), the process is repeated

whenthe user selects “AdvancedFilter” (0801) while the pre-existing filters are still applied. An

example of this process is later illustrated in FIG. 42 and FIG. 43. If the user selects an

Application Dot-Tag, then the continuous Link of Application Dot-Tags System is engaged as

illustrated in FIG. 30 (0700).

[00184] In FIG. 38, the process of the Adding the First Application Dot-Tag using the

Advanced Filter is illustrated. This is a visual depiction of the process that was illustrated in

FIG. 37. In Stage 1 (0830), the user selects “Apply Filters.” This takes the user to Stage 2 where

the Application generates the Apply Multiple Filters box (0831). The user can then type in the

alphanumeric text search criteria within the Advanced Filters text box (0838). In this example,

the word “Smith” was typed within the text box. As the alphanumeric text is typed within the

text box, the application automatically generates the available filters (0836) that meet the criteria.

In this example, the user selects the Application Dot-Tag of a person named JC Smith (0832). In

Stage 3, “Apply” is selected and then the application lists the Application Dot-Tag of a Person

named JC Smith as a current active filter (0837). This filter will then be applied to each

Application view that is further illustrated in FIGs. 39 through 41. If the user wants to clear all

the filters, they can select “clear filters” (0839).
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[00185] In FIG. 39, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter for each Application view is depicted. If the Advanced Filter is applied in the Uploads

Application View (0850), the filter of “JC Smith” (0851) is illustrated and only the Digital Files

that contain the person JC Smith are illustrated. If the Advanced Filter is applied in the

Collections Application View (0852), the filter of “JC Smith” (0853) is illustrated and only the

Collections that contain the person JC Smith are illustrated. If the Advanced Filter is applied in

the People Application View (0854), the filter of “JC Smith” (0855) is illustrated and only the

person named JC Smithisillustrated.

[00186] In FIG. 40, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter for a date within the Uploads Application View is depicted (0860). If the Advanced Filter

is applied using a date filter within the Uploads Application View (0861), the filter date of

“2013-07-04” (0876) is illustrated and only the Digital Files that contain that date are illustrated.

[00187] In FIG. 41, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter in the Location Application View is depicted (0870). Within the Location Application

View the Digital Files are displayed within an interactive map (Google map shown as an

example). The Location View can also provide additional outputs such as a journey route that

identifies the specific locations for an eventor trip that can be customized by users. In this view,

individual or groups of Digital Files are illustrated as photo thumbnails (see indicators 0874 and

0875)) on the map and the user can select the thumbnail to see all the Digital Files with the same

location (as seen FIG 34 (indicator 1630)) or the user can use the interactive map and narrow the

map view by either using the zoom in / zoom out bar (0876) on the left or simply selecting the

map. Note that the pinned locations include a thumbnail of the Digital File (or Collection cover)

and the numberofDigital Files for that location.

[00188] Ifthe AdvancedFilter is applied in the Locations Application View,the filter

of “JC Smith” (0872) is illustrated and only the Digital Files that contain the person JC Smith are

illustrated with their geographic location on the map. The user can select to clear this filter

(0873) or see this Advanced Filter with the view oflocations as a list (0871). In FIG. 41, there

are two illustrated on the map (0874 and 0875).

[00189] In FIG. 42, the process of the Adding another Application Dot-Tag using the

Advanced Filter is illustrated. Continuing on the process that wasillustrated in FIG. 38 where

the first Application Dot-Tag filter of “Person: JC Smith” was applied, the ability to add a
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second Application Dot-Tag if further illustrated in FIG. 42. As with FIG. 38, FIG. 42 is a visual

depiction of the process that was illustrated in FIG. 37. In Stage 1 (0880), the user selects

“Apply Filters.” This takes the user to Stage 2 where the Application generates the Apply

Multiple Filters box (0881). The user can then type in the text search criteria for the second

Advanced Filter within the Advanced Filters text box. In this example, the word “Abe” was

typed within the text box. As the alphanumeric text is typed within the text box, the application

automatically generates the available filters that meet the criteria. In this example, the user

selects the Application Dot-Tag of a location named Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0882). In

Stage 3 (0883), the application lists the Application Dot-Tags of both the Person named JC

Smith (0884) as well as the location of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0885) as part of the

Current Active Filters. The user then selects “Apply” (0886) to see these filters illustrated in the

Application Views.This filter will then be applied to each Application view as previously

illustrated in FIGs. 39 through 41.

[00190] In FIG. 43,an illustration of the results for Adding Another Application Dot-

Tag Filter in the Location Application View is depicted (0890). Continuing on the process that

was illustrated in FIG. 42, in FIG. 43 (0890) the Application Dot-Tag filters of “Person: JC

Smith” (0891) and “Location: Abe Lincoln Elementary School” (0892) are illustrated. There is

one overlapping location that contains both filters for a Digital File that is illustrated on the map

(0893).

[00191] In FIG. 44, the Fast Search System is illustrated (0900). Throughout the

Application, groups or individual Digital Files can be searched quickly using the Fast Search bar

that is at the top of each Application View. Once a key word or phrase is entered into this area,

the user’s entire collection of Digital Tags within the Application that includes all the Digital

tags are searched for potential matches. This feature allows the user to search their entire

collection of MemoryWeb Tags within the Application and then displays the information

grouped by people, collections, locations, documents, and recipes. The Fast Search System can

be searched by such items as key words (or plurality of key words), event names, location,

people, albums,star rating, file type, documenttype, and dates.

[00192] When a user selects the Fast Search bar from almost any Application View

(0901), the user can type in alphanumeric text into the text box (0902). Asthe useris typing, the

system sends a request (0903) to the User Relationship Table (0300) to look up any possible
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MemoryWeb Tag matches. The system will then produce the request (0904) andillustrate the

potential matches by category for the user (0905). As the user types in anotherletter, the process

of sending a request (0903) to the User Relationship Table (0300), producing results (0904) and

producing a new set of results (0905) is re-run. If the user selects one of the suggested

MemoryWeb tags (0906), the system will send this request to the User Relationship Table

(0300). This processis further illustrated in FIG. 45.

[00193] If the user selects a person Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

person from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0907) in the Person

Profile View asillustrated in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

[00194] Ifthe user selects a collection Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

collection from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0908) in the

Collection View asillustrated in FIG. 33 (indicator (1530).

[00195] Ifthe user selects a location Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

location from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0909) in the

Location View asillustrated in FIG. 34 (indicator 1630).

[00196] Ifthe user selects a date Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the date

from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0910) in the Uploads

Viewasillustrated in FIG. 40 (indicator 1861).

[00197] If the Fast Search System is applied within other contemplated views within

the Application such as Family Trees, Timespan, etc. the system retrieves data for the search

from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0911). As part of the

contemplated search processis to also search commentsrelated to a Digital File.

[00198] In FIG. 45, the process of using the Keyword Fast Search is illustrated. This

is a visual depiction of the process that was illustrated in FIG. 44. In Stage 1 (0930), the user

selects the Fast Search bar at the top of one of the Application Views. This takes the user to

Stage 2 (0931) where the user can then type in the alphanumeric text search criteria within the

Fast Search text box (0932). In this example, the word “Wrigley” was typed within the text box.

Asthe alphanumeric text is typed within the text box, the application automatically generates the

available MemoryWeb Tag results (0933) that meet the criteria. Note how the results are

organized by various MemoryWeb Tagcategories such as Person, Collection, Location, Recipe,

and comments. In Stage 3 (0934), the user selects one of the results. In this example, the user
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selects the location of Wrigley Field (0935). When the user selects a specific MemoryWeb Tag,

it takes them to Stage 4 where the information related to that tag is displayed in the

corresponding view as discussed within FIG. 44. For the example where the user selected the

Location of Wrigley Field, the user was taken to the individual locations Application View

wherethe location of Wrigley Field and the corresponding Digital Files are displayed (0936).

[00199] In FIG. 46, the Share to Third Party Media Provider System (1000) is

illustrated. This feature allows the user to share Digital Files from MemoryWebdirectly to a

third party application. The process begins when the user selects to share a Digital File or

collection of Digital Files within the MemoryWeb Application (1001). Examples of where the

user can select share can be seen in FIG. 31 (indicator 0760), FIG. 33 (indicator 1534), FIG. 34

(indicator 1636), and FIG. 36 (indicator 1812). Once the request is made, the system requests

the Digital File and Tag Data Blocks (1002) from the User Relationship Table (0300). The

system then retrieves the Digital File from the User Relationship Table (1003). At the same

time, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags from the Relationship Table (1004). The

system will then inject the tags to the corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks (1005). The

mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and those of MemoryWeb Data Blocksis illustrated in

FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were modified within the MemoryWebapplication, only the

new tag information will be transferred into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system then

combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and embeds them within the Original Digital File (1006).

The application then exports the Digital File with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks using the

Application Export System (1300) which then sends the Digital File outside the MemoryWeb

Application to the Third Party Media Provider (0501).

[00200] In FIG.47, the Third Party Geographical Mapping System is illustrated

(1100). When Digital Files are imported into MemoryWeb,if there is any GPS data available

from the EXIF Tags (See FIG. 22 (indicators 0330, 0331, 0332, and 0333)), the system will

utilize this data and automatically create a MemoryWeblocation tag within the Application (See

FIG. 22 (indicators 0368, 0369, 0370 and 0371)). However, if the GPS coordinates were missing

from a Digital File when it was imported into the Application (See FIG. 50 (indicators 1418 and

1419)), the user can add the Location (which the application will automatically add the

associated GPStags) to the Digital File using the Application Digital Tag Organization System

(see FIG. 28). As locations are associated with a Digital File, the Application can interact with a
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Third Party Geographical Mapping System to pull maps that correspond to the exact location of

Digital Files that have a location tag (see FIG. 34 (indicator 1630 and FIG.40, indicator 0875)).

In addition, the Application utilizes a world map view to illustrate all the locations that are

associated to one or more Digital Files for a user within the Location Application View (see

FIG. 41 (indicator 0880)).

[00201] The Third Party Geographical Mapping System begins when a Location

Application Dot Tag (1102) is selected (1104), the system will send a request (1105) to the User

Relationship Table (0300). Examples of when Location Application Dot-Tags can be selected

are illustrated in FIG. 31 (indicator 0768 and FIG. 35, indicators 1723 and 1735). In FIG. 47 if

the Locations Application View is selected (1103), the system will send a request (1105) to the

User Relationship Table. The Location Application View can be selected from almost any

Application view as illustrated in FIG. 34(indicator 1605). Wheneither a single location or the

world map view is selected, the system will retrieve the data (1108) from the User Relationship

Table (0300) and send a request (1106) to the Third Party Geographical Mapping Provider

(1101) who generates the map request and then sends the information back to the system for the

specific location (1107). At the same time, the Application Dot-Tags and Digital Files

associated with the location or map request are retrieved and then sent (1109) to the Locations

Application view. The system will combine the map information along with the Application

Dot-Tags and Digital Files and display this information within the Location Application View

(1100). Examples of a single Location Application View can be seen in FIG.34 (indicator 1630)

and FIG. 40 (indicator 0875), and an example of a world map view can be seen in FIG. 41

(indicator 0880).

[00202] In FIG. 48, the Share to Individual System is illustrated (1200). The Share to

an individual person or a group of people starts when a user initiates share of a Digital File or a

Collection of Digital Files (1201). Examples of where the user share functionsare illustrates are

in FIG. 31 (indicators 0760 and 0761), FIG. 33 (indicator 1534), FIG. 34 (indicator 1636), and

FIG. 36 (indicator 1812). Next, the system requests the Digital File and Tag Data Blocks (1202)

from the User Relationship Table (0300). They system will retrieve corresponding Digital File

(or collection of Digital Files) (1203) from the User Relationship Table.

[00203] At the sametime, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags of the Digital

File from the Relationship Table (1204). The system will then inject the tags to the
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corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks (1206). The mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and

those of MemoryWeb Data Blocks is illustrated in FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were

modified within the MemoryWebapplication, only the new tag information will be transferred

into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system then combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and

embeds them within the Original Digital File (1205). The application then exports the Digital

File with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks using the Application Export System (1300) which

then sends the Digital File outside the MemoryWeb Application to an Individual or Group of

People (1207).

[00204] In FIG.49, the Application Export System is illustrated (1300). The

Application Export System starts when a user selects the export of a Digital File within the

application (1302) or has installed the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application

(1308). An example of where the user can select the export of a Digital file within the

Application is FIG.31 (indicator 0751). If the user has installed the MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application, the export functionality of the user’s entire collection of

Digital Files will be downloaded to the User’s desired folder on their computer with the Digital

Tags embedded within the Digital Files. If neither a user initiated download nor the MW

Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application is not used, then the Application Export is not

initiated (1309). For either a user initiated download or one using the MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application, the system requests the Digital File(s) and Tag Data Blocks

(1303) from the User Relationship Table (0300). They system will retrieve corresponding

Digital File (or collection of Digital Files) (1304) from the User Relationship Table. At the same

time, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags of the Digital File from the User Relationship

Table (1305). The system will then inject the tags to the corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks

(1306). The mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and those of MemoryWeb Data Blocks is

illustrated in FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were modified within the MemoryWebapplication,

only the new tag information will be transferred into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system

then combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and embeds them within the Original Digital File(s)

(1307). The application then exports the Digital File(s) with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks to

the desired Storage System ofthe user (1301).

[00205] In FIG. 50, there are three charts for the Digital File Image File Directory

Data Blocks of JPG Photo within Microsoft Before and After MemoryWeb. This Figure is
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meant to demonstrate how the EXIF Tag Data Blocks for a Digital File (in this example a JPG

file) prior to the use of MemoryWeb Application appear and then how these EXIF Tag Data

Blocks are populated with Digital Tags upon export from the MemoryWeb Application.

[00206] Thefirst chart illustrates common EXIF Tags (Data Blocks) (1401) andlists

certain common the EXIfTool Family 1 Group namesthat are displayed in the file properties of a

JPG file when using Microsoft Windows (these are the same EXIF Tag Blocks that were

illustrated in FIG. 22 (indicator 1320)). In the second chart (1402), the Digital Tags associated

with the original Digital File are displayed. In the third chart (1403), the updated Digital Tags

for the same original Digital File once exported from the MemoryWeb Application is displayed.

[00207] In the second chart (1402), the original Digital File prior to import to the

MemoryWeb Application did not have Digital Tags for data blocks such as Description Rating

(1416), Description Comments (1417), GPS Latitude (1418), GPS Longitude (1419). Also in the

second chart the Digital Tags for the data blocks of File Folder Path (1420) and File Date

Created (1421) are illustrated.

[00208] In the third chart (1403), the original Digital File that was exported from the

MemoryWeb Application now contains new or modified Digital Tags for certain data blocks.

For example, a star rating of four out offive stars (1410) with the new MW Modified Digital File

is now associated with the Description Rating (1404) where it was blank (1416) with the original

file before using the MemoryWeb Application.

[00209] Another example is the listing of MemoryWeb Tags within the Description

Comments data block (1411) as: CAPTION: Jackson and JC’s first day at school!, PERSON:

Jackson Smith, JC Smith, LOCATION NAME: Abe Lincoln Elementary School,

COLLECTION:First Day of School, COLLECTION: Jackson and JC Photos 2013, DATE:

8/28/2013. All of these Digital Tags are now associated with the Description Comments (1405)

where it was blank (1417) with the originalfile before using the MemoryWeb Application.

[00210] Also updated in the MW Modified Digital File are the GPS Latitude (1412)

and GPS Longitude (1413) as Digital Tags that were assigned in the MemoryWeb Application

using the location feature with the Application Digital Tag Organizer System. These tags now

replace the blank tags (indicators 1418 and 1419) that were in the original file before using the

MemoryWeb Application.
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[00211] A final example is how the date was modified in the MemoryWeb Application

where a new date of August 28, 2013 (1415) was assigned to the Digital File. This replaced the

old date that was originally tagged with a date of November 1, 2013 (1421). Inatypical Digital

File, only the date and perhaps the GPSlocation if taken with certain newer photo deviceis pre-

populated in a Digital File. For the example in FIG. 50, the Digital File may have been created

or scanned on November1, 2013, but with the MemoryWeb Application Digital Tag Organizer

System the user was able to correctly assign the date the photo was taken and nowthis date is

always part of the Digital File within the MemoryWeb Application, but also when the Digital

File is exported from MemoryWeb.

[00212] A benefit of the Export System is that users can export a single Digital File or

their entire set of Digital Files (using the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application),

with all the updated Digital Tags from the MemoryWeb Application embedded within the

Digital File(s). This feature is unique as it will allow the users to back up their files to another

source (e.g., external computer hard drive) or to transport it to another venue (e.g., another

website that is used for viewing and/or sharing Digital Files such as a social media website)

where it can be viewed with these Digital Tag attributes. This export feature can provide users

with the advantage of never losing key data that was stored simply because the user chooses to

moveits Digital Files to a new digital system.

[00213] The application also contemplates the use of a Family Tree Application View

wherethe individual people that have been created within the Application can be displayed with

family relationships. This view can illustrate interactive family trees where one can see the

family tree of an individual or family. Any family relationships created in the user’s personal

profile are already pre-populated by the Application for the Family Tree View. If a user selects

on an individual within the family tree, it will take them to the people profile Application View

of that person. Family Trees can quickly be viewed with the family tree drop-downsort feature.

Aswith other areas within the Application, the family tree view can be narrowed down using an

Advanced Filters System. For matching family members, the system will have drag/drop

functionality to make new associations to a family tree. It is also contemplated that various

family tree views could be displayed (e.g., pedigree chart, fan chart, directs descendants chart,

etc.). In addition, it is contemplated that family tree relationships from either data files (e.g.,

GEDCOMfiles) or other sources (e.g., Family Search database) would either be imported into
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the user’s versions of the Application or utilize these sources in associating the family tree

information.

[00214] Another Application View that is contemplated is Timespan or Timeline. The

Timeline Application View will have an interactive timeline to display the dates within the

Digital Files of the Application for a user. The timeline view acts as an interactive filter or

funnel of Digital Files whereas when the user starts to define the parameters of dates towards the

bottom, the information aboveit is filtered to display the major groupsof Digital Files that meets

the selected date range criteria in various formats until you are able to view an individual Digital

File. This funnel approach is designed to allow the user to appreciate the vast amount of data

that can be associated with a date range, but then allow them to filter the information with the

user’s desired criteria. This will be a very useful tool when users want to see the growth and

progress of an individual as well as memorialize a lifetime of a friend or family member.

[00215] While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific exemplary embodiments thereof have been shown by way of example in the

drawings and have herein been described in detail. It should be understood, however, that there

is no intent to limit the disclosure to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the

intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope ofthe disclosure as defined by the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files,

comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and metadata

including tags;

receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a user ofthe client device;

modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a

first of the digital files to includethe first tag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

search forall of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching for all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device, a first indication

of the first tag label.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising displaying, on

the video display, indicia of each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadataofthe first digital file, together with the first indication.

3. The computer-implemented methodof claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, a second tag label containing alphanumeric text

created and inputted by the user;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second one ofthe tags of the metadata

embeddedin a secondofthe digital files to include the secondtag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the second tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device, a second

indication of the secondtag label.
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4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising displaying, on

the video display, indicia of each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadata of the seconddigital file, together with the second indication.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the first tag label along

with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embeddedin the

metadata of the first digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the second tag label

along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embedded

in the metadata of the second digital file comprise a second set of tags distinct from the first set

of tags.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, an instruction to associate the second tag label

with thefirst tag label, wherein the association indicates a relationship between the content data

of the first of the digital files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label; and

responsive to an automatic search through the digital files returning either the first of the

digital files or the second ofthe digital files, displaying, on the video display, an indication of the

association betweenthefirst of the digital files and the second ofthe digitalfiles.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising displaying, on

the video display device, a second count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files

having the secondtag label.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data includes

a digital photograph or image or video, a digital audio file, a digital document, a digital food

recipe having an ingredients portion and at least one digital photograph or image or video, a

family tree record indicating familial relationships among related persons, a profile record

including biographical information about a living organism, or a timespan record including a

time-based series of occurrences.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the content data includes

a digital food recipe having at least an ingredients portion andat least one digital photograph or

image or video, and wherein the first tag label includes an identity of a human source or human

authorship of the digital food recipe or a name associated with the digital food recipe.
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10.|The computer-implemented methodof claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request from the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removingthe first tag label, from the storage media to the other storage

medium.

11.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data of the

first of the digital files is of a first type, the method further comprising:

associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having embedded

therein content data of a second typethatis different than the first type,

wherein the first count value includes the further one ofthe digital files.

12. |The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein thefirst type is a digital

photograph or image or a video, and wherein the second type is a digital audio file, a digital

document, or a digital food recipe.

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first tag label is

indicative of an identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection related

to the content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date associated

with the content data.

14.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising displaying, on

the video display device, a first count value corresponding to the numberof the digital files

havingthefirst tag label.

15.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data includes

a digital photograph or image or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic

coordinates where the digital photograph or image or video was taken, the method further

comprising:

displaying, on the video display device, a representation of a map,all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital

files includingat least a first geotag and a second geotag; and

displaying a first thumbnail at a first location corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the first geotag on the map, a second thumbnail at a second location
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corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the map, and the

alphanumeric text of the first tag label.

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, the first thumbnail including a

scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin the first set of digital files having the

first geotag, and the second thumbnail including a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin the first set of digital files having the second geotag.

17.|The computer-implemented method of claim 16, further comprising displaying

proximate the first thumbnail a count value corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs

or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and displaying

proximate the second thumbnail a count value corresponding to the number of digital

photographsor imagesor videosinthefirst set of digital files having the second geotag.

18. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, wherein the content data of a

second ofthe digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital food recipe, the method

further comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first geotag or the second geotag.

19. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the metadata of a second

of the digital files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted

by the user, the method further comprising:

displaying a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the

first tag label;

responsive to automatically searchingforall of the digital files having at least the first tag

label, receiving a second instruction to search forall of the digital files having at least the second

tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberofthe digital files having

both the first tag label and the second tag label, and displaying in real time the updated first

count value on the video display device.

20.|The computer-implemented method of claim 19, further comprising displaying on

the video display device a second count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files

having the secondtag label.
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21. A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files,

comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion and a metadata portion

including tags;

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, a first graphical

representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags and associated with a first of the digital

files;

receiving, via a user interface device of the client device, a selection by a user of the

client device of the first graphical representation of the first tag label as a search filter criterion or

a search string entered via the user interface device correspondingto thefirst tag label;

responsive to the receiving, automatically searching through the digital files, using at

least the first tag label as a search filter, for the digital files satisfying at least the search filter

criterion; and

displaying, on the video display device, an indication of the first tag label and a

representation of the numberofthe digital files satisfying at least the searchfilter criterion.

22. The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, alphanumeric text created and inputted by the

useras the first tag label; and

associating, using a computer, the first tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database.

22. |The computer-implemented method of claim 22, further comprising:

receiving from the client device a request to export the first digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device;

responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file

to includethefirst tag label created and inputted by the userin the first digital file and storing the

modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format such that the first tag label is preserved

during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modified first digital

file by causing the modified first digital file to be communicated, without removingthefirst tag
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label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage media to the other remote storage

medium.

23. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the other remote storage

medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a computer system running a destination

operating system different from an operating system on the client device, and wherein the

modified first digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium

after the exporting.

24. The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein the computer system

includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a

television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera, a printer, or a personal data

assistant having a computer.

25. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the metadata ofthe first

digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF) having a

Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Commentfield of the metadata

of the first digital file as alphanumeric text correspondingto thefirst tag label.

26. The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein the first tag label is

automatically created by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the metadata of the

first digital file and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to be used as the

search filter criterion when selected by the user.

27. The computer-implemented method of claim 26, wherein the extracted

information includes a date or a location associated with when or where a digital photograph or

imageor video wastaken or created or recorded or scanned bya digital imaging device.

28. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the metadata is

formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF), and wherein the first digital

file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.

29. A web-based digital file storage system comprising:

a digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files;

a digital tagging system permitting the user to assign a plurality of digital tags to each of

the digital files, wherein the digital tagging system comprises at least one type of data selected

from the group consisting of a person’s name,a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship, a

person’s profile, an event name, a rating, and a documenttype;
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a search filter, wherein the search filter allows the digital files to be searched according to

a plurality of types of data; and

a user interface that presents the digital files on a user’s screen based on the digital tags,

wherein the user interface further comprises a digital tag image, the digital tag image having at

least one type of data represented thereon withtext.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files comprises

storing a plurality of digital files having embedded therein content data and metadata including

tags; receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a user of the client device; modifying, using a

controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a first of the digital files to

include the first tag label; receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface

device, an instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching for all of the digital files having

at least the first tag label; and displaying, on a video display device associated with the client

device, a first indication ofthe first tag label.
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Powerof Attorney 069366-2USP1_POA.pdf
36216f4587bfb04a5 cedcc62fd4032977bec

e3ea

Information:

4126005
Drawings-only black and white line

drawings 069366-2USP1_drawings.pdf eb9b09bSed21e8f9ad2ec903 0bfe5020f9b
e5b6b

129379
069366-2USP1_POA_transmittMiscellaneous Incoming Letter

g al.pdf 2de8cc20e1 9c3cdb387366fcl d47a82f5445

Information:

; ; 288796
069366-2USP1_Final_CIP_appli

cation.pdf d503e860d7963f1 fd2a9dd988861 32f6b40
11bea

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

Information:
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Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
f6d1f40bd7a0452c665b70c81 7ff4db1 e60f|

0400

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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DocCode - SCORE

SCORE Placeholder Sheet for IFW Content

Application Number: 14193426 DocumentDate: 02/28/2014

The presence of this form in the IFW recordindicates that the following documenttype wasreceived in
electronic formaton the date identified above. This contentis stored in the SCOREdatabase.

e¢ Drawings — Other than Black and White Line Drawings

Since this was anelectronic submission, there is no physicalartifact folder, no artifact folder is recorded in
PALM,and no paper documents or physical media exist. The TIFF imagesin the IF W record were created
from the original documentsthat are stored in SCORE.

To access the documentsin the SCOREdatabase,refer to instructions below.

At the time of documententry(noted above):
¢ Examiners may access SCOREcontent via the eDANinterface.
¢ Other USPTO employees can bookmark the current SCORE URL

(http://Score.uspto.gov/ScoreAccessWeb/).
e External customers may access SCORE content via the Public and Private PAIR interfaces.

Form Revision Date: September30, 2013
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Document code: WFEE

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Sales Receipt for Accounting Date: 03/18/2014

MNGUYEN SALE #00000021 Mailroom Dt: 02/28/2014 504181 14193426
01 FC : 2202 40.00 DA
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

30 3

 
 
   

14/193,426 02/28/2014 2661 1130 069366-000002USP1

CONFIRMATIONNO.7079

70001 FILING RECEIPT

NIXON PEABODY, LLP

300 S. Riverside Plaza, 16th Floor IAC00000006721 74/3
CHICAGO, IL 60606-6613

Date Mailed: 03/20/2014

Receipt is acknowledgedof this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTOwill generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Christopher Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
Nancy Desmond,Glen Ellyn, IL;

Applicant(s)
MemoryWeb, LLC, Chicago, IL

Assignment For Published Patent Application
MemoryWeb, LLC, Chicago, IL

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 70001

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CIP of 13/157,214 06/09/2011

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access - A proper Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices
(PTO/SB/39 or its equivalent) has been received by the USPTO.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 03/18/2014
The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad underthe Paris Convention,
is US 14/193,426
Projected Publication Date: 06/26/2014
Non-Publication Request: No

page 1 of 3
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Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Preliminary Class

348

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantsto file additional documentsandfees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a persondesiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised thatin the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcementissues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

page 2 of 3
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectuSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.

page 3 of 3
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/193,426

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c))
SEARCH FEE
SEARCHFm) N/A N/A N/A 300 NA||
OPOPnsioni hom
TOTAL CLAS
NOCEENOENT CLAIMS

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE|sheets of paper, the application size fee dueis
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".
* lf the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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Atty. Docket No. Serial No.

List of References for Applicant’s Applicant:
FIRST INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT|Christopher Desmond

Filing Date: Group:
Page | of1 February 28, 2014 Not Assigned

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Sub- Filing Date (if

Initial soneNumber Sanam]Weaken—— Application)7,|7372976976|05/13/2008|Rhoadsetal._|et al.

 

7,372,976 05/13/2008 Rhoadsetal. |]
 

U.S. PATENT PUBLICATION DOCUMENTS

Examiner Sub- Filing Date (if
Initial Ref. Document Number Date Name Class Class Application)

pp

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

 
 
 

    Examiner Sub- Translation

Initial Document Number Date Country Class Class Yes/No

OTHER DOCUMENTS(including author,title, date, pertinent pages, etc.)

Examiner

Initial Ref.|Document Information

ee Kustanowitz et al., "Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries: Lowering
Barriers while Raising Incentives," Tech. Report HCIL-2004-18, U. Maryland, 2005 (10
pages)

Miller et al., "Give and take: a study of consumer photo-sharing culture and practice,"
CHI '07 Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,
Pages 347-356, 2007 (10 pages)

Ameset al., "Why we tag: motivations for annotation in mobile and online media," CHI
'07 Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,
Pages 971-980, ACM, 2007 (10 pages)

Ww

  
No

EXAMINER: DATE CONSIDERED:

EXAMINER:INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETHER OR NOTCITATION IS INCONFORMANCEWITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT. 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
14950080.1
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

18806936

Application Number: 14193426

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Christopher Desmond

Customer Number: 70001

Stephen G. Rudisill/Carla Rivera

Filer Authorized By: StephenG.Rudisill

Attorney Docket Number: 069366-000002USP1

Receipt Date: 18-APR-2014

Filing Date: 28-FEB-2014

Time Stamp: 17:29:52

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111)

 
Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

069366-2USP1_Information_Di

sclosure_Statement.pdf
Transmittal Letter

152bfde250498f3e489677f788e305d87d7
23ed

Information:
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126097
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)|069366-2USP1_List_of_Referen

Form (SB08) ces.pdf b9c56a337 3fef0bf82a3a991b4b5e5bff4a5e
371

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

1103087

Non Patent Literature 069366-2USP1_NPL1.pdf
792e54a2al fade2bf64ef45 2d2cbd3f28bb1

788

Information:

1046226

Non Patent Literature 069366-2USP1_NPL2.pdf
£248796b4.a8333978cfa8fca05e993411bf5 4

879

Information:

1101762

Non Patent Literature 069366-2USP1_NPL3.pdf
c83ebc9eb2e99aecdabd236dcaa%b00801

dbe6a

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PATENT

Docket No. 069366-000002USP1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Applicationof:
Christopher Desmond Customer No. 70001

Application No.: 14/193,426 Confirmation No.: 7079

Filed: February 28, 2014 Art Unit: 2661

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR Examiner: Not Yet Assigned
MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT UNDER37 C.F.R.§§1.97 AND 1.98

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS — via EFS

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

In compliance with the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. §1.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Information Disclosure Statement be entered and the reference(s) listed on

attached List of References be considered by the Examiner and madeofrecord.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97(g),(h), this Information Disclosure Statementis not

to be construed as a representation that a search has been made, andis not to be construed to be

an admission that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with respect to the

present application or material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56.

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed prior to the receipt ofa first Official

Action reflecting examination on the merits. Accordingly, no fees are believed to be due in

connection with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement. However, should any fees

be deemed necessary (except paymentofthe issue fee), the Director is authorized to charge any

14950111.1
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Information Disclosure Statement

Page 2 of 2

deficiency or to credit any overpayment, to Nixon Peabody LLP Deposit Account No. 50-4181

(069366-000002USP1).

Dated: April 18, 2014 Respectfully submitted,

By: /Stephen G. Rudisill, Reg. No. 20,087/

Stephen G. Rudisill
Registration No.: 20,087
NIXON PEABODY LLP

300 S. Riverside Plaza

16" Floor

Chicago,Illinois 60606
(312) 425-3900 — Main
(312) 425-3909 — Facsimile

Attorneys for Applicants

14950111.1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
) OX. 

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
   

14/193,426 02/28/2014 Christopher Desmond 069366-000002USP1
CONFIRMATION NO. 7079

70001 PUBLICATION NOTICE

NIXON PEABODY, LLP

300 S. Riverside Plaza, 16th Floor INOUE
CHICAGO, IL 60606-6613

Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Publication No.US-2014-0181089-A1

Publication Date:06/26/2014

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databasesvia the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:/Awww.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set forth
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the
dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessedvia the Internet through the Patent
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.-uspto.gov/. Prior to
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Centerat 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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Atty. Docket No. Application No.:
069366-000002USP1 14/193,426

SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT MemoryWeb, LLC

Filing Date: Art Unit:
Page | of 1 February 28, 2014 2165

U.S. PATENTS

8,150,844 B2 04/03/2012 Redstone

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Examiner|Cite No. Patent Application Publication Date First Named Inventor
Initial Publication Number

Fl 2007/0282908 Al 12/06/2007 Van der Meulen

OTHER DOCUMENTS(including publisher, author(if any), title, relevant pages, date, and place of
publication)

Examiner|Cite No. DocumentInformationInitial

Gl Yeeet al., “Faceted Metadata for Image Search and Browsing”, CHI 2003, Pages 401-408,
2003, ACM.

 
   

 Ferre, “CAMELIS: Organizing and Browsing a Personal Photo Collection with a Logical
Information System”, Int. Conf. Concept Lattices and Their Applications, Pages 112-123,
2007, HAL.

Tomassonet al., “PhotoCube: Effective and Efficient Multi-Dimensional Browsing of
Personal Photo Collections”, ICMR 711, 2011, ACM.

Bartoliet al., “Integrating Semantic and Visual Facets for Browsing Digital Photo
Collections”, SBED, Pages 65-72, 2009.

  
EXAMINER: DATE CONSIDERED:

EXAMINER:INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETHER OR NOTCITATION IS INCONFORMANCEWITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT. 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
4815-1673-2454.1
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

23079893

Application Number: 14193426

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Christopher Desmond

Customer Number: 70001

Bradley Michael Taub

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: 069366-000002USP1

Receipt Date: 03-AUG-2015

Filing Date: 28-FEB-2014

Time Stamp: 17:51:06

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111)

 
Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

459479

NonPatentLiterature Bartolini.pdf
95474fd7ed30423aad61 7cdace0f90183f4e}

Information:
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768383

NonPatentLiterature Camelis.pdf
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: MemoryWeb, LLC Customer No.: 70001

Application No.: 14/193,426 Confirmation No.: 7079

Filed: February 28, 2014 Art Unit: 2165

Docket No.: 069366-000002USP1 Examiner: Michael J. Hicks

Title) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER37 C.F.R.§§1.97 and 1.98

Commissioner for Patents — via EFS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

In compliance with the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Information Disclosure Statement be entered and the references listed on the

attached List of References be considered by the Examiner and madeofrecord.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(2)(ii), copies of the U.S. Patents and/or U.S.

Patent Application Publications on the attached List of References are not being submitted.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97(g) and (h), this Information Disclosure Statementis

not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made,andis not to be construed to

be an admission that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with respect to

the present application or material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56.

This Information Disclosure Statementis being filed prior to the receipt of a first office

action on the merits. Accordingly, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b)(3), no fees are believed to be

due in connection with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement. However, should any

fees be deemed necessary (except paymentof the issue fee), the Director is authorized to charge

any deficiency or to credit any overpayment to Nixon Peabody LLP Deposit Account No. 50-

4181 (Order No. 069366-000002USP1).

4825-2362-7558.1
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Respectfully submitted,

Dated: August 3, 2015 /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300

NIXON PEABODY LLP

300 S. Riverside Plaza, 16th Floor

Chicago, Illinois 60606-6613
312-425-8563 Direct Phone

ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT
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Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
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NIXON PEABODY, LLP
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ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2165

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

08/11/2015 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

docketingchicago @ nixonpeabody.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)
 14/193,426 DESMOND ETAL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventorto File)
MICHAEL HICKS 2165 No 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF
THIS GOMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 02/28/2014.
L] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filedon_

2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.
3)L] An election was madebythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

4)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims*

5)KX] Claim(s) 1-30 is/are pendingin the application.
5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L] Claim(s) is/are allowed.
7)KX] Claim(s) 1-30 is/are rejected.
8)X] Claim(s) 1-30 is/are objected to.
9)L] Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

 

 

 

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

isp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspte.dov. 

Application Papers

10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11)KX] The drawing(s)filed on 02/28/2014 is/are: a)[X] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgment is made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a)L] All b)L) Some** c)L] None ofthe:
1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2..] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

** See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Xx Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) TC Interview Summary (PTO-413)
. . Paper No(s)/Mail Date. .

2) xX Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 04/18/2014 and 08/03/2015. 4)L] Other: __.

 
 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20150722
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Application/Control Number: 14/193,426 Page 2

Art Unit: 2165

DETAILED ACTION

1. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent

provisions.

2. Claims 1-29 Pending. (Note the inclusion of Claim 22(ii), as described below)

Information Disclosure Statement

3. The information disclosure statements (IDS) submitted on 04/18/2014 and

08/03/2015 are in compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97. Accordingly, the

information disclosure statements are being considered by the examiner.

Claim Objections

4. The numbering of claims is not in accordance with 37 CFR 1.126 which requires

the original numbering of the claims to be preserved throughout the prosecution. When

claims are canceled, the remaining claims must not be renumbered. When new claims

are presented, they must be numbered consecutively beginning with the number next

following the highest numbered claims previously presented (whether entered or not).

Examiner notes that the instant claim set includes two claims labeled as Claim

22. As such the second instance of Claim 22 will be referred to herein as Claim 22(ii)

and Claims 23 and 25 will be considered to depend from the Claim 22(ii).

Applicant is required to correct the claim numbering in Applicant’s next

submission.
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Double Patenting

5. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine groundedin public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or impropertimewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent

andto prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory double

patenting rejection is appropriate wherethe claimsat issue are notidentical, but at least

one examined application claim is not patentably distinct from the reference claim(s)

because the examined application claim is either anticipated by, or would have been

obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d

1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir.

1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum,

686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619

(CCPA 1970); and /n re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timelyfiled terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d)

may be used to overcomean actualor provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the reference application or patent either is shown to

be commonly ownedwith this application, or claims an invention made asa result of

activities undertaken within the scopeof a joint research agreement. A terminal

disclaimer mustbe signed in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (b).

The USPTOinternet Website contains terminal disclaimer forms which may be

used. Pleasevisit http:/Awww.uspto.gov/forms/. The filing date of the application will

determine what form should be used. A web-based eTerminal Disclaimer maybefilled
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Application/Control Number: 14/193,426 Page 4

Art Unit: 2165

out completely online using web-screens. An eTerminal Disclaimer that meetsall

requirements is auto-processed and approved immediately upon submission. For more

information about eTerminal Disclaimers, refer to

http://www.uspto.gov/patents/process/file/efs/guidance/eTD-info-|.jsp.

6. Claims 1-14 and 19-29 rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting

as being unpatentable over claims 1-18 of U.S. Patent No. 9,098,531. Although the

claims at issue are notidentical, they are not patentably distinct from each other

because eachlimitation of instant Claims 1-14 and 19-29 have an equivalentlimitation

in the claims of U.S. Patent No. 9,098,531.
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Application/Control Number: 14/193,426 Page 5

Art Unit: 2165

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

7. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements ofthis title.

8. Claim 29 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is directed

to non-statutory subject matter. The claim(s) does/do notfall within at least one of the

four categories of patent eligible subject matter.

As per Claim 29, the claims lack the necessary physicalarticles or objects to

constitute a machine or a manufacture within the meaning of 35 USC 101. They are

clearly not a series of steps or acts to be a processnor are they a combination of

chemical compoundsto be a composition of matter. As such, theyfail to fall within a

statutory category. They are, at best, functional descriptive material per se.

Descriptive material can be characterized as either “functional descriptive

material” or “nonfunctional descriptive material.” Both types of “descriptive material” are

nonstatutory when claimed as descriptive material per se, 33 F.3d at 1360, 31 USPQ2d

at 1759. When functional descriptive material is recorded on some computer-readable

medium, it becomesstructurally and functionally interrelated to the medium andwill be

statutory in most cases since use of technology permits the function of the descriptive

material to be realized. Compare /n re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579, 1583-84, 32 USPQ2d

1031, 1035 (Fed. Cir. 1994)
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Merely claiming nonfunctional descriptive material, i.e., abstract ideas, stored on

a computer-readable medium, in a computer, or on an electromagnetic carrier signal,

does not makeit statutory. See Diehr, 450 U.S. at 185-86, 209 USPQat 8 (noting that

the claims for an algorithm in Benson were unpatentable as abstract ideas because

“t]he sole practical application of the algorithm was in connection with the programming

of a general purpose computer.”). Note that the claims indicate a system, however do

not enumaerateany statutory hardware elements of the system, or functionality which

inherently necessitates such elements. As such, the system of Claim 29 may be

considered to be embodied purely by software.

Examiner notesthat the methods of Claims 1-20 and 21-28 are explicitly

indicated as being computer implemented and appear to amount to more than an

abstract idea or the general operation of a general purpose computing device.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

9. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(b):

(b) CONCLUSION.—Thespecification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly
pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the inventoror a joint inventor
regards as the invention.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second paragraph:
The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

10. Claim 11 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which the inventor or a joint inventor, or for pre-AlA the applicant regards

as the invention.

As per Claim 11, Claim 1 recites the limitation "the first count". Thereis

insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the claim.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

11. In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same undereither status.

12.—The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphsof pre-AlA 35 U.S.C.

102 that form the basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country
or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one yearprior to the date of application
for patent in the United States.

13. Claims 1-9, 11-14, 19-22, 26-27, and 29 rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 102(b)

as being anticipated by Kustanowitz etal. ("Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo

Libraries: Lowering Barriers while Raising Incentives", Tech. Report HCIL-2004-18, U. Maryland, 2005

and referred to hereinafter as Kustanowitz).

As per Claim 1, Kustanowitz discloses a computer-implemented method of

associating digital tags with digitalfiles, comprising: storing, on one or more non-

transitory computer-readable storage media,a plurality of digital files (See Section 2.1

which clearly discloses that the photo services may be web based and Section 4.1 which clearly discloses

that the photos maybe stored and retrieved.), each of the digital files having embeddedtherein

content data and metadata including tags (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose

that the digital files may be tagged with various formsof information including at least names of people,

dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that
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tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and dropinteraction or a

selection andlabeling interaction.); receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a

first tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by a userof the client

device (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with

various formsof information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may be embeddedinto the files

using the interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction.

Examiner notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alohanumeric data, and of arbitrary

length.); modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the

metadatainafirst of the digitalfiles to include the first tag label (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and

4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at

least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which

clearly disclose that tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and

dropinteraction or a selection and labeling interaction.); receiving, via the user interface device or

anotheruserinterface device, an instruction to searchforall of the digital files having at

leastthe first tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be

searched for based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see

Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embedded

tag information including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes thatat least

Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the

multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebarat a time.); responsive to receiving the

instruction, automatically searching forall of the digital files having at least the first tag

label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searchedfor based atleast

on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which

clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at
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least name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple

tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-

view based sidebarat a time.); and displaying, on a video display device associated with the

client device,a first indication of the first tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly

disclose that images may be searchedfor based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event,

and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figures 1-2 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and

sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least name and category information. Examiner

further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as

can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebarat a time. Examiner notes

that the tags are further displayed in the photo information andin the sidebar.).

As per Claim 2, Kustanowitz discloses displaying, on the video display, indicia of

each and everyothertag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embedded

in the metadata ofthefirst digital file, together with the first indication (See Sections 4.1,

4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a

person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figures 1-2 which clearly disclose that

files may be selected and sorted based on embedded tag information including at least name and

category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be

sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based

sidebar at a time. Examiner notes that the tags are further displayed in the photo information and in the

sidebar.).

As per Claim 3, Kustanowitz discloses receiving, via the user interface device, a

second tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by the user (See

Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various formsof
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information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section

2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that multiple tags may be embeddedinto the files using the

interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction. Examiner

notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alphanumeric data, and of arbitrary length.) ;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second oneofthe tags of the

metadata embeddedin a second of the digital files to include the second tag label (See

Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various forms of

information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section

2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that multiple tags may be embeddedinto the files using the

interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction. Examiner

notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alphanumeric data, and of arbitrary length.);

receiving, via the userinterface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to searchforall of the digital files having at least the second tag label (See

Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data

relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly

disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least

name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags

maybe sorted andretrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view

based sidebarat a time.); responsive to receiving the secondinstruction, automatically

searchingforall of the digital files having at least the second tag label (See Sections 4.1,

4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a

person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that

files may be selected and sorted based on embedded tag information including at least name and

category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be

sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based
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sidebarat a time.); and displaying, on a video display device associated with the client

device, a first indication of the first tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 whichclearly disclose

that images may be searchedfor based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and

date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figures 1-2 which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and

sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least name and category information. Examiner

further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as

can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebarat a time. Examiner notes

that the tags are further displayed in the photo information andin the sidebar.); and displaying, on a

video display device associated with the client device, a secondindication of the second

tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at

least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figures 1-2

which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including

at least name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that

multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in

the tree-view based sidebarat a time. Examiner notes that the tags are further displayed in the photo

information and in the sidebar.).

As per Claim 4, Kustanowitz discloses displaying, on the video display, indicia of

each and everyothertag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embedded

in the metadata of the seconddigitalfile, together with the second indication (See

Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data

relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figures 1-2 which clearly

disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least

name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags

may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view
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based sidebar at a time. Examiner notes that the tags are further displayed in the photo information and

in the sidebar.).

As per Claim 5, Kustanowitz discloses the first tag label along with each and

every othertag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embeddedin the

metadataofthefirst digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the second tag

label along with each and everyothertag label, if any, created and inputted by the user

and embeddedin the metadata of the seconddigital file comprise a second set of tags

distinct from the first set of tags (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may

be searched for basedat least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see

Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based on embedded

tag information including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes thatat least

Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the

multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a time. Examiner notesthat, although group

annotation is supported, each file may be assigned a distinct set of tags.).

As per Claim 6, Kustanowitz discloses receiving, via the user interface device, an

instruction to associate the second tag label with thefirst tag label, wherein the

association indicates a relationship between the content data of the first of the digital

files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files (See Sections 4.1-

4.4 which clearly describe several applications which make use of the digital tags and which include at

least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates individuals based on which photographs

they are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a relationship betweenthe individuals and the

between the photographsin which they appear. Examinerfurther notes the family trees of Section 4.1,
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the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of Section 4.4, which serve similar purposed in

retrieving multiple related content items in responseto selection a single tag or photograph.) ;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the secondtag label with the first tag

label (See Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several applications which make useof the digital

tags and whichinclude at least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates individuals

based on which photographsthey are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a relationship

between the individuals and the between the photographsin which they appear. Examiner further notes

the family trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of Section 4.4,

which serve similar purposed in retrieving multiple related content items in response to selection a single

tag or photograph.); and responsive to an automatic search through thedigitalfiles

returning eitherthe first of the digital files or the second of the digital files, displaying, on

the video display, an indication of the association betweenthefirst of the digital files and

the second ofthe digital files (See Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several applications

which makeuse of the digital tags and which include at least the application described in Section 4.3

which associates individuals based on which photographsthey are tagged in together, and which therefor

creates a relationship between the individuals and the between the photographs in which they appear.

Examiner further notes the family trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the

events of Section 4.4, which serve similar purposedin retrieving multiple related content itemsin

responseto selection a single tag or photograph.).

As per Claim 7, Kustanowitz discloses displaying, on the video display device, a

second count value corresponding to the numberof the digital files having the second

tag label (See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the numberof photographs having each

tag are displayed.).
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As per Claim 8, Kustanowitz discloses the content data includes a digital

photograph or imageorvideo, a digital audiofile, a digital document, a digital food

recipe having an ingredients portion and at least one digital photograph or image or

video, a family tree record indicating familial relationships among related persons, a

profile record including biographical information abouta living organism,or a timespan

record including a time-based series of occurrences (See Figure 1 which clearly indicates that

the content is comprised of digital photographs.).

As per Claim 9, Kustanowitz discloses the content data includes a digital food

recipe having at least an ingredients portion and at least one digital photograph or

image or video, and wherein the first tag label includes an identity of a human source or

human authorship of the digital food recipe or a name associated with the digital food

recipe (Examinernotes that the limitation is considered to be largely comprised of non-functional

descriptive material which described the subject matter of an image or annotation. Sections 2.1 and 4.1-

4.4 and Figure 1 of Kustanowitz clearly indicate that multiple images may be displayed in a single

interface and that the images maybe associated with co-displayed annotation information and

information linking photographs and annotations. Examiner notes that this enables the display of pictures

of recipes, annotations regarding those recipes, and pictures and annotation of the creators of recipes).

As per Claim 11, Kustanowitz discloses the content data ofthefirst of the digital

files is of a first type, the method further comprising: associating the first tag label with a

further one of the digital files having embedded therein content data of a second type

thatis different than the first type, wherein the first count value includes the further one
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of the digitalfiles (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searchedfor

based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and

Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information

including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses

that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed

in the tree-view based sidebar at a time. Examiner notes that each photograph mayinclude different

contentat least in that it may feature different persons, locations, events, etc. See Figure 6 which clearly

indicates that counts of the number of photographs having each tag are displayed.).

As per Claim 12, Kustanowitz disclosesthefirst type is a digital photograph or

image or a video, and wherein the second typeis a digital audio file, a digital document,

or a digital food recipe (Sections 2.1 and 4.1-4.4 and Figure 1 of Kustanowitz clearly indicate that

multiple images may be displayed in a single interface and that the images may be associated with co-

displayed annotation information and information linking photographs and annotations. Examiner notes

that this enables the display of pictures of recipes (e.g. digital documents or recipes), annotations

regarding those recipes, and pictures and annotation of the creators of recipes).

As per Claim 13, Kustanowitz disclosesthefirst tag label is indicative of an

identity of a person associated with the contentdata, a digital collection related to the

content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date

associated with the content data See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may

be searched for basedat least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see

Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embedded

tag information including at least name and category information.).
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As per Claim 14, Kustanowitz discloses displaying, on the video display device, a

first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digitalfiles having the first tag label

(See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the numberof photographs having each tag are

displayed.).

As per Claim 19, Kustanowitz discloses the metadata of a second ofthe digital

files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by

the user (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with

various formsof information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that multiple tags may be embeddedinto the

files using the interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction.

Examiner notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alohanumeric data, and of arbitrary

length.), the method further comprising: displaying a first count value corresponding to

the numberof the digital files having the first tag label (See Figure 6 which clearly indicates

that counts of the number of photographs having each tag are displayed.) ; responsive to

automatically searching for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label,

receiving a secondinstruction to searchforall of the digital files having at least the

second tag label (See Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several applications which make useof

the digital tags and whichincludeat least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates

individuals based on which photographsthey are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a

relationship between the individuals and the between the photographs in which they appear. Examiner

further notes the family trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of

Section 4.4, which serve similar purposed in retrieving multiple related content items in response to
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selection a single tag or photograph.); responsive to receiving the second instruction,

automatically searching forall of the digital files having at least the secondtag label (See

Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several applications which makeuse ofthe digital tags and which

include at least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates individuals based on which

photographs they are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a relationship between the

individuals and the between the photographsin which they appear. Examiner further notes the family

trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of Section 4.4, which

serve similar purposed in retrieving multiple related content items in response to selection a single tag or

photograph.); and dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberof the

digital files having both the first tag label and the secondtag label, and displaying in real

time the updatedfirst count value on the video display device (See Figure 6 whichclearly

indicates that counts of the number of photographs having each tag are displayed. Examiner notes that

the counts of Figure 6 may be further applied to collections, as disclose in Section 4.4.).

As per Claim 20, Kustanowitz discloses displaying on the video display device a

second count value corresponding to the numberof the digital files having the second

tag label (See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the numberof photographs having each

tag are displayed.).

As per Claim 21, Kustanowitz discloses computer-implemented method of

associating digital tags with digitalfiles, comprising: storing, on one or more non-

transitory computer-readable storage media,a plurality of digital files (See Section 2.1

which clearly discloses that the photo services may be web based and Section 4.1 which clearly discloses

that the photos maybe stored and retrieved.), each of the digitalfiles having a content data
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portion and a metadata portion including tags (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly

disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at least names of

people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose

that tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and dropinteraction or

a selection and labeling interaction.); displaying, on a video display device associated with a

client device, a first graphical representation ofa first tag label of a first of the tags and

associated with a first of the digital files (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclosethat

the digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at least names of people, dates,

relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may

be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and dropinteraction or a selection

and labeling interaction.); receiving, via a userinterface deviceof the client device, a

selection by a userof the client device of the first graphical representation of the first tag

label as a searchfilter criterion or a search string entered via the user interface device

correspondingto thefirst tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images

may be searched for based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further

see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on

embedded tag information including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes that

at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within

the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebarat a time.); responsive to the receiving,

automatically searching through thedigital files, using at least the first tag label as a

searchfilter, for the digital files satisfying at least the searchfilter criterion (See Sections

4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on datarelating to a

person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that

files may be selected and sorted based on embedded tag information including at least name and

category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be
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sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based

sidebarat a time.); and displaying, on the video display device, an indication of the first tag

label and a representation of the numberofthe digital files satisfying at least the search

filter criterion (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based

at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1

which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including

at least name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that

multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in

the tree-view based sidebar at a time. See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the numberof

photographs having each tag are displayed.).

As per Claim 22, Kustanowitz discloses receiving, via the user interface device,

alphanumeric text created and inputted by the userasthefirst tag label; and

associating, using a computer, thefirst tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database(See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with

various formsof information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may be embeddedinto the files

using the interface, either through a drag and dropinteraction or a selection and labeling interaction.

Examiner notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alohanumeric data, and of arbitrary

length.).

As per Claim 26, Kustanowitz disclosesthefirst tag label is automatically created

by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the metadata ofthefirst digital file

and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to be used as the search
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filter criterion when selected by the user (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that

images may be searched for basedat least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and sorted based

on embeddedtag information including at least name and category information. Examinerfurther notes

that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen

within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a time. See Section 2.3 which clearly

indicates that the annotation may be done automatically.).

As per Claim 27, Kustanowitz discloses the extracted information includes a date

or alocation associated with when or wherea digital photograph or image or video was

taken or created or recorded or scannedbya digital imaging device (See Section 2.3).

As per Claim 29, Kustanowitz discloses web-baseddigital file storage system

comprising: a digitalfile repository for storing and retrieving digital files (See Section 2.1

which clearly discloses that the photo services may be web based and Section 4.1 which clearly discloses

that the photos maybe stored and retrieved.); a digital tagging system permitting the user to

assign a plurality of digital tags to each of the digital files, wherein the digital tagging

system comprises at least one type of data selected from the group consisting of a

person's name,a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship, a person's profile, an

event name, a rating, and a documenttype (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose

that the digital files may be tagged with various formsof information including at least names of people,

dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that

tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and dropinteraction or a

selection andlabeling interaction.); a searchfilter, wherein the searchfilter allows the digital
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files to be searched according to a plurality of types of data (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which

clearly disclose that images may be searched for basedat least on data relating to a person, relationship,

event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected

and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least name and category information.

Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted andretrieved ata

time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at atime.); and a

userinterface that presents the digital files on a user's screen based on thedigital tags,

wherein the userinterface further comprisesa digital tag image, the digital tag image

having at least one type of data represented thereon with text (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4

which clearly disclose that images may be searched for basedat least on data relating to a person,

relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may

be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least name and category

information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and

retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a

time. See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the number of photographs having each tag are

displayed.).
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

14.—_In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new groundof

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same undereither status.

15.—The following is a quotation of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis

for all obviousnessrejections setforth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obvious at the time the invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

16. Claims 10, 15-18, 22(ii), 23-25, and 28, rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a)

as being unpatentable over Kustanowitz in view of Van der Meulenetal. (U.S. Pre-Grant

Publication Number 2007/0282908, Published 12/06/2007,Filed 06/05/2006 andreferred to hereinafter

as Meulen).

As per Claim 10, Kustanowitz fails to disclose receiving a request from the client

device to export the first of the digital files from the storage media to another storage

medium; and responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital

files to be communicated, without removing thefirst tag label, from the storage media to

the other storage medium.
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Meulen discloses receiving a requestfrom the client device to exportthefirst of

the digital files from the storage media to another storage medium (See Paragraph 27 which

clearly discloses that data may be embedded within imagefiles in EXIF format and that user created

fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well knownto the art to be

embeddable within the image files themselves, such that the EXIF information may be transferred along

with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 whichindicates that the images may be used by at least a map

generator which uses the metadata ofthefiles to create a digital map used for sharing the digital

photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 whichclearly indicate that

the media objects and metadata maybetransferred from one device to another(i.e. exported).); and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removing thefirst tag label, from the storage media to the other

storage medium (See Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may be embeddedwithin image

files in EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF

information is well known to the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the

EXIF information may be transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 whichindicates that

the images may be used byat least a map generator which uses the metadata ofthefiles to create a

digital map usedfor sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the

art of Kustanowitz may utilize embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-

74 whichclearly indicate that the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to

another(i.e. exported).).

It would have been obviousto oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulento include

receiving a requestfrom the client device to exportthefirst of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and responsiveto receiving the requestto
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export, causing the first of the digital files to be communicated, without removing the

first tag label, from the storage media to the other storage medium with the motivation of

classifying and categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 15, Kustanowitz discloses the content data includes a digital

photograph or imageorvideo (See Section 2.1 which clearly discloses that the photo services may

be web based and Section 4.1 which clearly discloses that the photos maybe stored and retrieved.), the

metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates wherethedigital

photograph or imageor video wastaken (See Section 2.3).

Kustanowitz fails to disclose the method further comprising: displaying, on the

video display device, a representation of a map,all of the digital files having at least the

first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital files

including at least a first geotag and a second geotag; and displaying a first thumbnail at

a first location corresponding to the geographic coordinatesofthe first geotag on the

map, a second thumbnail at a secondlocation corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the second geotag on the map, and the alphanumeric textof the first tag

label.

Meulen discloses, the method further comprising: displaying, on the video display

device, a representation of a map,all of the digital files having at least the first tag label

being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital files including at least a

first geotag and a second geotag (See Paragraphs 27 and 34-37 whichclearly disclose that GPS

coordinates maybe recordedfor digital photographs and used to create mapdisplay which displays

photographs, photographs representative of collections of photographs, or metadata of the photographs
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on a digital map according to the GPS coordinate information.); and displaying a first thumbnail at

a first location corresponding to the geographic coordinatesof the first geotag on the

map, a second thumbnail at a secondlocation corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the second geotag on the map, and the alphanumeric textof the first tag

label (See Paragraphs 27 and 34-37 whichclearly disclose that GPS coordinates may be recordedfor

digital photographs and used to create map display which displays photographs, photographs

representative of collections of photographs, or metadata of the photographs on a digital map according

to the GPS coordinate information.).

It would have been obviousto oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulento include

the methodfurther comprising: displaying, on the video display device, a representation

of a map,all of the digital files having at least the first tag label being membersofa first

set of digital files, the first set of digital files including at least a first geotag and a second

geotag; and displaying a first thumbnail at a first location corresponding to the

geographic coordinatesof the first geotag on the map, a second thumbnail at a second

location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the map,

and the alphanumeric textof the first tag label with the motivation of classifying and

categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 16, Kustanowitz fails to disclose the first thumbnail including a

scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digitalfiles

having the first geotag, and the second thumbnail including a scaled representation of at

least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag.
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Meulen disclosesthefirst thumbnail including a scaled representation of at least

oneof the digital imagesin the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and the

second thumbnail including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital images

in the first set of digital files having the second geotag (See Paragraphs 27 and 34-37 which

clearly disclose that GPS coordinates may be recordedfor digital photographs and used to create map

display which displays photographs, photographs representative of collections of photographs,or

metadata of the photographson a digital map according to the GPS coordinate information. Examiner

notes that the image may be a thumbnail image.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulento include

the first thumbnail including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital images

in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and the second thumbnail including

a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files

having the second geotag with the motivation of classifying and categorizing media

using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 17, Kustanowitz discloses displaying proximatethefirst thumbnail a

count value corresponding to the numberof digital photographsor images or videosin

the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and displaying proximate the second

thumbnail a count value corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or images

or videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag (See Figure 6 whichclearly

indicates that counts of the number of photographs having each tag are displayed wherein the geotag is a

considered to be a digital tag.).
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As per Claim 18, Kustanowitz discloses the content data of a second of the

digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital food recipe, the methodfurther

comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first geotag or the second geotag

(Examinernotesthat the limitation is considered to be largely comprised of non-functional descriptive

material which described the subject matter of an image or annotation. Sections 2.1 and 4.1-4.4 and

Figure 1 of Kustanowitz clearly indicate that multiple images may be displayed in a single interface and

that the images may be associated with co-displayed annotation information and information linking

photographs and annotations. Examiner notes that this enables the display of pictures of recipes,

annotations regarding those recipes, and pictures and annotation of the creators of recipes. Examiner

further notes that the tags may be related and the geotags are considered to be digital tags.).

As per Claim 22(ii), Kustanowitz fails to disclose receiving from the client device

a requestto exportthefirst digital file from the storage media to another storage

medium remote from the client device; responsive to receiving the request to export,

modifying the first tag of the first digital file to include the first tag label created and

inputted by the userin the first digital file and storing the modifiedfirst digital file in a

non-proprietary format such thatthefirst tag label is preserved during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modifiedfirst digital file, exporting the modifiedfirst digital

file by causing the modifiedfirst digital file to be communicated, without removing the

first tag label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage media to the other

remote storage medium.
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Meulen discloses receiving from the client device a request to exportthefirst

digital file from the storage media to another storage medium remotefrom theclient

device (See Paragraph 27 whichclearly discloses that data may be embeddedwithin imagefiles in

EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is

well knownto the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the EXIF information

maybe transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 which indicates that the images may be

used by at least a map generator which uses the metadataof thefiles to create a digital map used for

sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz

may utilize embedded metadata. Examinernotes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 which clearly

indicate that the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to another(i.e.

exported).); responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of thefirst

digital file to include the first tag label created and inputted by the userin thefirst digital

file and storing the modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format suchthat the first

tag label is preserved during exporting (See Paragraph 27 whichclearly discloses that data may

be embedded within imagefiles in EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner

further notes that EXIF information is well known to the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles

themselves, such that the EXIF information may be transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph

36 which indicates that the images may be used by at least a map generator which uses the metadata of

the files to create a digital map used for sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of

the applications of the art of Kustanowitz may utilize embedded metadata. Examiner notes that

Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 which clearly indicate that the media objects and metadata may be

transferred from one device to another(i.e. exported).); and responsive to the storing the

modified first digital file, exporting the modified first digital file by causing the modified

first digital file to be communicated, without removing thefirst tag label and in the non-

proprietary format, from the storage media to the other remote storage medium (See
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Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may be embedded within imagefiles in EXIF format and

that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well known to

the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the EXIF information may be

transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 which indicates that the images may be used by

at least a map generator which uses the metadataof the files to create a digital map used for sharing the

digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 which clearly indicate that

the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to another(i.e. exported).).

It would have been obviousto oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulento include

receiving from the client device a requestto exportthefirst digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remotefrom the client device; responsiveto receiving

the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file to include the first tag

label created and inputted by the userin the first digital file and storing the modified first

digital file in a non-proprietary format suchthat the first tag label is preserved during

exporting; and responsive to the storing the modifiedfirst digital file, exporting the

modified first digital file by causing the modifiedfirst digital file to be communicated,

without removing the first tag label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage

media to the other remote storage medium with the motivation of classifying and

categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 23, Kustanowitz the other remote storage medium is operatively

coupled to or incorporated in a computer system running a destination operating system
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different from an operating system onthe client device, and wherein the modifiedfirst

digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium after

the exporting.

Meulen discloses the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or

incorporated in a computer system running a destination operating system different from

an operating system on the client device, and wherein the modifiedfirst digitalfile with

the modifiedfirst tag is stored on the other remote storage medium after the exporting

(See Paragraph 27 whichclearly discloses that data may be embedded within imagefiles in EXIF format

and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well known

to the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the EXIF information may be

transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 which indicates that the images may be used by

at least a map generator which uses the metadataof the files to create a digital map used for sharing the

digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 which clearly indicate that

the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to another(i.e. exported). Further

See Paragraphs 61-66.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulento include

the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a

computer system running a destination operating system different from an operating

system on the client device, and wherein the modifiedfirst digital file with the modified

first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium after the exporting with the

motivation of classifying and categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).
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As per Claim 24, Kustanowitz the computer system includes a mobile telephony

device, a personal computer, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a television, a

wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera, a printer, or a personal data

assistant having a computer.

Meulen discloses the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a

personal computer, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a television, a wearable

gadget having a computer, a digital camera,a printer, or a personal data assistant

having a computer(See Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may be embeddedwithin

image files in EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF

information is well known to the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the

EXIF information may be transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 whichindicates that

the images may be used byat least a map generator which uses the metadata ofthefiles to create a

digital map usedfor sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the

art of Kustanowitz may utilize embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-

74 whichclearly indicate that the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to

another(i.e. exported). Further See Paragraphs 61-66.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet

computer, a laptop computer, a television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a

digital camera,a printer, or a personal data assistant having a computer with the

motivation of classifying and categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).
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As per Claim 25, Kustanowitz the metadata of the first digital file is formatted

according to an exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF) having a Commentfield, and

wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Commentfield of the metadata ofthefirst

digital file as alphanumeric text correspondingto thefirst tag label.

Meulen discloses the metadataofthefirst digital file is formatted according to an

exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the

modified first tag is stored in the Commentfield of the metadataofthefirst digitalfile as

alphanumeric text correspondingto thefirst tag label (See Paragraph 27 whichclearly

discloses that data may be embeddedwithin imagefiles in EXIF format and that user createdfields(i.e. a

commentfield) may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well known to the art to

be embeddable within the image files themselves, such that the EXIF information may be transferred

along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 whichindicates that the images may be used byat least a

map generator which uses the metadata ofthe files to create a digital map used for sharing the digital

photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata.).

It would have been obviousto oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulento include

the metadata ofthefirst digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable imagefile

format (EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the

Commentfield of the metadata ofthefirst digital file as alphanumeric text corresponding

to thefirst tag label with the motivation of classifying and categorizing media using

metadata (Meulen, Abstract).
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As per Claim 28, Kustanowitz fails to disclose the metadata is formatted

according to an exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF), and wherein the first digitalfile

is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.

the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable imagefile format

(EXIF), and wherein thefirst digital file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF,or

GIF imagefile format (See Paragraph 27).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulento include

the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF), and

wherein the first digital file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF image

file format with the motivation of classifying and categorizing media using metadata

(Meulen, Abstract).
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... Third, the timestamps extractedfrom the camera-generated EXIF metadata do riot necessarily
match the correct ... $0, our software developed on ton ofthe Processingé Java library created a
layer ... phase of research, is to have proved the concep!that user-generated content car...

Cited by 48 Related articies Al’ G versions Cite Save More

por} lagis-fag semantics for hierarchicalfile systems fPor} from psu.edu
3 Sloandor, O Gonilz, S Scharik, Mi Yoikel - Proceadings of the 6th .., 2006 - Citesear

... New attribuies and possible valuesare created by creating new directories. ... Systems tags like
_Older-than-2-weeks or _bigger- than-1M8 could be generated automatically. ... User Management:
WebDAV can require the userto !ogin before performing any operation. ...

Cited by 78 Related atticies All idversions Cite Save More

New trends and ideas in visual concept detection: the MIR flickr reiriaval evaluation initiative [PDF] from lacs.nl
Me Huiskes, B ThomasaSLew - Proceedings af the intamalionial .., 2010 - dl.acm.org
. subsequently, ground truth for a large number of additional queries can be generated by choosing
more ... but all original Flickr user tag data, as well as the EXIF metadata,are made... downloads are
provided for the various types of metadata: the Fiicar user tags, EXIF fields, and...

Cited by 152 Related articles Al7 versions Cle Save

 

Leveraging ontologies, context and social neiworks to automate phoie annotation [PDF] from numalway.ie
F Monachan, 2 O'Sullivan - Semantic multimedia, 2007 - Springer
.. on the most important recall cues and takes advantage of RDF's powerful expressivity,
interoperability and mobility while hiding its compieyities from the user. ACRONYMmakes use
of the EXchangeable image Fite (EXIF) format metadatathat is created and stored ...
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ottal foolorinting: Uncovering tourisis with user-generated content“Giardn, & Calabrase7D Fiore... - Peevasive Computing, ..., 2208 - egexpiara ieee.org

... For instance, thetime stamps extracted from the camera-generated EXIF metadata cont... He

is also @ cofounding partver of Simpliquity, a user experience consulancy in... dynamics through
sensor networks: analysis and design ofdistributed, hybrid, embeddedcontrolsystems...
Cited by 224 Related articles All 1S versions Cite Save

poe] Uncovering ne presence and movementsof tourists from user-generated content
F Gardin, & CalabresaF Dal Flora... - intel FormonTourisat .., 2008 - girardinorg» EXIF) metadata embedded in te.» For instance, nettimestamps extracted from the
camera-generated EXIF meiadata does not necassarily match the correct time ai ... Future works
will aim at furthersystematic assessment of the qualityof these user-generated data and...
Cited by 17 Related articles Alla varsions Cite Save More

 

A url is worth a thousand lags From tagging to linked dala with moat
A Passant P Laubet, JG Bresin. ~.. Interonerabaity and Wed _., 2041 - hocks google.com.» Creation date to any blog post or a ohoo sharing service could use snbee EXIF information
to... To embed MOATin our architecture (since we did not want end users to be faced... Hence, aur
search engine also suggesis concepts related to the one a user is currently searching.
Cited by 32. Related articles All8 versions Cite Save

 

SnaoMe if you can: orivacy threats of other peoples’ geo-tagged media and what we can do
about it

Bisenne, O szongott, Ml Smih -... of the sith ACMconference on Security... 2085 - dhacm.org.» However, the capability to embedmetadata into the media (instead of storing it in the ... Additionally,
embedded keywords and iextual loca- tion inormation (country, state, city} are extractedas... The
access to GPS data (map view, exact coordinates in HTML source, EXIF data view ...
Cited by 23. Related articles AllS versions Cite Save

The search for interoperabilityJBSith- MuttiMedia IEEE, 206 -ae
» Notabie examples are the ID3 set of tags for music metadata, which was popularized by the
axplosion a! interest in MP3 format music, and the EXIF standard for digital photographs that
allows metadata io be embedded in digital ... Source Professional User generated...
Cited by 17. Related articles All7 versions Cite Save

Synote: weaving media fragments and linked data
EL Waid, T Gintoia, A Shadbolt, &Wiis - 2012 - eprials.sotori.ac.uk

. Hi fils the gap between thestructured metadata models, such as SMiL and EXIF [35}, and...
“youttu.be/abe is an HTML cocument and the actual video content embeddedin this document
GET method for the deref- evencing of RDF representation and we also embed Micro- data ..
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jh Garfinkel,J) Misiets - 2009 - calhoun.nps.adu

w AMLfiles, andpotentially in other embedded objects (for example, in the EXIF headersof... of the
ZP fie creation and areni displayed by Oce applications to the user, theynevertheless... to these
ZIP directory time stamps, we found many other lime stamps embedded within vari...
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Conceotualization of place via spatial clustering and co-occurrence analysis [POF] from researchgatenel
DPDaneTR Chuang, BLemmens- Proceedings of the 2009 ._., 2009 dlacm.arg
w» {he results of he analysesto gain understandings about places from user-generated con- tents ...
EXIF metadata of the uploaded photos, including camera setfings, captured time and embedded
coordinates fro... If there is no location information in EXIF of the photos, the location...
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digitai content files ey images} during capture, review, and/or playback...
it Hanna - US Patent Ape. 11/678.955, 2806 - Goudie Paleris
.» Most digital camera manufactures capture basic camara and technical information and embed
ths information directly into the ... to note, that are mast closely relatedto ihe inventionbeing filed
ave “Embedded Metadata Engines ... The Exif Version 2.2 specification and the TIFF Rev...
Cec by 6 Related articies Alle versions cite Sav

Big data privacy issues in public social media [POF] from uni-hannover.de
© Szongetl Buenns, Gi von Voigt... (DEST: 2042 6th EE ..., 2012 - eaeupioreieeeorn

» Second iInport emerging trend is the capability of many moderndevicas to embed geo-data‘edtonally, some servicasalso extract embedded metadata and usethis information for indexing
and king _ Mobile users were Pro user's and only 2% denied acsess to EXIF data in...
Citedby 32 Related articles AllS versions Cite Save
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Bringing user-generated content from intemet services to mobile augmented reality clients
P Belmpacenss, P Selonen... - Virtual Really Workshoo (.., 2010 - geen ploreieeeorg

 S¢éMariog, Such as searching content in a geographical location, commenting, tagging and
exporting the social’... the AR clients, which was especially problematic for the case that a user would
like ... harvested EXIF metadata, at the same time when it was also exported as machine...
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Image annotation with photocepain [POF] OM aSton.ac.uK
MMTuffield, S Haris, BF Dupplaw. A Chakravarthy... - 2006 - aprinisasion.ae.uk

4.5 Metadaia Export ... Finally, he annotations createdin the user annotation interface maythen
be exported as RDF back to the RDF triplestore, to ... or adjust the narrative; it is a core research
issue in ihis project io determine ihe appropriate balance betweenUser intervention and ...
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Digital footprinting: Uncovering tourists with user-generated content [POF] from miLedu
* Geardin, & Calabrese, FO mora... - Pervasive Computing, ..., 2008 - laeaxpiore Jogaorg
.. Using software developed in house, wethen exported the aggregate results in a format ... Specifically,
we used spatial and temporal pres- ence data to visualize user-generated information. spatiat
Presence To map users’ spatial distriaution, we store data in a matrix covering ihe ...
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TEAM Network

EH Fagraus, K Lin, JA Aburada © Saris, $ Chandra... - Eootogical ..., 2041 - Elseviar
» Data export. Given a camera irap array and a sampling period, ali associated images with their
metadata and annotations can be exported to a file. This file is called a DeskTEAMpackage. ... The
camera trap array is the minimurnunit for exporting data as DeskTEAM packages. +...

Cited by 21 Related articles All5 versions Cite Save

Method and system for online creation and publeatton of user-generated stories
& Abrams, EM Satchelder, JA Capello... - US Patent Apo. 11/..., 2007 - Goodie Patents
» exporting for display at an Internet-accessiole devicea web page in which the setofphotos are...
oresent invention, when a story is written to HTML fie, as the web page exported fo the ... A
transformation typically is effected by an end user taking a given user interface action on the ...
Cited by 18 Related articles All2 versions Cite Save

System and method for improving online advertising effectiveness and promoting digital
content creation

JP Meerbargen, TW Srith - US Patent Ape, 11/605,007, 2006 - Goodie Patents
 fumber, serial number, date and tine of taking the hoovideo, and the location at whichthe
file was generated using, eq... Also, the rianufacturer server #8 can communicate aggregated user
information aiong a path 22 to the ad server 16 in the case of users who have opted...
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soak} Pro Web 2.0 mashups: remixing data and web services (por) from 144.76.48,83
ans

B Yee - 2008 - booksgoogle.com

» 316 Encourage the Sharing of Content with Explicit Licenses. .... 317 Develon
Extensive import and Export Optionsfor User Content... ....317 Study How Users
Remix Your Contant and Make tt Easier to Do So...
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Using JPEG quantization tables to identily imagery processed by software [POF] fyorn dhws.org
JD Koribhunn - Digtal Investigation, 2006 - Elsavier

» Format: Ris (ior EndNote, Reference Manager, ProCite); BibTeX; Text: ReiWorks Direct Export;
Content; Citation ... program that, given an initia! image, accepted a vatue for Q ‘from the user. ...
images whose quantization tables are the most ixely io have been generated by software...
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wimuu Management and analysis of camera trap data: Alternative approaches (response to={HTML} from esajournals.crg
Harris et al. 2010}

oF Sundaresari,GRiginos... - Bulletin ef the Ecological .., 2041 - bee Soe America
.» the directory structure wil later become metadata when the photos’ Exif information is exported
toa... Although there is currently no builtin way to export the Exif data for miuttipie ... of providing a
single inlerlace for the entire process of viewing, tagging, and exporting photo data with...
Cited by5 Fislatedarticies All 3 versions Cite Save

Digital asset management [POF] rom researchgalenet
CO Hurestrey, TY Tottsison, JD Kriet - Facial olasiic surgery clinics of Movil .., 210 - Elsevier
» RS (for EndNoie, Reference Manager, ProCite): BibTeX: Text; RefWorks Direct Export; Content:
Citation... include an infinite numberof keywords limited onty bythe user's needsand ... Like the
automatically generated EXIF metadata, this additional information is associated with ihe ...
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Bringing user-generated content from intematservices to mobile augmented realty clents
PRelmpasakis P Solanor... » Virtual Realty Workshea { .., 2070 - weexglare lege.org
That would mean filtering out content that does noi have the relevant geo-location and orientation...
That would translate in a requestfor getting photos in the given area {defined by the ... To enable
such functionality, the user's Flickr account required pairing with cur service, anda...
Cited by 18 Related articles Alldyersions Gite Save

Metadata practices for consumerphotos
‘gsc - MuliMedia IEE, 2005 -eeexploreieee crg
« Defining Metadata The National Information Standards Organization defines metadata as
structured information that describes... of the international Imaging Industry Associa: tion (3A) has
also defined a metadata ... An average userwill see value in these standards once the photo.
Gited by 44 Related articles All1t versions Gite Save
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Method, system, and computer-readable medium for uger-assignment of ceagranhic data to
an image file

V Russor, Ml Rudd US Patani Ape, 10°780,947, 2004 - Google Patents
System according to claim 12, wherein the memory device stores a data set defining a geographic ...

131D 4 -131D N for recording GPS information associated with image 141 defined by data ... N
thai maybe utilized in embodiments of the inventionfor enabling user assignmentof...
Cited by 23. Related articles All 2versions Gite Save

Specilying, assigning, and maintaining user defined metadata in a network-based
photosharing system

RP More, H Svendeen, P Scaring - US Patent 7,288,583, 2007 - Geogle Patents
... chant computer in which the user specifies a plurality of properties defining the custom ... fo a methed
and system for specifying, assigning, and maintaining user-defined metadata in ... embodiment
the vocabularies are specified using the ROF schema definition language specited...,
Cited by 18 Related articles All4 versions Cite Save

Recovery of descriptive information in imagesirom digital libraries by means of EXIF metadata
Ni Love! Romare, VGG Gimeney Charset. - Livary Hi... 2008 - emeraicingight.com
.. Definition of tags or metadata schemes ... This mode! advancedin 1994 when Adobe defined a
specificationto fit the meiadala inio files of digital images. known as ... tags do nol disappearif the
image is processed or converted fo other formatsi3]. Therefore. the user who receives..,

Clted by 17 Related arlicles All 2 versions Cite Save

por Caliph & emir: Semantic annotation and reireval in personal digital photo libraries [POF] from semanticmetadatanel
Mls, | Hecker, 4 Krotiraier - Proceedings of CASE, 2005 - semianticnetadatanet
. Allimages within the same context are placed in onefile system folder and the user opens the ...
Atter defining a “base”description which is the same for all images of the series like the ... ihe so
called ‘autopilot’ can be used, which opensall images in the defined ‘older sequentially...
Cited by 3! Relatedarticles All 2 versions Gite Save More
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3 yan det Maulen, MW Growlay - U5 Palant Ap, 11/407553, 2008 - Google Paten
The term “coupled,” however, may also mean that two or more elements arenol in... it maybe
appreciated that the EXIF userdata format in general and thefields... object classifier 108 may
organize the madia objects into various predefined categories, user-defined categoriesas ...
Cited by 20 Related articles AN 2 yersions Cie Save

Newtrends and ideas in visual concentdetection: the MIR flickr retrieval evaluation initiative—(Por] from liacs.nl
Md Huishes, 8Themee, MSLew - Procaedingsof the interiational ... 2010 - dlaciorg
... Note that bydefinition, images relevantinthis latter, stronger, sense are alwaysalse ... 10 RF by
support vector machinas: the green graph shows the mean precision-recall for ... downloads are
provided for thevarious types of metadata: theFlickr usertags, EXIF fields, and content.
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fothod, system, and computer-readable medium for user-assignment of geographic data to
an image file

¥ Russon, M Rudd - US Patent Asp, 10-882.677, 2004 - Geagle Patents

System according to claim: 12, wherein the memory device stores a deta set defining 4 geographic...
131D 4-133N for recording GPS information associated with image 141 defined by data ... N
thal may beutilized in embodiments of the inventionfor enabling user assignment of...
Cited by 10 Related articles All 2 versions Cite Save

Method and apparatus for automatic photograph annotation with contents of a camera’s field
of view

i Kogan US Patent Ape. 3210.403, 2002 - Google Patanis
[he application pragramcan then record within theimage file he names of the returned features
using fields detined inthe EXIF standard. (CO2S/F IG. ... Firs!, the user 200 uploads 500 the photograph
information to the computer 400 {as discussed above with respect io FIG. ..
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Collecated phote sharing, story-telling, and the performanceof self
NA Var House - Inlemnational Journal of Human-Computer Studies, 2009 - Elsevier
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Caselaw .. FOr example, on a recent plane irin | told a strangerthat | am interested in photography(without
deseing .. For the Flickr users (thal is, the third and fourth groups}, we viewed their public online

My library photos before interviews... in our home-visit interviews, we saw many photo albums....
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Any tine Gveanelake:a study of consumer phote-sharing cullure and practice [PDF] from andrewrtier.nel
Since 2015 1 WK Beware - Proceadings of the SIGCH: conference on ..., 2007 - diacm.org

vane ON4 J there's certain events | don't want her to.” P1: "I just put [a photo] up there ... Pt valued “The sanse
Since 2044 ae oo . _.
. of community in Flickr ari¢ learning more about photographyvs. just sharing, just outing snapshots
since 2011 online,” Snaprs tended to take more ‘artsy’ photos and correspondingly tended to
Custom range... Cited by 242 Related articles Al12versions Cite Save

Over-exposed’”: privacy pattems and considerations in online and movie photo sharing tPF] from rahulnairnel
S Aber, D Sexles, NSGao, 5 King... - Procaeaings of the... 2007 - dl aon.org
.» DISCUSSION Our interviews surfaced several concetns and considerations for users who upload
and share photos online ... CH/ 2007 Proceedings » Photo Sharing ... And if | was, | wouldn't be taking
pictures and putting them online.” For most users, the fact that their locationhistory ...
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Why co people tag?: motivations for photo tagging
Noy CMe - Communications of the ACM. 2010 - cLacm cig

WY Create alert .» this gap, by studying the strength of relationshins between several motivations and users’ tagging
levels on Flickr, a prominent Web 2.0 photo sharing community. ... To understand what underlies

tagging, we needto find out what motivates sharing in online environments, and in ...
Cited by 59 Related articles All2 versions Cite Save

 

ipor} Motivating annotation for personal digital photo libraries: Lowering barriers while raising PDF] from umd.edu
incentives

J Austancwitz, @ Shneiderman - Univ. of Marvland Technica! Report .., 2008 -o3.amk edu
.» They also allow the addition of free- text captions, which while useful foronline albums, can be...
of pete of an infant taken at regular intervals, and assembledfor sharing with friends ... With some
additional “quality of photo” annotations, the best photos could befiltered out and a...
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transformative effects onbath photography as creative practice and vernacularcreativity as 4...
Notley, Tanya & Tachi, Jo (2005) ‘Online Youth Networks: Researching the Experienceof ..
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Nour study, M3, used IM but onty to tell when her dad was online ‘ie, home} so... The one
participant that did share chotos on 4 daily basis had a web blog that he undated ... While we saw
other forms of photo sharing such as through IMM or cell phones, these methods were not...
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Emotional Archives: Online photo sharing and the cultivation of the self
f Paimer - Photograghies, 2010 - Taylor & Francis
» AS Pieire Bourdieu writes in Photography: A Micale-brow Art, chronological ordering is
fundamental to the illusion of coherence touind in family albums ... Likewise, just as a traditional

photoalbum is designed to be viewed by others, the images published online are meantto be...
Cited by 11 Related articles All3 versions Cite Save

CaraCiock: an interactive photo viewer designed for family memories
Dy Udu, N Shiratorl S Hashimote, 5 ishbashi.. - CHPGs Extended, 2008 -dlactorg
.. Keywords photography, memory, family, annciation, tagging, Bayesian Nefworks, interaction
design, participation design ... “Why We Tag: Motivations for Annotation in Mobile and Online Media,”
Proceedings... WK "Give and Take: A Study of Consumer Photo-Sharing Culture and...
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Flickr tag recommendation based on collective knowledge [PDF] from lip6.tr
8 Sisurbidmiason 8 Van Zol- .. of fhe 17h intemational conferenceon ..., 2098 - dl acre.org

.. ABSTRACT Online photo services such as Flickr and Zooomr allow users to share their photos...
3.1 Flickr Photo Collection Flickr is an online photo-sharing service that contains hun- dreds of
millions of ... To help them in their task, the assessors were presented the photo, tile, tags...
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Analyzing flickr groups
AA Neqoescu, & GaticaFares «of fhe 2006 Intemational conference on ..., 2008 - diser.ory

. Social media in general, and Fekrin particular, are in- teracting online communities, producing...
Four main uses of personal photography have been noted in {2ifmemory, identity, and ... to
determine whether a correlation betweenihe average number of groups per photo and the ...
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Boostng magefelrieval throughaggregating search resulls based on visual anniotalions {PDF} from clemisen edt
gies, fy rita. B Van dwol - Proceedings of tha 16th AGM ..., 2008- dl.aomorg

.». continuosiy growing, online collactions of human-annotateddigitalimages. ... of the paper, we have
discussed howusers annotate imagesat large in on-line photo sharing ser- vices ... Though not
as popular as the photo annotations, notes can be valuable to learn different visual...
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anh Novels for Multiole Literacies By Greichen £, Schwarz, * A Face-to-Face Graduate Clags
Goes Online: Challenges and Successes By Jan Turbil. ... flickr Popular photo-sharingsite. *
RawSugar Taggingservice. ... Tag mania sweeps the Web From inioWorid....
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Tourism and online photography
'S Lo, BMeKersher Ala O Cheung, H Law - ToulsmManagement, 2071 - Elsevier
.». tis for this reason that Edensor (2000) argues tourists use photographyas a ‘ceremonial’ form
to capture ... Users and non-users of online photo-sharing media ... attractingalmost two-thirdsof the
participants (Table 4). Instant messaging and the use of online photo aibumsfollowed...
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The presentation of geil in the age of social media: Distinguishing performances and [FOF] froma Huck
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3Honan - Bulletin of Science, Technology & Society, 2070 - balsaqepub.corn
.». Comaitis bul to suiggest spaces where it is most appropriate: blog posts, photo galleries, and ...
Sharing artifacts online is offen done through “friends.” As such, people add manyfriends to... they
are evidentlya useful way fo simpiity the process of granting accass controls online. ...

Cited by 220 Related articles All8 versions Cite Save
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PA Moélic, JE Haugeart, G Piet -... on Content-based image and video .., 2008 - di.acrn.org.». basic idea of the algorithm is tosrt the more two objects share the same ... We have already
seen the main issues of using user lags!in online sharing photo appiications nih ... of figures(date, zip code, typeof camera, etc.) the tags photo’, “photography”and some ..Cited by 54 Related articles tiessions Gite Save
Unified eniily search in social macia community [PDF] irom wwweonlerenice org
Tay, ¥ Llu, GVNoo,TMai -of the 22n¢ intamations! confarance on... 2049 - dLacra.org
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ook} Flickr Hacks: Tips & Tools for Sharing Photos Online
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A Hybrid Semantic tem Model for Recipe Search by Example
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14193426 - GAU: 2165 Receipt date: 04/19/2014

Atty. Docket No. Serial No.
069366-000002USP 1 14/193,426

List of References for Applicant’s Applicant:
FIRST INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT|Christopher Desmond

Filing Date: Group:
Page | of1 February 28, 2014 Not Assigned

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Sub- Filing Date (if

Initial soneNumber Sanam] Name —— Application)7,|7372976976|05/13/2008 Rhoadsetal.

 

7,372,976 05/13/2008 Rhoadsetal. |]
 

U.S. PATENT PUBLICATION DOCUMENTS

Examiner Sub- Filing Date (if
Initial Ref. Document Number Date Name Class Class Application)

pp

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

 
 
 

    Examiner Sub- Translation

Initial Document Number Date Country Class Class Yes/No

OTHER DOCUMENTS(including author,title, date, pertinent pages, etc.)

Examiner

Initial Ref.|Document Information

ee Kustanowitz et al., "Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries: Lowering
Barriers while Raising Incentives," Tech. Report HCIL-2004-18, U. Maryland, 2005 (10
pages)

Miller et al., "Give and take: a study of consumer photo-sharing culture and practice,"
CHI '07 Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,
Pages 347-356, 2007 (10 pages)

Ameset al., "Why we tag: motivations for annotation in mobile and online media," CHI
'07 Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,
Pages 971-980, ACM, 2007 (10 pages)

Ww

  
No

EXAMINER: Michael Hicks/ DATE CONSIDERED: 97/22/2015

EXAMINER:INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETHER OR NOTCITATION IS INCONFORMANCEWITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT. 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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14193426 - GAU: 2165 Receipt date: 08/03/2015

Atty. Docket No. Application No.:
069366-000002USP1 14/193,426

SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT MemoryWeb, LLC

Filing Date: Art Unit:
Page | of 1 February 28, 2014 2165
 

Examiner
Initial 

8,150,844 B2 04/03/2012 Redstone 
Cite No. Fl 2007/0282908 Al 12/06/2007 Van der Meulen

OTHER DOCU

Gl

EXAMINER:

 
U.S. PATENTS

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Patent Application Publication Date First Named InventorPublication Number  

 
MENTS(including publisher, author(if any), title, relevant pages, date, and place of

publication)

Examiner|Cite No. DocumentInformationInitial

Yeeet al., “Faceted Metadata for Image Search and Browsing”, CHI 2003, Pages 401-408,
2003, ACM.

Ferre, “CAMELIS: Organizing and Browsing a Personal Photo Collection with a Logical
Information System”, Int. Conf. Concept Lattices and Their Applications, Pages 112-123,
2007, HAL.

Tomassonet al., “PhotoCube: Effective and Efficient Multi-Dimensional Browsing of
Personal Photo Collections”, ICMR 711, 2011, ACM.

Bartoliet al., “Integrating Semantic and Visual Facets for Browsing Digital Photo
Collections”, SBED, Pages 65-72, 2009.

‘Michael Hicks/ DATE CONSIDERED: 08/06/2015
EXAMINER:INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETHER OR NOTCITATION IS INCONFORMANCEWITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application No. : 14/193,426
Confirmation No. 7079

Applicant : MemoryWeb, LLC
Filed : February 28, 2014
Title : Method And Apparatus For Managing Digital Files
TC/A.U. : 2165

Examiner : Michael J. Hicks

Docket No. : 069366-000002USP1

Customer No. : 70001

REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OF INVENTORSHIP
PURSUANTTO 35 U.S.C.§116 and 37 C.F.R.§1.48

Mail Stop Amendment — Via EFS
Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

It is respectfully requested, under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 116 and 37 C.F.R. § 1.48,

that the Inventorship be corrected to add the name of one inventor, L. MICHAEL TAYLOR,as

the third inventor, and further to add the middle initials for the first named inventor and the

second named inventor. Specifically, it is requested to add the middle initial “J.” for the first

named inventor Christopher J. Desmond and to add the middle initial “L.” for the second named

inventor Nancy L. Desmond. This request is accompanied by a Corrected Application Data

Sheet in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.76 that identifies each inventor by his or her legal name

and a Declaration signed by all three inventors (i.e., Christopher J. Desmond, Nancy L.

Desmond, and L. Michael Taylor) as required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.63.

4827-2142-5446 Page | of 2
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Application No.: 14/193,426
Request for Correction of Inventorship

The processing fee of $70.00 (in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(i)) and the fee of

$300.00 set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(d) for submitting this request (to add an inventor) after an

Office Action on the merits is being paid upon filing of the current request via the deposit

account listed below. It is believed that no other fees are due; however, should any additional

fees be required (except for payment of the issue fee), the Director is authorized to deduct the

fees from Nixon Peabody LLP Deposit Account No. 50-4181, Order No. 069366-000002USP1.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: September 11, 2015 By: /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300
Nixon Peabody LLP
300 S. Riverside Drive, 16" Floor
Chicago,Illinois 60606
(312) 425-8563 Direct Phone

Attorneys for Applicant

4827-2142-5446 Page 2 of 2
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Christopher Desmond

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD(S$)

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Ex. 1016, p. 212

Description Fee Code Quantity 
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S$) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

meine

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

ee
i

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment yes

Deposit Account 504181

Authorized User TAUB, BRADLEY

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document gs File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

121675
069366-2USP1_Corrected_ADS.

Application Data Sheet pdf 6713e54628df6cOaedbalf08bd3c214 1692
e7b31

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied ADSfillable form

177136

Oath or Declarationfiled 069366-2USP1_Declaration.pdf
54881 348de79db0674699c569972e67b7b|

70¢938

Information:

069366-2USP1_Request_For_C
Request for Corrected Filing Receipt orrected_Filing_Receipt.pdf Oebb8ed17e6c5 1cae629fc5 5afd50dfe7a6f|

4b73

Information:

Request under Rule 48 correcting 069366-2USP1_Request_for_C
inventorship orrection_of_Inventorship.pdf 45f272a298 13046175 26b8c6f1e3954b830

23000

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
bf34e5bf2f846c5ce438a54200cdb1d61194}

374
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 —

Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

The application data sheetis part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for whichit is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document maybe printed and includedin a paperfiled application.

 
Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2

0 Portionsorall of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet mayfall under a Secrecy Order pursuantto
37 CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may notbefiled electronically.) 

Inventor Information:

Inventor 1

Legal Name

ResidenceInformation (Select One) @) US Residency (©) NonUS Residency (©) Active US Military Service

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Inventor 2

Legal Name

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency (©) NonUS Residency (©) Active US Military Service

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Inventor 3

Legal Name

tase
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) NonUS Residency () Active US Military Service
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

icati

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

City|Chicago State/Province|IL Country of Residencd|US

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be
generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

 

 
CorrespondenceInformation:

Enter either Customer Numberor complete the Correspondence Information section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

[_] An Addressis being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.

Customer Number 70001

Email Address ee Er

Application Information:

 
Title of the Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Attorney Docket Number| 069366-000002USP1, Small Entity Status Claimed [Xx]
Application Type Nonprovisional

Total Numberof Drawing Sheets(if any) Suggested Figure for Publication (if any) |
Publication Information:

[_] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

Request Not to Publish.| hereby requestthat the attached application not be published under
35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the
subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires
publication at eighteen monthsafterfiling.

 
 
Representative Information:

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Numberor complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer
Number will be used for the Representative Information during processing. 
Please Select One: @ Customer Number © US PatentPractitioner ©) Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 — Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Customer Number 70001

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:
This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) or indicate National Stage
entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required
by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.
Whenreferring to the current application, please leave the application numberblank.

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

P|eentnatoninpant——ransraeSfaonnaeoe|
Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form
by selecting the Add button.

Foreign Priority Information:

 
This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55(d). When priority is claimed to a foreign application
that is eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to

automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(h)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority applicationis filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g)(1).

Application Number Country’ Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Code’(if applicable)

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Addbutton.

 
Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effectivefiling date on or after March

[] 16, 2013.
NOTE: By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, withafiling date on or after March
16, 2013, will be examined under thefirst inventorto file provisions of the AIA.
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 — Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Authorization to Permit Access:

><] Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices

If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO),
the Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application
is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checkedif the applicant
does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO,orother intellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority
to the instant patent applicationis filed to have accessto the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect
to: 1) the instant patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application
claimspriority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of
37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application-as-filed from which benefit is
soughtin the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c), access may be provided to information concerning the dateof filing this Authorization.

 
Applicant Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Applicant 1

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be providedin this section is the name and address of the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and addressof the assignee, person to whom the inventoris under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
whootherwise showssufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. If the applicant is an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom theinventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors whoare also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

© Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 ©_Joint Inventor

O Person to whom theinventor is obligated to assign. O Person who showssufficient proprietary interest

If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventoris:

Nameof the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor:

If the Applicant is an Organization check here. xX]

Organization Name

 
MemoryWeb, LLC
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 —

Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Mailing AddressInformation For Applicant:

Address1 +0-S-RiversidePiaze-Srite+860429 Duane St.

Count

Additional Applicant Data may be generatedwithin this form by selecting the Add button.

 
Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to
have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent
application publication . An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant Information” section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assignee is also desired on the
patent application publication.

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here [|

Mailing AddressInformation For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

poPhone Number Fax Number

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by
selecting the Add button.
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 — Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Signature:
NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and
certifications.

SanaaforteM. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)
Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the informationis
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Departmentof Justice to determine
whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidenceto a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records maybedisclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respectto the subject matter of
the record.

A record in this system of records maybedisclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having needfor the information in
orderto perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent C 0 o p eration Treaty.

A record in this system of records maybedisclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
managementpractices and programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordancewith the
GSAregulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and anyotherrelevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce)directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may bedisclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record maybe disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application opento public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the
USPTO becomesawareofa violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Customer Wa. 70001 Declaration
Atty. Docket No. 069366-060002USP1

RULES 63 AND 67 (37 C.E.R. 1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOReeeeeeeenutecnnccscnroniiaenneeNieeereeneenELEMTERI

MANAGING DIGITALFILES,| hereby declarethat: 

This declaration is directed to:

[| The attached application, or
United States application or PCT international application number 14/193,426
filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

L believe that [am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the
application.

I hereby state that 1 have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

1 acknowledgethe dutyto disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.50. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, 1
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be material to
patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR§ 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this
application.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believedto betrue.

L hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 1001 byfine or imprisonment ofnot more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon. Nm,

201s 
ChristopherJ. Desmond
Inventor's Full Name hy Date
 

Loot

Inventer’s Signature

ee oe
GOiamtNY |" @
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Customer No. 70001 DeclarationAtty. Docket No. 069366-000002USP1

RULES 63 AND 67 (37 C.E.R.1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOREYEeeOUEScbtauiomvinennictiatancrenrsastinnatiancinamennen

MANAGINGDIGITALFILES, | hereby declare that:

This declaration is directed to:

a The attached application, or
- United States application or PCT international application number 14/193,426x] filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.
I believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention tn the
application.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

{ acknowledgethe duty to discloseall information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CER § 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, I
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be materialto
patentability ofthe application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this
application,

1 hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information andbelief are believed to be true.

i hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

  Nancy L. Desmond AGL Ho| oS
tnventor’s Fall Name Date

NaWenv: Oem
Inverttor’s Signature
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Customer No. 70001 Deciaration
Atty. Docket No. 069366-000002USPI

RULES63 AND 67 (37 C.F.R. 1.63 and1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titted METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES,I herebydeclare that:

 

 

This declaration is directed to:

a The attached application, or
~ United States application or PCT international application number14/193,426[x|filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

[ believe that | am the original inventoror an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the
application.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, [
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information knownto me to be material to
patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date ofthis
application.

| hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true andthatall
statements made oninformation and belief are believed to be true.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 100] by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

L. Michael ‘Tavior "|S
Inventor’s FullName Date
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application No. : 14/193,426
Confirmation No. 7079

Applicant : MemoryWeb, LLC
Filed : February 28, 2014
Title : Method And Apparatus For Managing Digital Files
TC/A.U. : 2165

Examiner : Michael J. Hicks

Docket No. : 069366-000002USP1

Customer No. : 70001

REQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT

Via EFS

Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

Applicant submits herewith a Request for Corrected Filing Receipt to update the filing

receipt to reflect the inventorship changes requested in the concurrently filed Request for

Correction of Inventorship. The changes are summarized below:

Change In Filing Receipt Data Updated Data
Inventor(s)|Christopher Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;|Christopher J. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;

Nancy Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL; Nancy L. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
L. Michael Taylor, Chicago, IL

Applicant submits herewith a Corrected Application Data Sheet, correcting the deficiency

noted, specifically the addition of middle initials for Inventors 1 and 2 and the addition of

Inventor 3 summarized above (underlining showing additions). Applicant also submits herewith

a Declaration signed by the three Inventors/Applicants with the above deficiencies corrected. As

such, a corrected filing receipt is respectfully requested.

4832-0665-3990 Page | of 2
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Application No.: 14/193,426
Request for Corrected Filing Receipt

It is believed that no fees are due in connection with this Request for Corrected Filing

Receipt; however, should any fees be required (except for paymentof the issue fee), the Director

is authorized to deduct the fees from Nixon Peabody LLP Deposit Account No. 50-4181, Order

No. 069366-000002USP1.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: September 11, 2015 By: /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300
Nixon Peabody LLP
300 S. Riverside Drive, 16" Floor
Chicago,Illinois 60606
(312) 425-8563 Direct Phone

Attorneys for Applicant

4832-0665-3990 Page 2 of 2
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

30 314/193,426 02/28/2014 2165 1130 069366-000002USP1

CONFIRMATION NO.7079

70001 CORRECTEDFILING RECEIPT

3008RiversidePlaza, 16th Floor OO001.00.0
CHICAGO, IL 60606-6613

 
 
   

Date Mailed: 09/21/2015

Receipt is acknowledgedof this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTOwill generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Christopher J. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
Nancy L. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
L. Michael Taylor, Chicago, IL;

Applicant(s)
MemoryWeb, LLC, Chicago, IL;

Assignment For Published Patent Application
MemoryWeb, LLC, Chicago, IL

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 70001

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CIP of 13/157,214 06/09/2011 PAT 9098531

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access - A proper Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices
(PTO/SB/39 or its equivalent) has been received by the USPTO.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 03/18/2014
The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad underthe Paris Convention,
is US 14/193,426
Projected Publication Date: Not Applicable

page 1 of 3
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Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Preliminary Class

707

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantsto file additional documentsandfees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a persondesiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised thatin the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcementissues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectuSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Serial No. :  14/193,426

Applicant : _MemoryWeb, LLC

Filed : February 28, 2014
Title >: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Confirmation No. : 7079

TC/A.U. : 2165

Examiner : MichaelJ. Hicks

Customer No.: : 70001

Docket No. : 069366-000002USP1

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION DATED AUGUST11, 2015

Mail Stop Amendment — via EFS
Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is in response to the Non-Final Office Action dated August 11, 2015, which set a

shortened statutory period for response of three months from that date, i.e., by November 11,

2015. Thus, this reply is timely. Please consider the following amendments and enter the

following remarksinto the record for this application.

Amendments to the Claimsbegin on page 2 ofthis paper.

Remarksbegin on page 10 of this paper.

4835-6865-7448.1
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

The listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates

where the digital photograph or image or video wastaken;

receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a userofthe client device;

modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a

first of the digital files to include the first tag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

search for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching for all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device,-a-firstindication

efthe-fisttastabel a representation of an interactive map,all of the digital files

having at least the first tag label being membersof a first set of digital files, the

first set of digital files including at least a first geotag and a second geotag; and

displaying, overlaid on the interactive map, (1) a first user selectable thumbnail image at a

first location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the first geotag on

the interactive map, (ii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable

thumbnail image corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs or images or

videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, (111) a second user
 

selectable thumbnail image at a second location corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the second geotag on the interactive map, and (iv) a second count

value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to

4835-6865-7448.1
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-3-

the numberof digital photographs or images or videos in the first set_of digital

files having the second geotag,the first user selectable thumbnail image including

a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin the first set of digital

files having the first geotag, and the second user selectable thumbnail image

including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital images in the first

set of digital files having the second geotag;

responsive to receiving a selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image,

displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or

videosin the first set of digital files having the first geotag.

2. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising subsequent to receiving the selection of the first _user_selectable thumbnail image,

receiving a selection of a first one of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set

of digital files having the first geotag and displaying, on the video display_device, indicia of each

and every ethertag label;+fany, created and inputted by the user and embeddedin the metadata

 

of the first one of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files

having the first geotag-diettalfle, together with the first ndicatien-geotag.

3. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, a second tag label containing alphanumeric text

created and inputted by the user;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second one ofthe tags of the metadata

embeddedin a secondofthe digital files to include the secondtag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the second tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

displaying, on [[a]] thevideo display device associated with the client device, a-second-an

indication of the secondtag label.

4. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display_device, indicia of each and every othertag label, if

4835-6865-7448.1
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any, created and inputted by the user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file,

together with the seeerdindication_of the secondtag label.

5. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the first tag

label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and

embedded in the metadata of the first digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the

second tag label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file comprise a second set of tags

distinct from the first set of tags.

6. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, an instruction to associate the second tag label

with the first tag label, wherein the association indicates a relationship between the content data

of the first of the digital files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label; and

responsive to an automatic search throughthe digital files returning either the first of the

digital files or the second of the digital files, displaying, on the video display_device, an

indication of the association between the first of the digital files and the second of the digital

files.

7. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display device, a seeend-count value corresponding to the

numberofthe digital files having the secondtag label.

8-9. (Canceled)

10. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request from the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removingthe first tag label, from the storage media to the other storage

medium.

11. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

the content data of the first of the digital files is of a first type, the method further comprising:
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displaying, on the video display device, a first count value corresponding to the number

of the digital files having the first tag label; and

associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having embedded

therein content data of a second typethat is different than the first type,

wherein the displayed first count value includes the further oneofthe digital files.

12. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein the first type

is a digital photograph or image or a video, and wherein the second typeis a digital audiofile, a

digital document, or a digital food recipe.

13. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first tag

label is indicative of an identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection

related to the content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date

associated with the content data.

14. (Canceled)

15. (Currently Amended) A[[The]] computer-implemented method of displaying

digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, elaa#a—t.—wherein-the content data including mehides-a

digital photograph or image or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative

of geographic coordinates where the digital photograph or image or video was

taken;;

displaying, on [[the]] avideo display device, a representation of an interactive map,all of

the digital files having at least [[the]] afirst tag label being membersofa first set

of digital files, the first set of digital files including at least a first geotag and a

second geotag; and

displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(i)a first user selectable thumbnail imageat a

first location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the first geotag on

the interactive map, (11) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable

thumbnail image corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs or images or

videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, (111) a second user 

selectable thumbnail image at a second location corresponding to the geographic
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coordinates of the second geotag on the interactive map, and (iv) andthe

alphanumerictextofthefirsttaetabela second count value proximate to the

second user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to the number of digital

photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the second

geotag:; and

responsive to receiving a selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image,

displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or

videosin the first set of digital files having the first geotag.

16. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, the first

user selectable thumbnail imageincluding a scaled representation of at least one of the digital

images in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and the second user_ selectable

thumbnail imageincluding a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin the first

set of digital files having the second geotag.

17. (Canceled)

18. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim [[17]]_1,

wherein the content data of a second ofthe digital files of the first set of digital files includes a

digital food recipe, the method further comprising associating the digital food recipe with the

first geotag or the second geotag.

19. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the metadata

of a second ofthe digital files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created

and inputted by the user, the method further comprising:

displaying a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the

first tag label;

responsive to automatically searching for all of the digital files having at least the first tag

label, receiving a second instruction to searchforall of the digital files having at least the second

tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberofthe digital files having

both the first tag label and the second tag label, and displaying in real time the updated first

count value on the video display device.
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20. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 19, further comprising

displaying on the video display device a second count value corresponding to the numberof the

digital files having the secondtag label.

21. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion and a metadata

portion including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image or

video;

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, the digital

photograph or image or video ofa first of the digital files and overlaying thereon

a user selectable first graphical representation ofa first tag label of a first of the

tags [[and]] associated with [[a]] thefirst of the digital files, all of the digital files

having at least the first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the

user selectable first graphical representation of the first tag label having a

boundary with alphanumeric text therein indicating (i) the first tag and (ii) the

numberofdigital files in the first set of digital files;

receiving, via a user interface device of the client device, a selection by a user of the

client device of the user selectable first graphical representation of the first tag

label-es-e—searehfitter_criterton_otasearchstringenteredvietheserinterface

levi i he-§ label:

responsive to the receiving, autematicalhysearchinethroughthedicitalfilesasine—at

he fi label h filter for the digital £i isfy

searchfiltererterion-anddisplaying, on the video display device, anindication-of

atleastthesearchftercriterion-all of the digital photographs or images or videos

in the first set of digital files.

22. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, alphanumeric text created and inputted by the

userasthe first tag label; and
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associating, using a computer, the first tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database.

[[22]]_23. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 22,

further comprising:

receiving from the client device a request to export the first digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device;

responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file

to includethe first tag label created and inputted by the user in the first digital file

and storing the modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format such that the

first tag label is preserved during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modified first digital

file by causing the modified first digital file to be communicated, without

removingthe first tag label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage

media to the other remote storage medium.

[[23]].24. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim [[22]]

23, wherein the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a

computer system running a destination operating system different from an operating system on

the client device, and wherein the modified first digital file with the modified first tag is stored

on the other remote storage medium after the exporting.

[[24]]_25. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim [[23]]

24, wherein the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a

tablet computer, a laptop computer, a television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a digital

camera, a printer, or a personal data assistant having a computer.

[[25]].26. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim [[22]]

23, wherein the metadata ofthe first digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable image

file format (EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the

Commentfield of the metadata of the first digital file as alphanumeric text corresponding to the

first tag label.

[[26]]_27. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 21,

wherein the first tag label is automatically created by extracting information from a first of the
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tags of the metadata of the first digital file and converting the extracted information to the first

tag label to be used asthe searchfilter criterion when selected by the user.

[[27]]28. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim [[26]]

27, wherein the extracted information includes a date or a location associated with when or

where a digital photograph or image or video was taken or created or recorded or scanned by a

digital imaging device.

[[28]].29. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim [[27]]

28, wherein the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF),

and wherein the first digital file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF imagefile

format.

[[29]]30. (Canceled)

31. (New) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising

responsive to the receiving, displaying, on the video display device, the digital photographs or

images or videos in the first set of digital files overlaid with at least some user selectable

graphical representations the of tag labels associated therewith.

32. (New) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein the boundary is

a solid line having a generally pill-shape.

33. (New) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, further comprising

responsive to the receiving the selection, displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital

photographs or images or videosin the first set of digital files having the first geotag overlaid

with a user selectable graphical representation of the first geotag and at least some of any other

user selectable graphical representations of the tag labels associated therewith.

34. (New) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, responsive to receiving a

selection of the second user selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device,

all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second

geotag.

35. (New) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, responsive to receiving a

selection of the second user selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device,

all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second

geotag.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-30 are pending in the present application. Claims 8-9, 14, 17, and 30 are

canceled. Claims 1-4, 6-7, 11, 15-16, 18, 21, and 23-29 are amended. New claims 31-35 are

added. No new matter is entered. After entering this amendment, claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-

29, and 31-35 will be pending for prosecution. Applicant notes that the above claim numbers

were corrected as requested by the Examiner to remove the second instance of claim number 22

(referred to in the Office Action as claim 22(ii1)) by amending the secondinstance of claim 22 to

be claim 23 and then amendingoriginally labeled claims 23-29 to be claims 24-30, respectively.

Claim Objections

As explained above, Applicant corrected the claim numbering issue as requested by the

Examiner. Removalof this object is respectfully requested.

Double Patenting

Claims 1-14 and 19-29 were rejected on the ground of non-statutory double patenting as

allegedly being unpatentable over claim 1-18 of U.S. Patent No. 9,098,531. Applicant amended

independent claim 1 to include at least some of the subject matter of claim 15. Additionally,

applicant canceled independent claim 29 and amended independent claim 21. As all of the

independent claims have been amended or canceled, Applicant requests reconsideration of the

double patenting rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C.§101

Claim 29 wasrejected under 35 U.S.C. §101 because the claimed invention is directed to

non-statutory subject matter. For reasons unrelated to patentability and to advance prosecution,

Applicant canceled claim 29.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 112

Claim 11 was rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for

failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which the inventor regards

as the invention. Applicant amended claim 11 to further clarify. Applicant respectfully requests

that this Section 112 rejection be withdrawn.
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Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103

Claims 1-9, 11-14, 19-22, 26-27 and 29 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being

anticipated by Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries: Lowering Barriers

While Raising Incentives (“Kustanowitz’”’). Claims 10, 15-18, 23-26 and 28 were rejected under

35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Kustanowitz in view of U.S. Publication No.

2007/0282908 (“Meulen”). Applicant respectfully disagrees with these rejections; however, for

reasons unrelated to patentability and to advance prosecution, Applicant amended the

independentclaimsto furtherclarify.

Regarding amended independent claim 1, Applicant amended independent claim 1 to

further recite, inter alia, (1) “displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(i) a first user selectable

thumbnail image at a first location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the first

geotag on the interactive map, (ii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable

thumbnail image corresponding to the number of digital photographs or images or videos in the

first set of digital files having the first geotag, (111) a second user selectable thumbnail imageat a

second location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the

interactive map, and (iv) a second count value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail

image corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or images or videosin the first set of

digital files having the second geotag”; and (2) “responsive to receiving a selection ofthe first

user selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital

photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag.”

Kustanowitz and Meulenfail to disclose, teach, or suggest such elements.

The Office Action acknowledges that Kustanowitz fails to disclose displaying a

representation of a map and displaying thumbnails at a location corresponding to geographic

coordinates of geotags on the map. Page 25 of the Office Action. The Office Action applies

Meulen asallegedly disclosing such features. However, Meulen simply fails to disclose, teach,

or suggest first or second user selectable thumbnail images as recited in amended independent

claim 1. Thus, for at least this reason, independent claim 1 andall claims dependent therefrom

are not anticipated by or rendered obvious over Kustanowitz, Meulen, or the combination

thereof.
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For at least the same reasons discussed above in connection with amended independent

claim 1, independent claim 15 (which was rewritten into independent form) and all claims

depending therefrom are not anticipated by or rendered obvious over Kustanowitz, Meulen, or

the combination thereof.

Regarding amended independent claim 21, Applicant amended independent claim 21 to

further recite, inter alia, “displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device,

the digital photograph or image or video of a first of the digital files and overlaying thereon a

user selectable first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags associated

with the first of the digital files, all of the digital files having at least the first tag label being

membersofa first set of digital files, the user selectable first graphical representation of the first

tag label having a boundary with alphanumeric text therein indicating (i) the first tag and (11) the

numberofdigital files in the first set of digital files.”

Kustanowitz and Meulen fail to disclose, teach, or suggest such elements. The Office

Action states that Figure 6 of Kustanowitz indicates the number of photographs having a tag.

See, e.g., page 16 of the Office Action. However, the displayed numbers in Figure 6 of

Kustanowitz are not overlaid on a digital photograph. Further, the displayed numbers in Figure 6

of Kustanowitz are not part of a “user selectable first graphical representation of the first tag

label having a boundary with alphanumeric text therein” as recited in amended independent

claim 21. Meulen does not address these deficiencies of Kustanowitz. Thus, for at least these

reason, amended independent claim 21 andall claims dependenttherefrom are not anticipated by

or rendered obvious over Kustanowitz, Meulen, or the combination thereof.
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CONCLUSION

It is the Applicant’s belief that all of the claims are in condition for allowance and action

towardsthat effect is respectfully requested. If there are any matters which mayberesolved or

clarified through a telephone interview, the Examiner is requested to contact the undersigned

attorney at the numberindicated.

It is believed that no fees are due in connection with the filing of this Response.

However, should any fees be deemed necessary (except for payment of the issue fee), the

Director is authorized to charge any deficiency or to credit any overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 50-4181/069366-000002USP1 for any fees inadvertently omitted which may be necessary

now or during the pendencyofthis application, except for the issue fee.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: November 10, 2015 By: /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300
NIXON PEABODY LLP

300 South Riverside Plaza, 16th Floor
Chicago,Illinois 60606
(312) 425-8563 — Direct Telephone
(866) 513-5365 — Direct Facsimile
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DETAILED ACTION

1. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent

provisions.

2. Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35 Pending.

Claims 8-9, 14, 17, and 30 Canceled.

Response to Arguments

3. Applicant’s arguments, see response, filed 11/10/2015, with respect to the

rejection(s) of the previously pending claims under USc 102(b), USC 103(a), Double

Patentig, USC 112, and USC 101 have beenfully considered and are persuasive.

Therefore, the rejection has been withdrawn. However, upon further consideration, a

new ground(s) of rejection is made in view of the previously cited art of by Kustanowitz

et al. ("Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries: Lowering Barriers while Raising

Incentives", Tech. Report HCIL-2004-18, U. Maryland, 2005), Van der Meulen etal. (U.S. Pre-Grant

Publication Number 2007/0282908, Published 12/06/2007, Filed 06/05/2006), and the newly cited art

of Kisilevich et al. (“Event-based analysis of people’s activities and behavior using Flickr and

Panoramio geotagged photo collections”, 14" International Conference Information Visualization, Pages

289-296, 2010, IEEE).

Examiner notes that each of Applicant's argumentsis reliant upon the presented

claim amendments and, as such, is addressed by the updatedrejection.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(f)

(f) Element in Claim for a Combination. — An element in a claim for a combination may be
expressed as a meansorstep for performing a specified function without the recital of
structure, material, or acts in support thereof, and such claim shall be construed to cover the
corresponding structure, material, or acts described in the specification and equivalents
thereof.

The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph:

An elementin a claim for a combination may be expressed as a meansorstep for performing
a specified function without the recital of structure, material, or acts in support thereof, and
suchclaim shall be construed to cover the corresponding structure, material, or acts
described in the specification and equivalents thereof.

Use of the word “means”(or “step for”) in a claim with functional language

creates a rebuttable presumption that the claim elementis to be treated in accordance

with 35 U.S.C. 112(f) (pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph). The presumption that

35 U.S.C. 112/(f) (pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph) is invoked is rebutted when

the function is recited with sufficient structure, material, or acts within the claim itself to

entirely perform the recited function.

Absenceof the word “means”(or “step for”) in a claim creates a rebuttable

presumption that the claim elementis not to be treated in accordance with 35 U.S.C.

112(f) (pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph). The presumption that 35 U.S.C. 112(f)

(pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph) is not invoked is rebutted whenthe claim

element recites function butfails to recite sufficiently definite structure, material or acts

to perform that function.

Claim elements in this application that use the word “means”(or “step for”) are

presumedto invoke 35 U.S.C. 112(f) except as otherwise indicated in an Office action.
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Similarly, claim elements that do not use the word “means”(or “step for”) are presumed

not to invoke 35 U.S.C. 112(f) except as otherwise indicated in an Office action.

5. Examiner notes that Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35 do not invoke

112(f) as the claims do not use "mean"or "step” terminology, or equivalent language as

noted aboveor as the "mean"or "step” terminology, or equivalent language as noted

above,is modified by sufficient structure, material, or acts for performing the claimed

function.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6. In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103)is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new groundof

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same undereither status.

7. The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis

for all obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obviousat the time the invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

8. Claims 21-22 rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kustanowitz et al. ("Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries: Lowering

Barriers while Raising Incentives", Tech. Report HCIL-2004-18, U. Maryland, 2005 andreferred to

hereinafter as Kustanowitz) in view of Kisilevich et al. (“Event-based analysis of people’s activities

and behavior using Flickr and Panoramio geotagged photo collections’, 14" International Conference

Information Visualization, Pages 289-296, 2010, IEEE and referred to hereinafter as Kisilevich).

As per Claim 21, Kustanowitz discloses computer-implemented method of

associating digital tags with digitalfiles, comprising: storing, on one or more non-

transitory computer-readable storage media,a plurality of digital files (See Section 2.1

which clearly discloses that the photo services may be web based and Section 4.1 which clearly discloses

that the photos maybestored and retrieved.), each of the digitalfiles having a content data
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portion and a metadata portion including tags (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly

disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at least namesof

people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose

that tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or

a selection and labeling interaction.), the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video (See Figure 1 which clearly indicates that the content is comprised of digital photographs.);

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, the digital

photograph or imageorvideoofa first of the digital files and overlaying thereon a user

selectable first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags

associated with the first of the digital files (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose

that the digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at least names of people,

dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that

tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a

selection and labeling interaction. Examineralso notes that the tags are displayed within Figure 1 as

being overlaid on the photos.), all of the digital files having at least the first tag label being

membersofa first set of digital files (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the

digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at least names of people, dates,

relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may

define albumsor groupsoffiles.), the user selectable first graphical representation of thefirst

tag label having a boundarywith alphanumeric text therein indicating (i) the first tag (See

Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various formsof

information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section

2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface,

either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction. Examiner also notes

that the tags are displayed within Figure 1 as being overlaid on the photos and having a boundary with
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text therein which indicates the tag.); receiving, via a user interface device of the client device,

a selection by a userof the client device ofthe first graphical representation of the user

selectable first graphical representation of the first tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which

clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a person, relationship,

event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that files may be selected

and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least name and category information.

Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a

time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebarat a time.);

responsiveto the receiving, displaying, on the video display device,all of the digital

photographsor imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4

which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a person,

relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may

be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least name and category

information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and

retrieved at a time, as can be seenwithin the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a

time. See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the number of photographs having each tag are

displayed.).

Kustanowitz fails to disclose that the tags also include(ii) the numberof digital

files in the first set of digitalfiles.

Kisilevich discloses that the tags also include(ii) the numberof digital files in the

first set of digital files (See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclose that the map

visualization may include thumbnail images representative of a cluster and a count of images within a

cluster. Examiner notes that the count may beincorporated into the tag and overlaid, as taughtin the art

of Kustanowitz.).
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It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Kisilevich to

include hat the tags also include(ii) the numberof digital files in the first set of digital

fileswith the motivation of creating an exploratory visual analysis environmentfor large

geotagged photocollections (Kisilevich, Abstract).

As per Claim 22, Kustanowitz discloses receiving, via the userinterface device,

alphanumeric text created and inputted by the userasthefirst tag label; and

associating, using a computer, the first tag label with thefirst digital file in a computer

database (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with

various formsof information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may be embeddedinto the files

using the interface, either through a drag and crop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction.

Examiner notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alphanumeric data, and of arbitrary

length.).
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9. Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-20, 23-29, and 31-35, rejected under pre-AlA 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kustanowitz in view of Van der Meulenetal.

(U.S. Pre-Grant Publication Number 2007/0282908, Published 12/06/2007, Filed 06/05/2006 and referred

to hereinafter as Meulen) and in view of Kisilevich.

As per Claims 1 and 15, Kustanowitz discloses a computer-implemented method

of associating digital tags with digital files, comprising: storing, on one or more non-

transitory computer-readable storage media,a plurality of digital files (See Section 2.1

which clearly discloses that the photo services may be web based and Section 4.1 which clearly discloses

that the photos may bestored and retrieved.), each of the digitalfiles having embedded therein

content data and metadata including tags (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 whichclearly disclose

that the digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at least namesof people,

dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that

tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a

selection and labeling interaction.), the content data including a digital photographor image or

video (See Figure 1 which clearly indicates that the content is comprised ofdigital photographs.), the

metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates wherethedigital

photograph or image or video wastaken (See Section 2.3); receiving, via a user interface

device of a client device,a first tag label containing alphanumeric text created and

inputted by a userof the client device (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that

the digital files may be tagged with various forms of information including at least names of people, dates,

relationships, and categories. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may

be embeddedinto the files using the interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection

and labeling interaction. Examiner notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of
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alphanumeric data, andof arbitrary length.); modifying, using a controller device, a selected

first one of the tags of the metadatain a first of the digital files to include thefirst tag

label (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with

various formsof information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may be embeddedintothefiles

using the interface, either through a drag and crop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction.);

receiving, via the userinterface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

searchforall of the digital files having at least the first tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4

which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a person,

relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may

be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least name and category

information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and

retrieved at a time, as can be seenwithin the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a

time.); and responsiveto receiving the instruction, automatically searching forall of the

digital files having at least the first tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that

images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based

on embeddedtag information including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes

that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen

within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebarat a time.).

Kustanowitz fails to disclose displaying, on a video display device associated

with the client device a representation of an interactive map,all of the digital files having

at leastthefirst tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital

files including at least a first geotag and a second geotag; and displaying, overlaid on
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the interactive map,(i) a first user selectable thumbnail imageata first location

corresponding to the geographic coordinatesofthe first geotag on the interactive map,

(ii) a first count value proximateto thefirst user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of

digital files having the first geotag, (iii) a second user selectable thumbnail image at a

second location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on

the interactive map, and (iv) a second count value proximate to the second user

selectable thumbnail image corresponding to the numberof digital photographsor

imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag, thefirst user

selectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, and the second user

selectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag; responsive to

receiving a selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the

video display device,all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of

digital files having the first geotag.

Meulen discloses displaying, on a video display device associated with the client

device a representation of an interactive map,all of the digital files having at least the

first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital files

including at least a first geotag and a second geotag (See Paragraphs 27 and 34-37 which

clearly disclose that GPS coordinates may be recorded for digital photographs and used to create map

display which displays photographs, photographs representative of collections of photographs,or

metadata of the photographson aninteractive digital map according to the GPS coordinate information.) ;
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and displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(i) a first thumbnail imageata first

location corresponding to the geographic coordinates ofthe first geotag on the

interactive map (See Paragraphs 27 and 34-37 whichclearly disclose that GPS coordinates may be

recorded for digital photographs and used to create map display which displays photographs,

photographs representative of collections of photographs, or metadata of the photographsonadigital

map according to the GPS coordinate information.), (ili) a thumbnail image at a second location

corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the interactive

map (See Paragraphs 27 and 34-37 which clearly disclose that GPS coordinates may be recordedfor

digital photographs and used to create map display which displays photographs, photographs

representative of collections of photographs, or metadata of the photographs on a digital map according

to the GPS coordinate information.), the first user selectable thumbnail image including a

scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files

having the first geotag, and the second user selectable thumbnail image including a

scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digitalfiles

having the second geotag (See Paragraphs 27 and 34-37 whichclearly disclose that GPS

coordinates may be recordedfor digital photographs and used to create map display which displays

photographs, photographs representative of collections of photographs, or metadata of the photographs

on a digital map according to the GPS coordinate information.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device a representation

of an interactive map,all of the digital files having at least the first tag label being

membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital files including at leasta first
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geotag and a second geotag; and displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(i) a first

thumbnail imageat a first location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the

first geotag on the interactive map, (iii) a thumbnail image at a second location

corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the interactive

map, the first user selectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at

least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, and

the second userselectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at

least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag

with the motivation of classifying and categorizing media using metadata (Meulen,

Abstract).

Kisilevich discloses that the thumbnail images are user selectable (See Sections

5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclose that the map visualization may include thumbnail

images representative of a cluster and a count of images within a cluster. Examiner further notes that

selection of a cluster, as represented by the thumbnail images may reveal more detailed information such

as the location and information for each photo within the cluster.), (ii) a first count value proximate

to the first user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to the numberofdigital

photographsor imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag

(See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclose that the map visualization may include

thumbnail images representative of a cluster and a count of images within a cluster. Examiner further

notes that selection of a cluster, as represented by the thumbnail images may reveal more detailed

information such as the location and information for each photo within the cluster.), (iv) a second

count value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to

the numberof digital photographs or imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digitalfiles
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having the second geotag (See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclosethat the

map visualization may include thumbnail images representative of a cluster and a count of imageswithin

a cluster. Examiner further notes that selection of a cluster, as represented by the thumbnail images may

reveal more detailed information such as the location and information for each photo within the cluster.);

responsive to receiving a selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image,

displaying, on the video display device,all of the digital photographs or imagesor

videosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag (See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as

well as Figure 1 which disclose that the map visualization may include thumbnail images representative of

a cluster and a count of images within a cluster. Examiner further notes that selection of a cluster, as

represented by the thumbnail images may reveal more detailed information such as the location and

information for each photo within the cluster.).

It would have been obviousto oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Kisilevich to

include that the thumbnail images are user selectable, (ii) a first count value proximate

to the first user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to the numberofdigital

photographsor imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, (iv)

a second count value proximate to the second userselectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of

digital files having the second geotag; responsiveto receiving a selection of the first

user selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device,all of the

digital photographs or imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the first

geotag with the motivation of creating an exploratory visual analysis environmentfor

large geotagged photo collections(Kisilevich, Abstract).
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As per Claim 2, Kustanowitz fails to disclose subsequent to receiving the

selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image, receiving a selection of a first one

of the digital photographsor imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files having the

first geotag and displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each and every tag

label created and inputted by the user and embeddedin the metadataofthefirst one of

the digital photographs or imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the first

geotag, togetherwith thefirst geotag.

Kisilevich discloses subsequentto receiving the selection of the first user

selectable thumbnail image, receiving a selection of a first one of the digital

photographsor imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag and

displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each and every tag label created and

inputted by the user and embeddedin the metadata of the first one of the digital

photographsor imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag,

together with the first geotag (See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclosethat

the map visualization may include thumbnail images representative of a cluster and a count of images

within a cluster. Examiner further notes that selection of a cluster, as represented by the thumbnail

images may reveal more detailed information such as the location and information for each photo within

the cluster. Examiner notes that the detailed information may include any tags assigned to the selected

photographincluding owner id, photoid, title, ect.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Kisilevich to

include subsequent to receiving the selection of the first user selectable thumbnail
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image, receiving a selection of a first one of the digital photographs or imagesor videos

in the first set of digital files having the first geotag and displaying, on the video display

device, indicia of each and every tag label created and inputted by the user and

embeddedin the metadata ofthe first one of the digital photographs or images or

videosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, together with the first geotag

with the motivation of creating an exploratory visual analysis environmentfor large

geotagged photocollections (Kisilevich, Abstract).

As per Claim 3, Kustanowitz discloses receiving, via the user interface device, a

second tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by the user (See

Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various formsof

information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section

2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that multiple tags may be embeddedinto the files using the

interface, either through a drag and crop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction. Examiner

notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alphanumeric data, and of arbitrary length.);

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second oneof the tags of the

metadata embeddedin a second ofthe digital files to include the second tag label (See

Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various formsof

information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section

2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that multiple tags may be embeddedinto the files using the

interface, either through a drag and crop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction. Examiner

notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alphanumeric data, and of arbitrary length.);

receiving, via the userinterface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to searchforall of the digital files having at least the second tag label (See
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Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data

relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly

disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least

name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags

may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view

based sidebarat a time.); responsive to receiving the secondinstruction, automatically

searchingforall of the digital files having at least the second tag label (See Sections 4.1,

4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a

person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that

files may be selected and sorted based on embedded tag information including at least name and

category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be

sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based

sidebarat a time.); and displaying, on a video display device associated with the client

device, a first indication of the first tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 whichclearly disclose

that images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and

date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figures 1-2 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and

sorted based on embedded tag information including at least name and category information. Examiner

further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as

can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a time. Examiner notes

that the tags are further displayed in the photo information and in the sidebar.); and displaying, on

the video display device associated with the client device, an indication of the second

tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searchedfor based at

least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figures 1-2

whichclearly disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embedded tag information including

at least name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that
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multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in

the tree-view based sidebar at a time. Examiner notes that the tags are further displayed in the photo

information andin the sidebar.).

As per Claim 4, Kustanowitz discloses displaying, on the video display device,

indicia of each and everyothertag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and

embeddedin the metadata of the seconddigital file, together with the indication of the

second tag label (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searchedfor

based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and

Figures 1-2 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embedded tag

information including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure

1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple

tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a time. Examiner notes that the tags are further

displayed in the photo information andin the sidebar.).

As per Claim 5, Kustanowitz disclosesthefirst tag label along with each and

every othertag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embeddedin the

metadataofthefirst digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the second tag

label along with each and everyothertag label, if any, created and inputted by the user

and embeddedin the metadata of the seconddigital file comprise a second set of tags

distinct from the first set of tags (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may

be searched for based atleast on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see

Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based on embedded

tag information including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least
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Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the

multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a time. Examiner notes that, although group

annotation is supported, each file may be assigned a distinct set of tags.).

As per Claim 6, Kustanowitz discloses receiving, via the user interface device, an

instruction to associate the second tag label with thefirst tag label, wherein the

association indicates a relationship between the content data of the first of the digital

files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files (See Sections 4.1-

4.4 which clearly describe several applications which make useofthe digital tags and which include at

least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates individuals based on which photographs

they are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a relationship between the individuals and the

between the photographsin which they appear. Examiner further notes the family trees of Section 4.1,

the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of Section 4.4, which serve similar purposed in

retrieving multiple related content items in responseto selection a single tag or photograph.);

responsiveto receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label (See Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several applications which make useof the digital

tags and whichinclude at least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates individuals

based on which photographs they are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a relationship

betweenthe individuals and the between the photographsin which they appear. Examiner further notes

the family trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of Section 4.4,

which serve similar purposedin retrieving multiple related content items in response to selection a single

tag or photograph.); and responsive to an automatic search through thedigitalfiles

returning eitherthe first of the digital files or the second of the digital files, displaying, on

the video display device, an indication of the association betweenthefirst of the digital
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files and the second of the digital files (See Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several

applications which make useof the digital tags and which include at least the application described in

Section 4.3 which associates individuals based on which photographsthey are tagged in together, and

which therefor creates a relationship between the individuals and the between the photographsin which

they appear. Examiner further notes the family trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of

Section 4.2, and the events of Section 4.4, which serve similar purposed in retrieving multiple related

content items in response to selection a single tag or photograph.).

As per Claim 7, Kustanowitz discloses displaying, on the video display device, a

count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the second tag label

(See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the numberof photographs having each tag are

displayed.).

As per Claim 10, Kustanowitz fails to disclose receiving a request from the client

device to export thefirst of the digital files from the storage media to another storage

medium; and responsiveto receiving the request to export, causing thefirst of the digital

files to be communicated, without removing thefirst tag label, from the storage media to

the other storage medium.

Meulen discloses receiving a requestfrom the client device to exportthefirst of

the digital files from the storage media to another storage medium (See Paragraph 27 which

clearly discloses that data may be embedded within imagefiles in EXIF format and that user created

fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well knownto the art to be

embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the EXIF information may be transferred along

with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 which indicates that the images may be used by at least a map
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generator which uses the metadataof the files to create a digital map used for sharing the digital

photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragrapns 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 whichclearly indicate that

the media objects and metadata maybe transferred from one device to another (i.e. exported).); and

responsiveto receiving the requestto export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removing thefirst tag label, from the storage media to the other

storage medium (See Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may be embeddedwithin image

files in EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF

information is well known to the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the

EXIF information may be transferred along withthefile. Further see Paragraph 36 whichindicates that

the images may be usedby at least a map generator which uses the metadata ofthe files to create a

digital map used for sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes anyof the applications of the

art of Kustanowitz may utilize embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-

74 which clearly indicate that the media objects and metadata may betransferred from one device to

another(i.e. exported).).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

receiving a requestfrom the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and responsiveto receiving the request to

export, causing thefirst of the digital files to be communicated, without removing the

first tag label, from the storage media to the other storage medium with the motivation of

classifying and categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).
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As per Claim 11, Kustanowitz discloses the content data ofthefirst of the digital

files is of a first type, the method further comprising: displaying, on the video display

device, a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the first

tag label (See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the numberof photographs having each

tag are displayed.); associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having

embedded therein content data of a secondtypethatis different than the first type,

wherein the displayedfirst count value includes the further one of the digital files (See

Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may be searched for based at least on data

relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly

disclose that files may be selected and sorted based on embeddedtag information including at least

name and category information. Examiner further notes that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags

may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view

based sidebarat a time. Examiner notes that each photograph mayincludedifferent content at leastin

that it may feature different persons, locations, events, etc. See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that

counts of the numberof photographs having each tag are displayed.).

As per Claim 12, Kustanowitz discloses the first type is a digital photograph or

image or a video, and wherein the secondtypeis a digital audiofile, a digital document,

or a digital food recipe (Sections 2.1 and 4.1-4.4 and Figure 1 of Kustanowitz clearly indicate that

multiple images may be displayed in a single interface and that the images may be associated with co-

displayed annotation information and information linking photographs and annotations. Examiner notes

that this enables the display of pictures of recipes (e.g. digital documents or recipes), annotations

regarding those recipes, and pictures and annotation of the creators of recipes).
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As per Claim 13, Kustanowitz disclosesthefirst tag label is indicative of an

identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection related to the

content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date

associated with the content data (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that images may

be searched for based atleast on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date. Further see

Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose thatfiles may be selected and sorted based on embedded

tag information including at least name and category information.).

As per Claim 16, Kustanowitz fails to disclose the first user selectable thumbnail

image including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst

set of digital files having the first geotag, and the second user selectable thumbnail

image including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst

set of digital files having the second geotag.

Meulen disclosesthefirst thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at

least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, and

the second thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag (See Paragraphs 27

and 34-37 which clearly disclose that GPS coordinates may be recordedfor digital photographs and used

to create map display which displays photographs, photographs representative of collections of

photographs, or metadata of the photographs on a digital map according to the GPS coordinate

information. Examiner notes that the image may be a thumbnail image.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include
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the first thumbnail including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital images

in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and the second thumbnail including

a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digitalfiles

having the second geotag with the motivation of classifying and categorizing media

using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

Kisilevich discloses that the thumbnail images are user selectable (See Sections

5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclose that the map visualization may include thumbnail

images representative of a cluster and a count of images within a cluster. Examiner further notes that

selection of a cluster, as represented by the thumbnail images may reveal more detailed information such

as the location and information for each photo within the cluster.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Kisilevich to

include that the thumbnail images are user selectable with the motivation of creating an

exploratory visual analysis environmentfor large geotagged photocollections (Kisilevich,

Abstract).

As per Claim 18, Kustanowitz discloses the content data of a second of the

digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital food recipe, the methodfurther

comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first geotag or the second geotag

(Examiner notesthat the limitation is considered to be largely comprised of non-functional descriptive

material which described the subject matter of an image or annotation. Sections 2.1 and 4.1-4.4 and

Figure 1 of Kustanowitz clearly indicate that multiple images may be displayed in a single interface and

that the images may be associated with co-displayed annotation information and information linking

photographs and annotations. Examiner notes that this enables the display of pictures of recipes,
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annotations regarding those recipes, and pictures and annotation of the creators of recipes. Examiner

further notes that the tags may be related and the geotags are consideredto be digital tags.).

As per Claim 19, Kustanowitz discloses the metadata of a secondofthe digital

files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by

the user (See Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with

various formsof information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that multiple tags may be embeddedinto the

files using the interface, either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction.

Examiner notes that the tags are clearly user generated, comprised of alphanumeric data, and of arbitrary

length.), the method further comprising: displaying a first count value corresponding to

the numberof the digital files having the first tag label (See Figure 6 which clearly indicates

that counts of the numberof photographs having each tag are displayed.); responsive to

automatically searching forall of the digital files having at leastthe first tag label,

receiving a secondinstruction to searchforall of the digital files having at least the

second tag label (See Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several applications which make useof

the digital tags and whichincludeat least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates

individuals based on which photographs they are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a

relationship between the individuals and the between the photographsin which they appear. Examiner

further notes the family trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of

Section 4.4, which serve similar purposed in retrieving multiple related content items in response to

selection a single tag or photograph.); responsive to receiving the secondinstruction,

automatically searching forall of the digital files having at least the second tag label (See

Sections 4.1-4.4 which clearly describe several applications which makeuseof the digital tags and which
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include at least the application described in Section 4.3 which associates individuals based on which

photographs they are tagged in together, and which therefor creates a relationship between the

individuals and the between the photographsin which they appear. Examiner further notes the family

trees of Section 4.1, the individualized timelines of Section 4.2, and the events of Section 4.4, which

serve similar purposed in retrieving multiple related content items in response to selection a single tag or

photograph.); and dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberof the

digital files having both thefirst tag label and the second tag label, and displayingin real

time the updatedfirst count value on the video display device (See Figure 6 whichclearly

indicates that counts of the numberof photographs having each tag are displayed. Examiner notesthat

the counts of Figure 6 may befurther applied to collections, as disclose in Section 4.4.).

As per Claim 20, Kustanowitz discloses displaying on the video display device a

second count value corresponding to the numberof the digital files having the second

tag label (See Figure 6 which clearly indicates that counts of the numberof photographs having each

tag are displayed.).

As per Claim 23, Kustanowitz fails to disclose receiving from the client device a

requestto exportthefirst digital file from the storage media to another storage medium

remote from the client device; responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying

the first tag of the first digital file to include the first tag label created and inputted by the

userin the first digital file and storing the modified first digital file in a non-proprietary

format suchthatthefirst tag label is preserved during exporting; and responsiveto the

storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modified first digital file by causing the
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modified first digital file to be communicated, without removing thefirst tag label and in

the non-proprietary format, from the storage media to the other remote storage medium.

Meulen discloses receiving from the client device a request to exportthefirst

digital file from the storage media to another storage medium remotefrom theclient

device (See Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may be embeddedwithin imagefiles in

EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF informationis

well knownto the art to be embeddable within the image files themselves, such that the EXIF information

may be transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 which indicates that the images may be

used by at least a map generator which uses the metadata of the files to create a digital map used for

sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz

may utilize embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 which clearly

indicate that the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to another(i.e.

exported).); responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first

digital file to include the first tag label created and inputted by the userin thefirst digital

file and storing the modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format suchthat thefirst

tag label is preserved during exporting (See Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may

be embedded within imagefiles in EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner

further notes that EXIF information is well knownto the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles

themselves, such that the EXIF information may be transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph

36 which indicates that the images may be used byat least a map generator which uses the metadata of

the files to create a digital map used for sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of

the applications of the art of Kustanowitz may utilize embedded metadata. Examiner notes that

Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 whichclearly indicate that the media objects and metadata may be

transferred from one device to another(i.e. exported).); and responsive to the storing the

modified first digital file, exporting the modified first digital file by causing the modified
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first digital file to be communicated, without removing thefirst tag label and in the non-

proprietary format, from the storage media to the other remote storage medium (See

Paragraph 27 whichclearly discloses that data may be embedded within imagefiles in EXIF format and

that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well known to

the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the EXIF information may be

transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 whichindicates that the images may be used by

at least a map generator which uses the metadata of the files to create a digital map used for sharing the

digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragrapns 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 whichclearly indicate that

the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to another(i.e. exported).).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

receiving from the client device a request to exportthefirst digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device; responsive to receiving

the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file to include the first tag

label created and inputted by the userin the first digital file and storing the modified first

digital file in a non-proprietary format suchthatthefirst tag label is preserved during

exporting; and responsiveto the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the

modified first digital file by causing the modifiedfirst digital file to be communicated,

without removing thefirst tag label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage

media to the other remote storage medium with the motivation of classifying and

categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).
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As per Claim 24, Kustanowitz the other remote storage medium is operatively

coupled to or incorporated in a computer system running a destination operating system

different from an operating system on the client device, and wherein the modifiedfirst

digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium after

the exporting.

Meulen discloses the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or

incorporated in a computer system running a destination operating system different from

an operating system on the client device, and wherein the modifiedfirst digitalfile with

the modified first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium after the exporting

(See Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may be embeddedwithin image files in EXIF format

and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well known

to the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the EXIF information may be

transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 whichindicates that the images may be used by

at least a map generator which uses the metadata of the files to create a digital map used for sharing the

digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragrapns 11, 19, 27, and 73-74 whichclearly indicate that

the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to another(i.e. exported). Further

See Paragraphs 61-66.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a

computer system running a destination operating system different from an operating

system on the client device, and wherein the modified first digital file with the modified
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first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium after the exporting with the

motivation of classifying and categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 25, Kustanowitz the computer system includes a mobile telephony

device, a personal computer, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a television, a

wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera, a printer, or a personal data

assistant having a computer.

Meulen discloses the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a

personal computer, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a television, a wearable

gadget having a computer, a digital camera, a printer, or a personal data assistant

having a computer(See Paragraph 27 which clearly discloses that data may be embeddedwithin

imagefiles in EXIF format and that user created fields may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF

information is well known to the art to be embeddable within the imagefiles themselves, such that the

EXIF information may be transferred along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 which indicates that

the images may be usedbyat least a map generator which uses the metadata ofthe files to create a

digital map used for sharing the digital photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the

art of Kustanowitz may utilize embedded metadata. Examiner notes that Paragraphs 11, 19, 27, and 73-

74 which clearly indicate that the media objects and metadata may be transferred from one device to

another(i.e. exported). Further See Paragraphs 61-66.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet

computer, a laptop computer, a television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a
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digital camera, a printer, or a personal data assistant having a computer with the

motivation of classifying and categorizing media using metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 26, Kustanowitz the metadataof the first digital file is formatted

according to an exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF) having a Commentfield, and

wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Commentfield of the metadata ofthefirst

digital file as alphanumeric text correspondingto thefirst tag label.

Meulen discloses the metadata ofthefirst digital file is formatted according to an

exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the

modified first tag is stored in the Commentfield of the metadataofthefirst digital file as

alphanumeric text correspondingto thefirst tag label (See Paragraph 27 which clearly

discloses that data may be embeddedwithin imagefiles in EXIF format and that user createdfields (i.e. a

commentfield) may be defined. Examiner further notes that EXIF information is well knownto the art to

be embeddable within the image files themselves, such that the EXIF information may be transferred

along with the file. Further see Paragraph 36 which indicates that the images may be used byat least a

map generator which uses the metadata of the files to create a digital map used for sharing the digital

photographs. Examiner further notes any of the applications of the art of Kustanowitz mayutilize

embedded metadata.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant's

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

the metadata ofthefirst digitalfile is formatted according to an exchangeable imagefile

format (EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the

Commentfield of the metadata ofthefirst digital file as alphanumeric text corresponding
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to thefirst tag label with the motivation of classifying and categorizing media using

metadata (Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 27, Kustanowitz disclosesthefirst tag label is automatically created

by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the metadataofthefirst digitalfile

and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to be used as the search

filter criterion when selected by the user (See Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 which clearly disclose that

images may be searched for based at least on data relating to a person, relationship, event, and date.

Further see Section 2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that files may be selected and sorted based

on embeddedtag information including at least name and category information. Examiner further notes

that at least Figure 1 discloses that multiple tags may be sorted and retrieved at a time, as can be seen

within the multiple tags displayed in the tree-view based sidebar at a time. See Section 2.3 which clearly

indicates that the annotation may be done automatically.).

As per Claim 28, Kustanowitz discloses the extracted information includes a date

or a location associated with whenor where a digital photograph or image or video was

taken or created or recorded or scannedbya digital imaging device (See Section 2.3).

As per Claim 29, Kustanowitz fails to disclose the metadata is formatted

according to an exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF), and wherein thefirst digitalfile

is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.
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the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable imagefile format

(EXIF), and wherein the first digital file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF,or

GIF imagefile format (See Paragraph 27).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Meulen to include

the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF), and

wherein the first digitalfile is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF image

file format with the motivation of classifying and categorizing media using metadata

(Meulen, Abstract).

As per Claim 31, Kustanowitz discloses responsive to the receiving, displaying,

on the video display device, the digital photographs or imagesorvideosin thefirst set

of digital files overlaid with at least some user selectable graphical representations the

of tag labels associated therewith (See Figure 1, which clearly indicates that user selectable

graphical representations of the tags may be overlaid onto the photos(i.e. the name "tags" overlaid on the

example of the Photofinder application) and that the groups of photographs maybe selected by tag.).

As per Claim 32, Kustanowitz discloses the boundaryis a solid line having a

generally pill-shape (See Figure 1 whichclearly indicates that the tags label boundaries are defined

by solid lines and have a general “pill" shape".).
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As per Claim 33, Kustanowitz discloses the digital files being overlaid with a user

selectable graphical representation of the first geotag and at least someof any other

user selectable graphical representations of the tag labels associated therewith (See

Sections 2.1-2.3 and 4.1 which clearly disclose that the digital files may be tagged with various formsof

information including at least names of people, dates, relationships, and categories. Further see Section

2.1 and Figure 1 which clearly disclose that tags may be embeddedinto the files using the interface,

either through a drag and drop interaction or a selection and labeling interaction. Examiner also notes

that the tags are displayed within Figure 1 as being overlaid on the photos.).

Kustanowitz fails to disclose responsive to the receiving the selection, displaying,

on the video display device,all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst

set of digital files having the first geotag.

Kisilevich discloses responsive to the receiving the selection, displaying, on the

video display device,all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of

digital files having the first geotag (See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which

disclose that the map visualization may include thumbnail images representative of a cluster and a count

of images within a cluster. Examiner further notes that selection of a cluster, as represented by the

thumbnail images may reveal more detailed information such as the location and information for each

photo within the cluster.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Kisilevich to

include responsive to the receiving the selection, displaying, on the video display

device,all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files
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having the first geotag with the motivation of creating an exploratory visual analysis

environmentfor large geotagged photo collections (Kisilevich, Abstract).

As per Claim 34, Kustanowitz fails to disclose responsive to receiving a selection

of the second user selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device,

all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files having the

second geotag.

Kisilevich discloses responsive to receiving a selection of the second user

selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device,all of the digital

photographsor imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag

(See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclose that the map visualization may include

thumbnail images representative of a cluster and a count of images within a cluster. Examiner further

notes that selection of a cluster, as represented by the thumbnail images may reveal more detailed

information such as the location and information for each photo within the cluster.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Kisilevich to

include responsiveto receiving a selection of the second user selectable thumbnail

image, displaying, on the video display device,all of the digital photographs or images

or videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotagwith the motivation of

creating an exploratory visual analysis environmentfor large geotagged photo

collections (Kisilevich, Abstract).
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As per Claim 35, Kustanowitz fails to disclose responsiveto receiving a selection

of the second userselectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device,

all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files having the

second geotag.

Kisilevich discloses responsive to receiving a selection of the second user

selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device,all of the digital

photographsor imagesorvideosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag

(See Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as Figure 1 which disclose that the map visualization may include

thumbnail images representative of a cluster and a count of images within a cluster. Examiner further

notes that selection of a cluster, as represented by the thumbnail images may reveal more detailed

information such as the location and information for each photo within the cluster.).

It would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art at the time of Applicant’s

invention to modify the teachings of Kustanowitz with the teachings of Kisilevich to

include responsiveto receiving a selection of the second user selectable thumbnail

image, displaying, on the video display device,all of the digital photographs or images

or videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag with the motivation of

creating an exploratory visual analysis environmentfor large geotagged photo

collections (Kisilevich, Abstract).
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Conclusion

10. Applicant's amendmentnecessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the eventa first replyis filed within

TWO MONTHSofthe mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTHshortenedstatutory period, then the

shortenedstatutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuantto 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHSfrom the date of this final action.

References of Note

11.|Examiner notes that each reference included in the attached form PTO-892 and

not cited within the rejection of the claims has been noted for relevanceto the subject

matter of the instant Application, however has not been foundto be oneofthe best

applicable referencesat the time of the formation of the instant rejection.
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Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Michael J. Hicks whose telephone numberis (571) 272-

2670. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday 9:00a - 5:30p.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Aleksander Kerzhner can be reached at (571)270-1760. The fax phone

numberfor the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automatedinformation

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Michael J Hicks/

Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2165
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Fax: (571) 273-2670
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Serial No. >  14/193,426

Applicant : MemoryWeb, LLC

Filed : February 28, 2014
Title > METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Confirmation No. : 7079

TC/A.LU. > 2165

Examiner : Michael J. Hicks

Customer No.: > 70001

Docket No. : 069366-000002USP1

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION DATED NOVEMBER20, 2015

Mail Stop Amendment — via EFS
Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is in response to the Final Office Action dated November 20, 2015, which set a

shortened statutory period for response of three months from that date, 7.e., by February 20,

2016. Thus, this reply is timely. Please consider the following amendments and enter the

following remarks into the record for this application.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarksbegin on page 10 ofthis paper.

4826-4775-6588.1
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

The listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

1. (Previously Presented) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates

wherethe digital photograph or image or video wastaken;

receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a userofthe client device;

modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a

first of the digital files to includethe first tag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

search for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching forall of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device, a representation of

an interactive map,all of the digital files having at least the first tag label being

membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital files including at least

a first geotag and a second geotag; and

displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(i) a first user selectable thumbnail image at a

first location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the first geotag on

the interactive map, (ii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable

thumbnail image corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs or images or

videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, (111) a second user

selectable thumbnail image at a second location corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the second geotag on the interactive map, and (iv) a second count

value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to

4826-4775-6588.1
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the numberof digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital

files having the second geotag, the first user selectable thumbnail image including

a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin the first set of digital

files having the first geotag, and the second user selectable thumbnail image

including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital images in the first

set of digital files having the second geotag;

responsive to receiving a selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image,

displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or

videosin the first set of digital files having the first geotag.

2. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising subsequent to receiving the selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image,

receiving a Selection of a first one of the digital photographs or images or videosin the first set

of digital files having the first geotag and displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each

and every tag label created and inputted by the user and embedded in the metadata ofthefirst

one of the digital photographs or images or videosin the first set of digital files having thefirst

geotag, together with the first geotag.

3. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, a second tag label containing alphanumeric text

created and inputted by the user;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second one of the tags of the metadata

embeddedin a secondofthe digital files to include the secondtag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to searchforall of the digital files having at least the second tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

displaying, on the video display device associated with the client device, an indication of

the second tag label.

4. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each and every other tag label, if

4826-4775-6588.1
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any, created and inputted by the user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file,

together with the indication of the secondtag label.

5. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the first tag

label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and

embedded in the metadata of the first digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the

second tag label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file comprise a second set of tags

distinct from thefirst set of tags.

6. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, an instruction to associate the second tag label

with the first tag label, wherein the association indicates a relationship between the content data

of the first of the digital files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label; and

responsive to an automatic search through the digital files returning either the first of the

digital files or the second of the digital files, displaying, on the video display device, an

indication of the association between the first of the digital files and the second of the digital

files.

7. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display device, a count value corresponding to the number

of the digital files having the secondtag label.

8-9. (Canceled)

10. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request from the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removing thefirst tag label, from the storage media to the other storage

medium.

11. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

the content data ofthe first of the digital files is of a first type, the method further comprising:

4826-4775-6588.1
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displaying, on the video display device, a first count value corresponding to the number

of the digital files having thefirst tag label; and

associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having embedded

therein content data of a second type that is different than the first type,

wherein the displayed first count value includes the further one ofthe digital files.

12. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein the first type

is a digital photograph or image or a video, and wherein the second typeis a digital audio file, a

digital document, or a digital food recipe.

13. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first tag

label is indicative of an identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection

related to the content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date

associated with the content data.

14. (Canceled)

15. (Previously Presented) A computer-implemented method of displaying digital

files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates

wherethe digital photograph or image or video wastaken;

displaying, on a video display device, a representation of an interactive map,all of the

digital files having at least a first tag label being membersofa first set of digital

files, the first set of digital files including at least a first geotag and a second

geotag; and

displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(1) a first user selectable thumbnail image at a

first location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the first geotag on

the interactive map, (ii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable

thumbnail image corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs or images or

videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, (111) a second user

selectable thumbnail image at a second location corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the second geotag on the interactive map, and (iv) a second count

4826-4775-6588.1
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value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to

the numberof digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital

files having the second geotag; and

responsive to receiving a selection of the first user selectable thumbnail image,

displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or

videosin the first set of digital files having the first geotag.

16. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, the first

user selectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital

images in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and the second user selectable

thumbnail imageincluding a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst

set of digital files having the second geotag.

17. (Canceled)

18. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

the content data of a second of the digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital

food recipe, the method further comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first

geotag or the second geotag.

19. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the metadata

of a second of the digital files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created

and inputted by the user, the method further comprising:

displaying a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the

first tag label;

responsive to automatically searching for all of the digital files having at least the first tag

label, receiving a second instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the second

tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberofthe digital files having

both the first tag label and the second tag label, and displaying in real time the updated first

count value on the video display device.
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20. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 19, further comprising

displaying on the video display device a second count value corresponding to the numberof the

digital files having the secondtag label.

21. (Previously Presented) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion and a metadata

portion including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image or

video;

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, the digital

photograph or imageor video ofa first of the digital files and overlaying thereon

a user selectable first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the

tags associated with the first of the digital files, all of the digital files having at

least the first tag label being members of a first set of digital files, the user

selectable first graphical representation of the first tag label having a boundary

with alphanumeric text therein indicating (i) the first tag and (ii) the number of

digital files in the first set of digital files;

receiving, via a user interface device of the client device, a selection by a user of the

client device of the user selectable first graphical representation of the first tag

label;

responsive to the receiving, displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital

photographsor imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files.

22. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, alphanumeric text created and inputted by the

userasthe first tag label; and

associating, using a computer, the first tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database.

23. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 22, further

comprising:

receiving from the client device a request to export the first digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device;
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responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file

to include the first tag label created and inputted by the user in thefirst digital file

and storing the modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format such that the

first tag label is preserved during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modifiedfirst digital

file by causing the modified first digital file to be communicated, without

removing the first tag label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage

media to the other remote storage medium.

24. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein

the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a computer system

running a destination operating system different from an operating system on the client device,

and wherein the modifiedfirst digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote

storage medium after the exporting.

25. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 24, wherein

the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet computer,

a laptop computer, a television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera,a printer,

or a personal data assistant having a computer.

26. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein

the metadata ofthe first digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format

(EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Comment

field of the metadata of the first digital file as alphanumeric text corresponding to the first tag

label.

27. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein

the first tag label is automatically created by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the

metadata of the first digital file and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to

be used as the search filter criterion when selected by the user.

28. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein

the extracted information includes a date or a location associated with when or where a digital

photograph or image or video was taken or created or recorded or scanned byadigital imaging

device.
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29. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 28, wherein

the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF), and wherein

the first digital file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG,TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.

30. (Canceled)

31. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 21,

further comprising responsive to the receiving, displaying, on the video display device, the

digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files overlaid with at least some

user selectable graphical representations the of tag labels associated therewith.

32. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 21,

wherein the boundary is a solid line having a generally pill-shape.

33. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 15,

further comprising responsive to the receiving the selection, displaying, on the video display

device, all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosin thefirst set of digital files having the

first geotag overlaid with a user selectable graphical representation of the first geotag and at least

someof any other user selectable graphical representations of the tag labels associated therewith.

34. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 15,

responsive to receiving a selection of the second userselectable thumbnail image, displaying, on

the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of

digital files having the second geotag.

35. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1,

responsive to receiving a selection of the second userselectable thumbnail image, displaying, on

the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of

digital files having the second geotag.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35 are pending in the present application. No

claims are canceled. No claims are amended. No new claims are added. No new matter is

entered. After entering this amendment, claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35 will remain

pending.

Previous Response

Applicant thanks the Examiner for indicating that Applicant’s previous remarks were

considered and foundpersuasive.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 112

The Final Office Action notes that claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35 do not

invoke 112(f) as the claims do not use “means” or “step” terminology. It appears that this is just

a statement and not a rejection on the merits so the Applicant is not presenting arguments

regarding a Section 112 rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 103

Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-20, 23-29 and 31-35 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)

as being unpatentable over Kustanowitz in view of U.S. Publication No. 2007/0282908

(“Meulen”) and in view of Kisilevich. Claims 21-22 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as

being unpatentable over Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries: Lowering

Barriers While Raising Incentives (“Kustanowitz’) in view of Event-based Analysis of People’s

Activities and Behavior Using Flickr and Panoramio Geotagged Photo Collections

(“Kisilevich”).

Applicant respectfully disagrees with the rejections and requests reconsideration of the

claims in view of the following remarks.

Independent claim 1

Independent claim 1 recites, inter alia, (1) “displaying, on a video display device

associated with the client device, a representation of an interactive map, all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital
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files including at least a first geotag and a second geotag”; (2) “displaying, overlaid on the

interactive map,(i) a first user selectable thumbnail imageatafirst location corresponding to the

geographic coordinates of the first geotag on the interactive map, (ii) a first count value

proximate to the first user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to the number ofdigital

photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, (111) a

second user selectable thumbnail image at a second location corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the second geotag on the interactive map, and (iv) a second count value proximate

to the second user selectable thumbnail image corresponding to the number of digital

photographs or imagesor videosin the first set of digital files having the second geotag, the first

user selectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at least one of the digital

images in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and the second user selectable

thumbnail imageincluding a scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst

set of digital files having the second geotag”; and (3) “responsive to receiving a selection of the

first user selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital

photographsor imagesor videosinthe first set of digital files having the first geotag.”

While the Final Office Action acknowledges that Kustanowitz fails to disclose all of

these elements of independent claim 1, the Final Office Action applies Meulen and Kisilevich as

allegedly disclosing these elements. However, Meulen and Kisilevich fail to address all of the

deficiencies of Kustanowtiz.

For example, the Final Office Action alleges that Kisilevich discloses the above quoted

elements “displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(i) a first user selectable thumbnail image

at a first location” and “responsive to receiving a selection of the first user selectable thumbnail

image, displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or imagesor videos

in the first set of digital files having the first geotag.” See pages 13 and 14 ofthe Final Office

Action (emphasis added). In supporting its rejection, the Final Office Action cites to Sections

5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 and Figure 1 of Kisilevich. The Final Office Action suggests that these

Sections/figure of Kisilevich disclose user selectable thumbnail images on an interactive map

that, when selected, result in the display of all photographs or images or videosin thefirst set of

digital files. This is simply incorrect.

Rather, Kisilevich discloses the display of a representative image of a cluster.

Kisilevich, Section 5.2 (“Using weight of every photo, the representative image of the cluster can
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be defined as a photo that has the maximum weightin the cluster (see Fig. 1(d)).”) (emphasis

added). Kisilevich simply does not disclose, teach, or suggest that the disclosed representative

image is user selectable to do anything, let alone being user selectable to result in a display of

all of the digital photographs or imagesor videosinafirst set of digital files having a first geotag

as recited in independent claim 1.

Kisilevich merely discloses, as acknowledged in the Final Office Action, that statistics

can be obtained “for an individual cluster by clicking on the boundaryof the cluster” as shown

in Figure 1(a) of Kisilevich. Kisilevich, Section 5.1. The clicking of a boundaryin figure 1(a)

as discussed in Section 5.1 of Kisilevich is not a user selection of a thumbnail image and

moreover has no connection with the representative images (which are not user selectable) in

figure 1(d) as discussed in Section 5.2 of Kisilevich. The un-relatedness of these disclosures in

Kisilevich is highlighted by the fact that these statements are in two different Sections of

Kisilevich (5.1 and 5.2) and refer to two different figures/examples.

Moreover, Kisilevich simply discloses that the clicking of the boundary (which is not a

user selectable thumbnail image as recited in independent claim 1) producesstatistics,notall

images in a first set as recited in independent claim 1. That is, Kisilevich is focused on

analyzing statistics of a large number of photos taken by a large number of people. Kisilevich

simply does not disclose the displaying of these photographs in responseto the selection of a

user selectable thumbnail image as recited in independentclaim 1.

For another example, the Final Office Action alleges that Kisilevich discloses the above

quoted element “(ii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of

digital files having the first geotag.” See page 13 of the Final Office Action (emphasis added).

In supporting its rejection, the Final Office Action cites to Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5 as well as

Figure 1 of Kisilevich. The Final Office Action suggests that these Sections/figure of Kisilevich

disclose a count of images within a cluster. This is simply incorrect.

Rather, Kisilevich discloses the number of people whotook photos in a cluster area. See

e.g., Kisilevich, Section 5.1 (“Fig. 1(b) shows a histogram of clusters and number of people

who took photos in those clusters.”); Kisilevich, Section 5.2 (“As was discussed in Section 5.1,

the commonandfast approach to analysis of attractive areas is to split the region into grid sells

and count the number of people who took photosin every cell.”); Kisilevich, Section 5.3 (“Fig.
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1(c) presents graphs of the daily and monthly activity of people as number of persons who took

photos in a specific area as a function of time.”). Kisilevich simply does not disclose, teach, or

suggest that a first count value of digital photographs or images or video is displayed,let

alone being displayed proximate to the user selectable thumbnail image as recited in

independentclaim 1.

Thus, for at least these reasons, Applicant believes that independent claim 1 andall

claims depending therefrom are not anticipated by or rendered obvious over Kustanowitz,

Meulen, Kisilevich, or any combination thereof.

Independent claim 15

Independent claim 15 recites, inter alia, (1) “displaying, on a video display device, a

representation of an interactive map,all of the digital files having at least a first tag label being

members ofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital files including at least a first geotag

and a second geotag”; (2) “displaying, overlaid on the interactive map,(i) a first user selectable

thumbnail image at a first location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the first

geotag on the interactive map, (ii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable

thumbnail image corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or images or videos in the

first set of digital files having the first geotag, (i11) a second user selectable thumbnail image at a

second location corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the

interactive map, and (iv) a second count value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail

image corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or images or videosin the first set of

digital files having the second geotag”; and (3) “responsive to receiving a selection of the first

user Selectable thumbnail image, displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital

photographsor imagesor videosinthe first set of digital files having the first geotag.”

Thus, for at least the same reasons discussed in reference to independent claim 1,

independent claim 15 and all claims depending therefrom are not anticipated by or rendered

obvious over Kustanowitz, Meulen, Kisilevich, or any combination thereof.

Independent claim 21

Independent claim 21 recites, inter alia, (1) “displaying, on a video display device

associated with a client device, the digital photograph or image or videoofa first of the digital
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files and overlaying thereon a userselectable first graphical representation ofa first tag label of a

first of the tags associated with the first of the digital files, all of the digital files having at least

the first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the user selectable first graphical

representation of the first tag label having a boundary with alphanumeric text therein indicating

(i) the first tag and (ii) the numberofdigital files in the first set of digital files”; (2) “receiving,

via a user interface device of the client device, a selection by a user of the client device of the

user selectable first graphical representation of the first tag label”; and (3) “responsive to the

receiving, displaying, on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or

videosin thefirst set of digital files.”

While the Final Office Action acknowledges that Kustanowitz fails to disclose “the

numberofdigital files in the first set of digital files,” the Final Office Action applies Kisilevich.

However, as discussed above in connection with independentclaim 1, Kisilevich fails to address

the deficiencies of Kustanowtiz at least because Kisilevich fails to disclose, teach, or suggest a

count of images. Rather, Kisilevich discloses a number of people who took photos. Thus, for

at least this reason, independent claim 21 and all claims depending therefrom are not anticipated

by or rendered obvious over Kustanowitz, Kisilevich, or the combination thereof.

Additionally, the Final Office Action alleges that Kustanowitz discloses the above quoted

elements “overlaying thereon a user selectable first graphical representation ofa first tag label”;

“receiving, via a user interface device of the client device, a selection by a user of the client

device of the user selectable first graphical representation of the first tag label”; and “responsive

to the receiving, displaying, on the video display device,all of the digital photographs or images

or videos in the first set of digital files.” See pages 6 and 7 of the Final Office Action (emphasis

added). In supporting its rejection, the Final Office Action cites to Sections 2.1-2.3, 4.1, 4.3, and

44 as well as Figure 1 of Kustanowitz. The Final Office Action suggests that these

Sections/figure of Kustanowitz disclose a_ user selectable first graphical representation overlaid

on a digital photograph that when selected results in the display of all photographs or images

or videosin the first set of digital files. This is simply incorrect.

Rather, Kustanowitz discloses the display of “[claption text ... on or under photos,”

which is what is shown in Figure 1 (PhotoFinder) of Kustanowitz. Kustanowitz, Section 2.1

(emphasis added). The Kustanowitz “caption text” is not a user selectable first graphical

representation as recited in independent claim 21. Kustanowitz simply does not disclose, teach,
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or suggest that the disclosed caption text shown in Figure 1 (PhotoFinder) is user selectable to

do anything, let alone being user selectable to result in a display of all of the digital photographs

or imagesor videos in a first set of digital files as recited in independent claim 21.

Thus, for at least these reasons, independent claim 21 and all claims depending therefrom

are not anticipated by or rendered obvious over Kustanowitz, Kisilevich, or the combination

thereof.

CONCLUSION

It is the Applicant’s belief that all of the claims are in condition for allowance and action

towards that effect is respectfully requested. If there are any matters which may be resolved or

clarified through a telephone interview, the Examiner is requested to contact the undersigned

attorney at the numberindicated.

It is believed that no fees are due in connection with the filing of this Response.

However, should any fees be deemed necessary (except for payment of the issue fee), the

Director is authorized to charge any deficiency or to credit any overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 50-4181/069366-000002USP1 for any fees inadvertently omitted which may be necessary

now or during the pendencyofthis application, except for the issue fee.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: February 19, 2016 By: /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300
NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison Street, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
(312) 425-8563 — Direct Telephone
(866) 513-5365 — Direct Facsimile
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CFR 1.114 if this is a utility or plant application. Note that RCEs are not permitted in design applications. The reply mustbefiled within one of the
following time periods:

a) Xx The period for reply expires 3months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) | The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action; or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whicheveris later. In

no event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Cc) | A prior Advisory Action was mailed more than 3 monthsafter the mailing date of the final rejection in responseto a first after-final reply filed

within 2 months of the mailing date of the final rejection. The current period for reply expires months from the mailing date of
the prior Advisory Action or SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection, whicheveris earlier.

Examiner Note: |f box 1 is checked, check either box (a), (b) or (c). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THIS ADVISORY ACTION IS THE
FIRST RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S FIRST AFTER-FINAL REPLY WHICH WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHSOF THE FINAL

REJECTION. ONLY CHECK BOX(c) IN THE LIMITED SITUATION SET FORTH UNDER BOX (c). See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension
fee have beenfiled is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amountof the fee. The appropriate
extension fee under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final
Office action; or (2) as set forth in (b) or (c) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the
final rejection, evenif timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. Cc] The Notice of Appeal wasfiled on . Abrief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 mustbefiled within two monthsof the date offiling the
Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41.37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41.37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since a Notice of Appeal
has beenfiled, any reply must befiled within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41.37(a).

AMENDMENTS

3. Cc] The proposed amendmentsfiled after a final rejection, but prior to the date offiling a brief, will not be entered because
a) Cc] They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTEbelow);
b) Cc] Theyraise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
Cc) Cc] They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or
d) C They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding numberoffinally rejected claims.

NOTE: . (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)).

4. Cc] The amendmentsare not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).
5. C Applicant's reply has overcomethe following rejection(s):
6. Cc] Newly proposed or amended claim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the non-

allowable claim(s).
7. C For purposesof appeal, the proposed amendmenit(s): (a) [1] will not be entered, or (b) [] will be entered, and an explanation of how the

new or amendedclaims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. Cc] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on :
9. 1 Theaffidavit or other evidencefiled after final action, but before or on the date offiling a Notice of Appealwill not be entered because

applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons whythe affidavit or other evidence is necessary and wasnot earlier
presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e).

10. [] Theaffidavit or other evidencefiled after the date offiling the Notice of Appeal, butprior to the date offiling a brief, will not be entered
becausethe affidavit or other evidence failed to overcomeall rejections under appeal and/or appellantfails to provide a showing of good and
sufficient reasons whyit is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41.33(d)(1).

11. (J The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation ofthe status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

12. K] The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOTplacethe application in condition for allowance because:
See Continuation Sheet.

13. [J Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08) Paper No(s).
14. [J Other: .

STATUS OF CLAIMS

15. The status of the claim(s)is (or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to: .
Claim(s) rejected: 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35.
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

/MICHAEL HICKS/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2165
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-303 (Rev. 08-2013) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20160222
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No. 14/193,426

Continuation of 12. does NOTplace the application in condition for allowance because:

Examiner notes that Applicant's argumentsfiled 02/19/2016 have been reviewed, but have not been found to be persuasive for the
following reasons:

Asper Applicant's arguments directed towards Claims 1, 15, and 21, the art of Kisilevich and the limitation of the thumbnail images of
being user selectable in order to display all of the digital photographs or imagesin the first set of digital files, Examiner respectfully
disagrees. Examiner notes, firstly, that the claims do not define what consittutes a user selection and asserts that zooming in on the
representative image of a cluster adequately discloses user selection of the representative image. Examiner notes, secondly, that upon
zooming in on or selecting a cluster, Section 5.5. clearly states that photots of a cluster are vizualized as red circled placemarks on the
map, placed at the location each image was taken, wherein each placemarkis further selectable to obtain further information about the
image. Examinerasserts that the display of these placemarksanticipates the display of the photographs or imagesofthefirst set of digital
files (i.e. the files beloging to the cluster), as each image in the cluster is represented by a placemark. As per Applicant's arguments
regarding the count valuesof the claims and the art of Kisilevich, Examiner notes that Section 5.6 of Kisilevich clearly states that the cluster
may be ranked according to popularity and that the informaiton presented along with the cluster may include both numberof users in the
cluster as well as number of photosin the cluster. Examiner further notes that a number of users whotook photos in a cluster may be said
to correspond to the numberofdigital photographs which were taken.

Asper Applicant's arguments regarding the limitations of Claim 21 and the art of Kustanowitz, Examiner respectfully disagrees.
Examiner notesthat, while Applicant asserts that Kustanowitz fails to teach tags and only discloses caption text, cited Section 2.1 explicitly
states that "Users can define 'Tags'...." which may be assigned to photos. Examiner further asserts that at least cited Figure 1 clearly
illustrates such tags, representative of names of people, overlaid on a photograph. While such overliad text is referred to as caption text,
Examiner asserts that the annotations of the Photofinder application are equivilent to the tags of the Photoshop application and notes that
both the tags and annotations refer to the persons within the images and are assigned via a drag and dropinterface. Examiner further
notes that the annotations of Photofinder may be searched(i.e. allows queries of "Bill next to John"). Examiner asserts that search based
on an assigned tag/annotation constitutes user selection fo the tag/annotation. As such, Examinerasserts that the annotationsof
Photofinder may be contrued asthe tags of the claims.

In light of the above argument, Applicant's presented arguments are not found to be persuasive.
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No amendments presented
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Examiner - Michael J. Nicks
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Dear Cornmissioner

his is im response to the Final Oifice Action dated Nowember 20, 2O1S, which set a

Senpeshortened statutery period for resposae af three months from that date, dc, by Febraary 20,

2018. Thus, this reply is trocly. Please consider the following amendments andi enter the

followings remarks inte the recordfor this application.

Amendorents to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on pase 10 afthis paper.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Serial No. >  14/193,426

Applicant : MemoryWeb, LLC

Filed : February 28, 2014
Title > METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Confirmation No. : 7079

TC/A.LU. > 2165

Examiner : Michael J. Hicks

Customer No.: > 70001

Docket No. : 069366-000002USP1

RESPONSE TO ADVISORY ACTION DATED MARCH 1, 2016 AND
FINAL OFFICE ACTION DATED NOVEMBER20, 2015

Mail Stop Amendment — via EFS
Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is in response to the Advisory Action dated March 1, 2016, and the Final Office

Action dated November 20, 2015, which set a shortened statutory period for response of three

months from that date, ie., by February 20, 2016. Applicant is concurrently submitting a one

month extension of time fee extending the time for response to March 20, 2016. Thus, this reply

is timely. Please consider the following amendments and enter the following remarks into the

record for this application.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarksbegin on page 11 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

The listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates

wherethe digital photograph or image or video wastaken;

receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a userofthe client device;

modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a

first of the digital files to includethe first tag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

search for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching forall of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label; [[and]]

displaying[[,]] a first view on a video display device associated with the client device, the

displaying the first view including displaying:

(i)a representation of an interactive map, all of the digital files having at least the

first tag label being membersof a first set of digital files, the first set of

digital files including at least a first geotag and a second geotag; [[and]]

(ii)displayine—overtaid-_ontheinteracthvemapa first user selectable thumbnail

image at a first location on the interactive map corresponding to the

geographic coordinates ofthe first geotag-entheinteractivemap,

(iii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videos in

the first set of digital files having the first geotag-Gt)-;
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(iv)_a second user selectable thumbnail image at a second locationonthe

interactive map corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second

geotag:;-ontheinteracthremap—andtpyy

(v)a second count value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videos in

the first set of digital files having the second geotag, the first user

selectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at least

one of the digital images in the first set of digital files having the first

geotag, and the second user selectable thumbnail image including a scaled

representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital

files having the second geotag;and

responsive to a click or tap reeetvire—a-selectien-of the first user selectable thumbnail

image, displaying_a second view [[,]] on the video display device, the displaying

the second view including displaying a scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital

photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first

geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the representation of

the interactive map.

2. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising subsequent to displaying the second view-recetvinetheselection—ofthefirstuser

selectable-thumbnatt+mage, receiving a selection of a first one of the scaled replicas of the

digital photographs or imagesor videosin the first set of digital files having the first geotag and

displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each and every tag label created and inputted

by the user and embeddedin the metadata ofthe first one of the digital photographs or images or

videosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, together with the first geotag.

3. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, a second tag label containing alphanumeric text

created and inputted by the user;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second one of the tags of the metadata

embeddedin a secondofthe digital files to include the secondtag label;
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receiving, via the user interface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to search forall of the digital files having at least the second tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

displaying, on the video display device associated with the client device, an indication of

the second tag label.

4. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each and every othertag label, if

any, created and inputted by the user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file,

together with the indication of the secondtag label.

5. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the first tag

label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and

embedded in the metadata of the first digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the

second tag label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file comprise a second set of tags

distinct from thefirst set of tags.

6. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, an instruction to associate the second tag label

with the first tag label, wherein the association indicates a relationship between the content data

of the first of the digital files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label; and

responsive to an automatic search through the digital files returning either the first of the

digital files or the second of the digital files, displaying, on the video display device, an

indication of the association between the first of the digital files and the second of the digital

files.

7. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display device, a count value corresponding to the number

of the digital files having the secondtag label.

8-9. (Canceled)
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10. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request from the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removing thefirst tag label, from the storage media to the other storage

medium.

11. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

the content data ofthe first of the digital files is of a first type, the method further comprising:

displaying, on the video display device, a first count value corresponding to the number

of the digital files having thefirst tag label; and

associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having embedded

therein content data of a second type that is different than the first type,

wherein the displayed first count value includes the further one ofthe digital files.

12. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein the first type

is a digital photograph or image or a video, and wherein the second typeis a digital audio file, a

digital document, or a digital food recipe.

13. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first tag

label is indicative of an identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection

related to the content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date

associated with the content data.

14. (Canceled)

15. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of displaying digital

files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates

wherethe digital photograph or image or video wastaken;

displaying[[,]]_a first view on a video display device, the displaying the first view

including displaying:
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(i)a representation of an interactive map,all of the digital files having at least a

first tag label being membersof a first set of digital files, the first set of

digital files including at least a first geotag and a second geotag; [[and]]

displayine—overlaid-_enthenteractive-map-—(ii) a first user selectable thumbnail

image at a first location on the interactive map corresponding to the

geographic coordinatesofthe first geotag-ontheimteractivemap;[[,|]

(iii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videos in

the first set of digital files having the first geotag;[[,]]

({[iii]]iv) a second user selectable thumbnail image at a second locationonthe

interactive map corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second

geotag-ontheinteracthremap:[[,]], and

({[i]]v) a second count value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail

image corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or images or

videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag; and

responsive to a click or tap reeetvire—a-selectien-of the first user selectable thumbnail

image, displaying[[,]] a second view on the video display device, the displaying

the second view including displaying a scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital

photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first

geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the representation of

the interactive map.

16. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, wherein

the first user selectable thumbnail image includes irehadine-a scaled representation of at least one

of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, and wherein the second

user selectable thumbnail image includes trehidiie-a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag.

17. (Canceled)

18. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

the content data of a second of the digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital

food recipe, the method further comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first

geotag or the second geotag.
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19. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the metadata

of a second of the digital files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created

and inputted by the user, the method further comprising:

displaying a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the

first tag label;

responsive to automatically searching forall of the digital files having at least the first tag

label, receiving a second instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the second

tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberofthe digital files having

both the first tag label and the second tag label, and displaying in real time the updated first

count value on the video display device.

20. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 19, further comprising

displaying on the video display device a second count value corresponding to the numberof the

digital files having the secondtag label.

21. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion and a metadata

portion including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image or

video;

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, the digital

photograph or imageor video ofa first of the digital files and overlaying thereon

a user selectable first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the

tags associated with the first of the digital files, all of the digital files having at

least the first tag label being members of a first set of digital files, the user

selectable first graphical representation of the first tag label having a boundary

with alphanumeric text therein indicating (i) the first tag and (ii) the number of

digital files in the first set of digital files;_and
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responsive to a click or tap of the user selectable first graphical representation of the first

tag label via a user interface device of the client device-thereceiving, displaying,

on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or videos in

the first set of digital files.

22. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, alphanumeric text created and inputted by the

userasthe first tag label; and

associating, using a computer, the first tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database.

23. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 22, further

comprising:

receiving from the client device a request to export the first digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device;

responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file

to include the first tag label created and inputted by the user in thefirst digital file

and storing the modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format such that the

first tag label is preserved during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modifiedfirst digital

file by causing the modified first digital file to be communicated, without

removing the first tag label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage

media to the other remote storage medium.

24. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein

the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a computer system

running a destination operating system different from an operating system on the client device,

and wherein the modifiedfirst digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote

storage medium after the exporting.

25. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 24, wherein

the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet computer,
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a laptop computer, a television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera,a printer,

or a personal data assistant having a computer.

26. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein

the metadata ofthe first digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format

(EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Comment

field of the metadata of the first digital file as alphanumeric text corresponding to the first tag

label.

27. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein

the first tag label is automatically created by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the

metadata of the first digital file and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to

be used as the search filter criterion when selected by the user.

28. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein

the extracted information includes a date or a location associated with when or where a digital

photograph or image or video was taken or created or recorded or scanned byadigital imaging

device.

29. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 28, wherein

the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF), and wherein

the first digital file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG,TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.

30. (Canceled)

31. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein

the further-comprisiterespenstvete-therecetrine. displaying—enthe-+videe—display_device—the

digitalphotesraphs-orimases_or-videesa the first set of digital files includes displaying thefirst

set of digital files such that each of the digital photographs or images or videos is displayed

evertatd-with at least some user selectable graphical representations the of tag labels associated

therewith being overlaid thereon.

32. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 21,

wherein the boundary is a solid line having a generally pill-shape.

33. (Canceled)

34. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, responsive

to a click or tap recetvine-a-selection-of the second user selectable thumbnail image, displayinga

third view|[,|] on the video display device, the displaying the third view including displaying a
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scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of

digital files having the second geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the

representation of the interactive map.

35. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, responsive

to a click or tap recetvine-a-selection-of the second user selectable thumbnail image, displaying_a

third view|[,|] on the video display device, the displaying the third view including displaying a

scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of

digital files having the second geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the

representation of the interactive map.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35 are pendingin the present application. Claim

33 is canceled. Claims 1-2, 15-16, 21, 31, and 34-35 are amended. No new claimsare added.

No new matter is entered. After entering this amendment, claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, 31-

32, and 34-35 will remain pending.

Interview Summary

Applicant’s representative (Bradley Taub) thanks Examiner Hicks for the interview

conducted on March 1, 2016. During the interview, Examiner Hicks and Applicant’s

representative discussed the Advisory Action, the applied references, the pending claims, and

proposed claim amendments to independent claims 15 and 21. Examiner Hicks agreed that if

such proposed claim amendments were made, then the amended claims would overcome the

current rejections. Applicant’s representative indicated that a written response would be filed

including such amendments.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 103

Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-20, 23-29 and 31-35 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)

as being unpatentable over “Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries:

Lowering Barriers While Raising Incentives” (“Kustanowitz”) in view of U.S. Publication No.

2007/0282908 (“Meulen”) and in view of “Event-based Analysis of People’s Activities and

Behavior Using Flickr and Panoramio Geotagged Photo Collections” (“Kisilevich”). Claims 21-

22 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Kustanowitz in view of

Kisilevich.

Applicant respectfully disagrees with the rejections; however, for reasons unrelated to

patentability and to advance prosecution, Applicant amended independent claims 1, 15, and 21 as

discussed in the above-summarized interview summary. As Examiner Hicks has agreed that

such amendments overcome the current rejections, Applicant respectfully requests that the

rejections be withdrawnand the case be allowed.

4842-1901-3422.1
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CONCLUSION

It is the Applicant’s belief that all of the claims are in condition for allowance and action

towards that effect is respectfully requested. If there are any matters which may be resolved or

clarified through a telephone interview, the Examiner is requested to contact the undersigned

attorney at the numberindicated.

Applicant is concurrently submitting a one month extension of time fee of $100.00. It is

believed that no additional fees are due in connection with the filing of this Response. However,

should any additional fees be deemed necessary (except for payment of the issue fee), the

Director is authorized to charge any deficiency or to credit any overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 50-4181/069366-000002USP1 for any fees inadvertently omitted which may be necessary

now or during the pendencyofthis application, except for the issue fee.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: March 4, 2016 By: /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300
NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison Street, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
(312) 425-8563 — Direct Telephone
(866) 513-5365 — Direct Facsimile
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14193426

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 7079

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES
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Paymentinformation:

 
Deposit Account 504181

Authorized User TAUB, BRADLEY

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

069366-2USP1- 124968

ResponseAfterFinal Action Response_to_Advisory_Action.
pdf 38e36275e3f868e2dac8ca8187ec4bf73daQ}b976

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
02f2fa5 36fe 16384a763e49acf3 1b17712614

e6b

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application asa
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 . sa: . 14/193,426 DESMOND ETAL.
Applicant-Initiated Interview Summary _ _

Examiner Art Unit

MICHAEL HICKS 2165

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) MICHAEL HICKS. (3) ,

(2) Bradley Taub. (4).

Date of Interview: 02 March 2016.

Type: &] Telephonic [-] Video Conference
[J Personal [copy given to: [] applicant [J applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: [] Yes IX] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed []101 (112 [102 103 [others
(Foreach of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description ofthe discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 7.

Identification of prior art discussed: Kisilevich.

Substanceof Interview
(Foreachissue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referencesetc...)

Applicant gave a brief overview of the invention and inquired as to whether amendments could be made to overcome
the cited prior art. Applicant and Examiner discussed potential claim language which would overcome the cited prior art
by specification of additional views which are accessed by selecting the thumbnail images on the map view, as shown
in Specification Figures 34 and 40. Examiner noted that, while further specification of the invention may overcome the
cited prior art, further search and consideration would be required to determine patentability. Applicant provided
proposed amendments which Examiner agreed would overcome the standing rejection, however no agreementas to
the patentability of the claims or any proposed lanquage was reached.

See atlached agreed upon proposedclaim lanquage.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substanceofthe interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whicheveris later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substanceof any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of the
substanceof an interview should include the itemslisted in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcomeofthe interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached onthe issues raised.

XJ] Attachment
/MICHAEL HICKS/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2165 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20160302
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be madeof record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reachedat the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must befiled by the applicant. An interview does not removethe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto be transactedin writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendanceof applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substanceof interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the applicationfile, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which beardirectly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for eachinterview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxesandfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,or pointing
out typographicalerrors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portionofthefile, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personalinterview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusionofthe interview. In the case of a telephoneor video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant’s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examineris not likely before an allowanceorif other
circumstancesdictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
—Nameof applicant
—Nameof examiner
— Date ofinterview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
—Nameof participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
— Anindication whetheror not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—Anidentification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reachedandif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachmentof a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementas to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conductedtheinterview (if Form is not an attachmentto a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substanceof the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examinerto include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substanceofthe interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendmentsof a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the argumentsis not
required. The identification of the argumentsis sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understoodin the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize andfully
describe those arguments which heor she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcomeofthe interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant’s record of the substanceof an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Checkfor Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasonsof record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner’s version of the
statementattributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substanceofthe interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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Application No. Applicant(s)
Advisory Action 14/193,426 DESMOND ETAL.

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventorto File) Status
MICHAEL HICKS 2165 No

--The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
THE REPLYFILED 04 March 2016 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.

NONOTICEOFAPPEALFILED

1. & Thereply wasfiled after a final rejection. No Notice of Appeal has beenfiled. To avoid abandonmentofthis application, applicant musttimelyfile one
of the following replies: (1) an amendment,affidavit, or other evidence, which places the application in condition for allowance;
(2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or (3) a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37
CFR 1.114 if this is a utility or plant application. Note that RCEs are not permitted in design applications. The reply mustbefiled within one of the
following time periods:

a) Xx The period for reply expires 4months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) | The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action; or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whicheveris later. In

no event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Cc) | A prior Advisory Action was mailed more than 3 monthsafter the mailing date of the final rejection in responseto a first after-final reply filed

within 2 months of the mailing date of the final rejection. The current period for reply expires months from the mailing date of
the prior Advisory Action or SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection, whicheveris earlier.

Examiner Note: |f box 1 is checked, check either box (a), (b) or (c). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THIS ADVISORY ACTION IS THE
FIRST RESPONSE TO APPLICANT’S FIRST AFTER-FINAL REPLY WHICH WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHSOF THE FINAL

REJECTION. ONLY CHECK BOX(c) IN THE LIMITED SITUATION SET FORTH UNDER BOX(c). See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension
fee have beenfiled is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amountof the fee. The appropriate
extension fee under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final
Office action; or (2) as set forth in (b) or (c) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of the
final rejection, evenif timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. Cc] The Notice of Appeal wasfiled on . Abrief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 mustbefiled within two monthsof the date offiling the
Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41.37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41.37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since a Notice of Appeal
has beenfiled, any reply must befiled within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41.37(a).

AMENDMENTS

3. Xx The proposed amendmentsfiled after a final rejection, but prior to the date offiling a brief, will not be entered because
a) Xx They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTEbelow);
b) Cc] Theyraise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
Cc) Xx They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or
d) C They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding numberoffinally rejected claims.

NOTE: See Continuation Sheet. (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)).

4. Cc] The amendmentsare not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).
5. C Applicant's reply has overcomethe following rejection(s):
6. Cc] Newly proposed or amended claim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the non-

allowable claim(s).
7. Xx For purposesof appeal, the proposed amendment(s): (a) ] will not be entered, or (b) [] will be entered, and an explanation of how the

new or amendedclaims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. Cc] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on :
9. 1 Theaffidavit or other evidencefiled after final action, but before or on the date offiling a Notice of Appealwill not be entered because

applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons whythe affidavit or other evidence is necessary and wasnot earlier
presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e).

10. [] Theaffidavit or other evidencefiled after the date offiling the Notice of Appeal, butprior to the date offiling a brief, will not be entered
becausethe affidavit or other evidence failed to overcomeall rejections under appeal and/or appellantfails to provide a showing of good and
sufficient reasons whyit is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41.33(d)(1).

11. (J The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation ofthe status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

12. K] The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOTplacethe application in condition for allowance because:
See Continuation Sheet.

13. [J Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08) Paper No(s).
14. [J Other: .

STATUS OF CLAIMS

15. The status of the claim(s)is (or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to: .
Claim(s) rejected: 1-7,10-13,15,16,18-29 and 31-35.
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

/MICHAEL HICKS/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2165
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-303 (Rev. 08-2013) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20160309
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No. 14/193,426

Continuation of 3. NOTE: Examiner notes that the clarifications made by the presented amendmentsalter the scope of the claims such
that further search and consideration of the newly introduced claim limitations is required and notes that the amendments do not simplify or
reduce any issues for the purposes of Appeal.

Continuation of 12. does NOTplace the application in condition for allowance because: Examiner notes that while Examiner indicated that
the amendements would overcomethe standing rejection, each of Applicant's arguments is based on the amendments and the
amendmentsare not to be enteredatthis time for the reasons noted above.
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DO NOT ENTER: /M.H/

03/09/2016

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Serial No. >  14/193,426

Applicant : MemoryWeb, LLC

Filed : February 28, 2014
Title > METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Confirmation No. : 7079

TC/A.LU. > 2165

Examiner : Michael J. Hicks

Customer No.: > 70001

Docket No. : 069366-000002USP1

RESPONSE TO ADVISORY ACTION DATED MARCH 1, 2016 AND
FINAL OFFICE ACTION DATED NOVEMBER20, 2015

Mail Stop Amendment — via EFS
Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is in response to the Advisory Action dated March 1, 2016, and the Final Office

Action dated November 20, 2015, which set a shortened statutory period for response of three

months from that date, ie., by February 20, 2016. Applicant is concurrently submitting a one

month extension of time fee extending the time for response to March 20, 2016. Thus, this reply

is timely. Please consider the following amendments and enter the following remarks into the

record for this application.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarksbegin on page 11 of this paper.

4842-1901-3422 069366-000002USP1
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Doc code: RCEX PTOYSB/30EFS (07-14)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approvedfor use through 07/31/2016. OMB 0651-0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Papervork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION(RCE)TRANSMITTAL
(Submitted Only via EFS-Web)

Application|bhai493496 Filing|bo14-02-28 DocketNumber|heos66cg0002USP1
Number Date (if applicable)

First Named Christopher J. Desmond Examiner ichael J. Hicks
Inventor Name  

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114 of the above-identified application.
Request for Continued Examination (RCE) practice under 37 CFR 1.114 does not apply to any utility or plant application filed prior to June &,
1995, to any intemational application that does not comply with the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 371, or to any design application. The
Instruction Sheetfor this form is located at WWW_.USPTO.GOV.

SUBMISSION REQUIRED UNDER37 CFR 1.114

Note: If the RCEis proper, any previously filed unentered amendments and amendments enclosed with the RCEwill be entered in the order
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be
advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information
solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
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result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.
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for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization,
pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommendimprovements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
29306. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any otherrelevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may
be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an
application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Serial No. >  14/193,426

Applicant : MemoryWeb, LLC

Filed : February 28, 2014
Title > METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Confirmation No. : 7079

TC/A.LU. > 2165

Examiner : Michael J. Hicks

Customer No.: > 70001

Docket No. : 069366-000002USP1

RCE AND RESPONSE TO SECOND ADVISORY ACTION DATED MARCH 16, 2016
AND FIRST ADVISORY ACTION DATED MARCH1, 2016 AND

FINAL OFFICE ACTION DATED NOVEMBER20, 2015

Mail Stop Amendment — via EFS
Commissioner for Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This RCE and Responseis in response to the Second Advisory Action dated March 16,

2016, the First Advisory Action dated March 1, 2016, and the Final Office Action dated

November 20, 2015, which set a shortened statutory period for response of three months from

that date, 7.e., by February 20, 2016. Applicant previously submitted a one month extension of

time fee extending the time for response to March 20, 2016. Thus, this reply is timely. Please

consider the following amendments and enter the following remarks into the record for this

application.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarksbegin on page 11 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

The listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates

wherethe digital photograph or image or video wastaken;

receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a userofthe client device;

modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a

first of the digital files to includethe first tag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

search for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching forall of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label; [[and]]

displaying[[,]] a first view on a video display device associated with the client device, the

displaying the first view including displaying:

(i)a representation of an interactive map, all of the digital files having at least the

first tag label being membersof a first set of digital files, the first set of

digital files including at least a first geotag and a second geotag; [[and]]

(ii)displayine—overtaid-_ontheinteracthvemapa first user selectable thumbnail

image at a first location on the interactive map corresponding to the

geographic coordinates ofthe first geotag-entheinteractivemap,

(iii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videos in

the first set of digital files having the first geotag-Gt)-;
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(iv)_a second user selectable thumbnail image at a second locationonthe

interactive map corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second

geotag:;-ontheinteracthremap—andtpyy

(v)a second count value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videos in

the first set of digital files having the second geotag, the first user

selectable thumbnail image including a scaled representation of at least

one of the digital images in the first set of digital files having the first

geotag, and the second user selectable thumbnail image including a scaled

representation of at least one of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital

files having the second geotag;and

responsive to a click or tap reeetvire—a-selectien-of the first user selectable thumbnail

image, displaying_a second view [[,]] on the video display device, the displaying

the second view including displaying a scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital

photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first

geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the representation of

the interactive map.

2. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising subsequent to displaying the second view-recetvinetheselection—ofthefirstuser

selectable-thumbnatt+mage, receiving a selection of a first one of the scaled replicas of the

digital photographs or imagesor videosin the first set of digital files having the first geotag and

displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each and every tag label created and inputted

by the user and embeddedin the metadata ofthe first one of the digital photographs or images or

videosin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, together with the first geotag.

3. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, a second tag label containing alphanumeric text

created and inputted by the user;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second one of the tags of the metadata

embeddedin a secondofthe digital files to include the secondtag label;
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receiving, via the user interface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to search forall of the digital files having at least the second tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

displaying, on the video display device associated with the client device, an indication of

the second tag label.

4. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display device, indicia of each and every othertag label, if

any, created and inputted by the user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file,

together with the indication of the secondtag label.

5. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the first tag

label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and

embedded in the metadata of the first digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the

second tag label along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadata of the second digital file comprise a second set of tags

distinct from thefirst set of tags.

6. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, an instruction to associate the second tag label

with the first tag label, wherein the association indicates a relationship between the content data

of the first of the digital files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label; and

responsive to an automatic search through the digital files returning either the first of the

digital files or the second of the digital files, displaying, on the video display device, an

indication of the association between the first of the digital files and the second of the digital

files.

7. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further

comprising displaying, on the video display device, a count value corresponding to the number

of the digital files having the secondtag label.

8-9. (Canceled)
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10. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request from the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removing thefirst tag label, from the storage media to the other storage

medium.

11. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

the content data ofthe first of the digital files is of a first type, the method further comprising:

displaying, on the video display device, a first count value corresponding to the number

of the digital files having thefirst tag label; and

associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having embedded

therein content data of a second type that is different than the first type,

wherein the displayed first count value includes the further one ofthe digital files.

12. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein the first type

is a digital photograph or image or a video, and wherein the second typeis a digital audio file, a

digital document, or a digital food recipe.

13. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first tag

label is indicative of an identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection

related to the content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date

associated with the content data.

14. (Canceled)

15. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of displaying digital

files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and

metadata including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image

or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates

wherethe digital photograph or image or video wastaken;

displaying[[,]]_a first view on a video display device, the displaying the first view

including displaying:
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(i)a representation of an interactive map,all of the digital files having at least a

first tag label being membersof a first set of digital files, the first set of

digital files including at least a first geotag and a second geotag; [[and]]

displayine—overlaid-_enthenteractive-map-—(ii) a first user selectable thumbnail

image at a first location on the interactive map corresponding to the

geographic coordinatesofthe first geotag-ontheimteractivemap;[[,|]

(iii) a first count value proximate to the first user selectable thumbnail image

corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or imagesor videos in

the first set of digital files having the first geotag;[[,]]

({[iii]]iv) a second user selectable thumbnail image at a second locationonthe

interactive map corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second

geotag-ontheinteracthremap:[[,]], and

({[i]]v) a second count value proximate to the second user selectable thumbnail

image corresponding to the numberof digital photographs or images or

videosin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag; and

responsive to a click or tap reeetvire—a-selectien-of the first user selectable thumbnail

image, displaying[[,]] a second view on the video display device, the displaying

the second view including displaying a scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital

photographs or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first

geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the representation of

the interactive map.

16. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, wherein

the first user selectable thumbnail image includes irehadine-a scaled representation of at least one

of the digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the first geotag, and wherein the second

user selectable thumbnail image includes trehidiie-a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin thefirst set of digital files having the second geotag.

17. (Canceled)

18. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein

the content data of a second of the digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital

food recipe, the method further comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first

geotag or the second geotag.
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19. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the metadata

of a second of the digital files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created

and inputted by the user, the method further comprising:

displaying a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the

first tag label;

responsive to automatically searching forall of the digital files having at least the first tag

label, receiving a second instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the second

tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberofthe digital files having

both the first tag label and the second tag label, and displaying in real time the updated first

count value on the video display device.

20. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 19, further comprising

displaying on the video display device a second count value corresponding to the numberof the

digital files having the secondtag label.

21. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method of associating digital

tags with digital files, comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion and a metadata

portion including tags, the content data including a digital photograph or image or

video;

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, the digital

photograph or imageor video ofa first of the digital files and overlaying thereon

a user selectable first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the

tags associated with the first of the digital files, all of the digital files having at

least the first tag label being members of a first set of digital files, the user

selectable first graphical representation of the first tag label having a boundary

with alphanumeric text therein indicating (i) the first tag and (ii) the number of

digital files in the first set of digital files;_and
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responsive to a click or tap of the user selectable first graphical representation of the first

tag label via a user interface device of the client device-thereceiving, displaying,

on the video display device, all of the digital photographs or images or videos in

the first set of digital files.

22. (Original) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, alphanumeric text created and inputted by the

userasthe first tag label; and

associating, using a computer, the first tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database.

23. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 22, further

comprising:

receiving from the client device a request to export the first digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device;

responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file

to include the first tag label created and inputted by the user in thefirst digital file

and storing the modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format such that the

first tag label is preserved during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modifiedfirst digital

file by causing the modified first digital file to be communicated, without

removing the first tag label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage

media to the other remote storage medium.

24. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein

the other remote storage medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a computer system

running a destination operating system different from an operating system on the client device,

and wherein the modifiedfirst digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote

storage medium after the exporting.

25. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 24, wherein

the computer system includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet computer,
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a laptop computer, a television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera,a printer,

or a personal data assistant having a computer.

26. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein

the metadata ofthe first digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format

(EXIF) having a Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Comment

field of the metadata of the first digital file as alphanumeric text corresponding to the first tag

label.

27. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein

the first tag label is automatically created by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the

metadata of the first digital file and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to

be used as the search filter criterion when selected by the user.

28. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein

the extracted information includes a date or a location associated with when or where a digital

photograph or image or video was taken or created or recorded or scanned byadigital imaging

device.

29. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 28, wherein

the metadata is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF), and wherein

the first digital file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG,TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.

30. (Canceled)

31. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein

the further-comprisiterespenstvete-therecetrine. displaying—enthe-+videe—display_device—the

digitalphotesraphs-orimases_or-videesa the first set of digital files includes displaying thefirst

set of digital files such that each of the digital photographs or images or videos is displayed

evertatd-with at least some user selectable graphical representations the of tag labels associated

therewith being overlaid thereon.

32. (Previously Presented) The computer-implemented method of claim 21,

wherein the boundary is a solid line having a generally pill-shape.

33. (Canceled)

34. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 15, responsive

to a click or tap recetvine-a-selection-of the second user selectable thumbnail image, displayinga

third view|[,|] on the video display device, the displaying the third view including displaying a
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scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of

digital files having the second geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the

representation of the interactive map.

35. (Currently Amended) The computer-implemented method of claim 1, responsive

to a click or tap recetvine-a-selection-of the second user selectable thumbnail image, displaying_a

third view|[,|] on the video display device, the displaying the third view including displaying a

scaled replica of each [[all]] of the digital photographs or images or videos in the first set of

digital files having the second geotag, the displayed scaled replicas not being overlaid on the

representation of the interactive map.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, and 31-35 are pendingin the present application. Claim

33 is canceled. Claims 1-2, 15-16, 21, 31, and 34-35 are amended. No new claimsare added.

No new matter is entered. After entering this amendment, claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-29, 31-

32, and 34-35 will remain pending.

Request for Continued Examination

Applicant is concurrently filing a first request for continued examination (1RCE).

Entry of the request is respectfully requested.

Interview Summary

Applicant’s representative (Bradley Taub) thanks Examiner Hicks for the interview

conducted on March 1, 2016. During the interview, Examiner Hicks and Applicant’s

representative discussed the First Advisory Action, the applied references, the pending claims,

and proposed claim amendments to independent claims 15 and 21. Examiner Hicks agreed that

if such proposed claim amendments were made, then the amended claims would overcome the

current rejections. Applicant’s representative indicated that a written response would be filed

including such amendments.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. 103

Claims 1-7, 10-13, 15-16, 18-20, 23-29 and 31-35 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)

as being unpatentable over “Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Photo Libraries:

Lowering Barriers While Raising Incentives” (“Kustanowitz”) in view of U.S. Publication No.

2007/0282908 (“Meulen”) and in view of “Event-based Analysis of People’s Activities and

Behavior Using Flickr and Panoramio Geotagged Photo Collections” (“Kisilevich”). Claims 21-

22 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Kustanowitz in view of

Kisilevich.

Applicant respectfully disagrees with the rejections as stated during the above-

summarized interview and in Applicant’s previous Response to Final Office Action filed on

February 19, 2016, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. However,

for reasons unrelated to patentability and to advance prosecution, Applicant amended
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